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STA TE OF IDAHO, )
: S8

County of Ada,

)
..:::..L~"--'7'----' 2006, before me, the

State,

personally appeared

~~~~~EI~~~~~~~~~
known or identified to me to be the
Foothill Knights, LLC, acknowledged to me that he

(:

executed the same on behalf of said corporation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and afflxed my
official seal the day and year in this certificate first above written.

~~
rJi

(SEAL)

Notary Public f.9ij 'jall ~
Resldmg at: f11)..{,t
My Commission

EXPires~/Cfi

County of Ada

: ss
)

J"lLt'-t

On this l<6.......
dayof
,2006, beforeme,aNoUUy
Public, personally appeared Tammy de Weerd and illiam G. Berg, Jr., know or identified
to me to b.e the Mayor and Clerk, respectively, of the City of Meridian, who executed the
instrument or- the person that executed the instrument of behalf of said City, and
acknowledged to me that such City executed the same.
' ..

iN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my
official seil.tl»QiJ.f and year in this certificate first above written.
:
•

··~M··
l··,;<i.o~<'f:;·..
~'~~
<I...".
/

I

(SlJAI})

1.&1:

~\~....
:' :
~~~~IC / / ...

··~_ii)~il~.···

~

-n..nl
-~~
otary Public forldaho
Residingat: (WdlliU \D
t

Commission expires: . .J.l.x.Q__-I....,,·'_-'1-1,_ __
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TOOTHMAN· ORTON ENGINEERING COMPANY
CONSULTINO ENOlmtEItS. SURVEYORS AND PI..ANJ:IlERS
9777 CHINOEN BOULEVARD
BOISE, IDAHO 83714-2008
206-323-2286 • FAX 200·32)·2399
boise@toellgrco.r;om

Project: 05143
Date: December 21, 2005
Page: 1 of 1

EXHIBIT "AI>
Land Description for CG Rezone
A par~el ofland located in the NE Y4 of the NE !4 of Section 26. Township 4 North.
Range 1 'Fest, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, described as follows:
Beginn~g at a found aluminum cap, marking the comer common to Sections 23,24,
25 and 26, from which a found brass cap, marki.ng the quarter comer COromOD to said
SectiODS 25 and 26. bears S.00054'56'W., 2657.54 feet; thence, alODg the section line
common to said Sections 25 and 26 (centerline ofN. Linder Road).
1) S.OO~54'56.'.~.... 66,3.91 feet; thence, leaving said section line,

.,

2) N;S9°04'~9'~YV.• 725,.oi feet; thence,
f.

.

3). N.Ooo21'B'-'W.• 656.84 feet to the centerline ofW. Cbinden Boulevard; thence,
along said centerline th.e Jollowing ,courses:
4) S.89°3S'47''E., 650.61 feet to the beginning of a tangent curve; thence,
5) Southeasterly along said curve to the right, having a radius of 34,377.48 feet, an
arc length. of 80.89 feet, through a central angle of 00 0 08'0$". and a chord bearing
and distance ofS.89°34'44"E., 80.89 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
CONTAINIlS'G: 11.04 acres, more or less.
SUBJECT TO: All Covenants, Rights, Rights-of-Way•.Easements of Record and any
Encunibrl:!Dce$.
..
.
REvJi,W

APP'~'f:/

B,{~

J

. j\}l't '6 1,006
pus\.\c
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CITY OF MERIDIAN
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND
DECISION & ORDER

i .•. \: ,:

In the Matter of Annexation and Zoning (AZ) from RUT to C-G and Preliminary Plat (PP)
approval of 4 commercial building lots and 1 commoniotber lot on 10.01 acres for
Knighthill Center Subdivision, by Sea 2 Sea, LLC.

Case No(s): Az..o6-006 and PP-06-005
For the City Council Hearing Date of: May 9, 2006
A. Findings of Fact

RECEIVED
MAY 1 82006
City: of Meridian
City Clerk Office

1. Hearing Facts (see attached Staff Report for the hearing date of May 9, 2006 incorporated
by reference)
2. Process Facts (see attached Staff Report for the hearing date of May 9, 2006 incorporated
by reference)
3. Application and Property Facts (see attached Staff Report for the hearing date of May 9,
2006 incorporated by reference)
4. Required Findings per the Unified Development Code (see attached Stafl'Report for the

hearing date of May 9, 2006 incorporated by reference)
B. Conclusions of Law
1. The City of Meridian shan exercise the powers conferred upon it by the "Local Land Use

Planning Act of 1975," codified at Chapter 65, Title 67, Idaho Code (I.C. §67-6503).
2. The Meridian City Council takes judicial notice of its Unified Development Code
codified at Title 11 Meridian City Code. and all current zoning maps thereof. The City of
Meridian has, by ordinance, established the Impact Area and the Amended
Comprehensive Plan of the City of Meridian, which was adopted August 6, 2002,
Resolution No. 02-382 and Maps.
3. The conditions shall be reviewable by the City Council pursuant to Meridian City Code §
ll-SA.

CITY OF MERID[AN FlNDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSJONS OF LAW AND DECISION .& ORDER
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4. Due consideration has been given to the comrnent(s) received from the governmental
subdivisions providing services in the City of Meridian planning jurisdiction.
5. It is found public facilities and services required by the proposed development will not
impose expense upon the public if the attached conditions of approval are imposed.
6. That the City has granted an order of approval in accordance with this DeciSion, which
shall be signed by the Mayor and City Clerk and then a copy served by the Clerk upon
the applicant, the Planning Department, the Public Works Department and any affected
party requesting notice.

7. That this approval is subject to the Legal Description, Preliminary Plat, and the
Conditions of Approval all in the attached Staff Report for the hearing date of May 9,
2006 incorporated by reference. The conditions are concluded to be reasonable and the
applicant shall meet such requirements as a condition of approval of the application.
C. Decision and Order
Pursuant to the City Council's authority as provided in Meridian City Code § II-SA and
based upon the above and foregoing Findings of Fact which are herein adopted, it is hereby
ordered that:
1. The applicant's Prelimimuy Plat as evidenced by having submitted the Preliminary Plat
dated January 5, 2006 is hereby conditionalJy approved;

2. The site specific and standard conditions of approval are as shown in the attached Staff
Report for the hearing date of May 9,2006 incorporated by reference.
D. Notice of Applicable Time Limits (as applicable)
1. Notice of Preliminary Plat Duration
Please take notice that approval of a preliminary plat, combined preliminary and final
plat, or short plat shall become null and void if the applicant fails to record a final plat
within two (2) years of the approval of the preliminary plat or one (1) year of the
combined preliminary and tinal plat or short plat. In the event that the development of
the preliminary plat is made in successive phases in an orderly and reasonable manner,
and conforms substantially to the approved preliminary plat, such segments, if
submitted within successive intervals of eighteen (18) months, may be considered for
final approval without resubmission for preliminary plat approval. Upon written request
and flIed by the applicant prior to the termination of the period in accord with 11-6B7.A, the Director may authorize a single extension of time to record the fmal plat not to
exceed eighteen (18) months. Additional time extensions up to eighteen (18) months as
detennined and approved by the City Council may be granted. With all extensions, the
Director or City Council may require the preliminary plat, combined preliminary and
final plat or short plat to comply with the current provisions of Meridian City Code

I

CITY OF MERlDlAN FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND DBCISION &: ORDER
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Title 11. lfthe above timetable is not met and the applicant does not receive a time
extension. the property shall be required to go through the platting procedure again.
E.

Notice of Final Action and Right to Regulatory Takings Analysis
1. The Applicaut is hereby notified that pursuant to Idaho Code 67-8003, a denial of a plat
or conditional use permit entitles the Owner to request a regulatory taking analysis.
Such request must be in writing, and must be flIed with the City Clerk not more than
twenty-eight (28) days after the fmal decision concerning the matter at issue. A request
for a regulatory takings analysis will toll the time period within which a Petition for
Judicial Review may be filed.
2. Please take notice that this is a final action of the governing body of the City of
Meridian, pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-6521 an affected person being a person who has
an interest in real property which may be adversely affected by the issuance or denial of
the conditional use pennit approval may within twenty-eight (28) days after the date of
this decision and order seek a judicial review as provided by Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho
Code.

F.

I

Attached: Staff Report for the hearing date of May 9, 2006

CITY OF MERIDIAN FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND DECISION &:. ORDER
CASE NO(S). AZ..Q6-006 / PP-06-OO5 • PAGE 3 of 4
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By action of the City Council at its regular meeting held on the
_ _ _ _ _ _ , 2006.

23 ~

day of

~

COUNCIL MEMBER SHAUN WAROLE

VOTED

COUNCIL MEMBER JOE BORTON

VOTED~

COUNCIL MEMBER CHARLIE ROUNfREE

VOTED

COUNCIL MEMBER KEITH BIRD

VOTED~

MAYORTAMMYdeWEERD
(TIE BREAKER)

I!b~

VOTED - -

Attorney.

By:jntll.f1,~,U
. Clerk

I
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CITY OF MERIDIAN PLANNINQ DEPARTMENT STAFF REPO~T FOR TIlE HEARING DATE OF M...\y 9,2006

STAFF REPORT

City Council Hearing
Hearing Date: 519/2006

TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Josh Wilson. Associate City Planner

SUBJECT:

Knigbthill Center Subdivision

'

.. '.,'.

_~ ~ ::. _~~ ~_ l~·.; ....

• AZ-06-006

Annexation and Zoning of10.01 acres from RUT to CoG zone
• PP-06-005
Preliminary Plat of 4 commercial building lots and 1 conunon lot on 10.0 I
acres in a proposed CoG zone
1. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF APPLICANT'S REQUEST

The applicant, Sea 2 Sea, LLC, has applied for Annexation and Zoning (AZ) of 1O.Dl acres from RUT
(Ada County) to CoG (General Retail and Service Commercial) and Preliminary Plat approval of 4
commercial building lots and 1 common lot on 10.01 acres. The applicant has submitted a conceptual site
plan which shows retail, restaurant and fmandal institution uses on the property. The site is located on
the southwest comer ofN. Linder Road and Chinden Road (SH 20/26).
2. SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION: The Meridian Planning and Zoning Commission heard the
item on March 2 and April 6, 2006. At the public hearing they moved to recommend approval.

a. Summary of PubUe Bearing:
I. In favor: Shawn Nickel
ii. In opposition: None.
iii. Commenting: None.
iv. Staff presenting application: Josh Wilson.
v. Other staff commenting on application: None.
b. Key Issues of Discussion by Commission:
i. Appearance of the rear oithe proposed buildings from W. Everest Lane
ii. Access to W. Everest Lane, which is a private street
c. Key Commission Changes to Staff Recommendation:
i. Add a Condition which states: "The applicant sball modify the plat to include a
cross access/parking easement for aU Jots within the subdivision."
ii. Add a restriction to the Development Agreement which states: "The applicant
shall provide signage which indicates that there is an exit towards W. Everest
Lane."
iii. Add a restriction to the Development Agreement which states: "The applicant
shall provide evidence of a recorded cross access easement with the development
to the west for access to W. Everest Lane, which is a private street."
d. Outstanding Jssue(s) for City Council:
i. None.
3. PROPOSED MOTIONS

Approval
After considering all staff, applicant and public testimony, I move to approve File Numbers AZ-

I

Knighthill Center Subdivision AZ-06-OO6. PP·06-005

PAGEl
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CITY OF MERIDIAN PLANNING DEPARTMENT STAFF REPORT FOR THE HEARING DATE OF MAY 9,2006

06-006 and PP-06-00S as presented in the staff report for the bearing date of May 9, 2006, with
the following modifications to the proposed development agreement: (add anyproposod
modifications.)
Denial
After considering all staff, applicant and public testimony, I move to deny File Numbers AZ-06006 and PP-06-005 as presented in the staff report for the hearing date of May 9, 2006, for the
following reasons: (you should state specific reasons for denial of the annexation request.)

Continuance
After considering all staff, applicant and public testimony, I move to continue File Numbers
AZ-Q6-006 and PP-06-OO5 to the hearing date of (insert continued hearing date here) for the
following reason(s); (you should state specific reason(s) for continuance.)
4. APPLrCA nON AND PROPERTY FACTS
a. Site Address/Location:

Southwest comer ofN. Linder Road and Chinden Road (SH 20/26)
NE \I., NE \I., Section 26. T4N R1W
b. Owners:

Foothill Knights, LLC
757 W. Bankside Drive
Eagle, Idaho 83616
c. Applicant:

Sea 2 Sea. LLC
757 W. Bankside Drive
Eagle, Idaho 83616
d. Representative: Shawn Nickel, SLN Planning, Inc.
e. Present Zoning: RUT

f. Present Comprehensive Plan Designation: Low Density Residential
g. Description of Applicant's Request:
1. Date of Preliminary Plat (attached as Exhibit Al): January S, 2006

2. Date of Landscape Plan (attached as Exhibit A2): Januaty 4,2006
S. PROCESS FACTS
a. The subject application will in fact constitute an 8lUlcxation as determined by City Ordinance.
By reason of the provisions ofUDC 11-5B-3, a public hearing is required before the City
Council on this matter.
b. The subject application will in fact constitute a preliminary plat as determined by City
Ordinance. By reason oftbe provisions ofUDC 11-6B-2, a public bearing is required before
the City Council on this matter.
c. Newspaper notifications publisbed on: April 17 and May 1, 2006
d. Radius notices mailed to properties within 300 feet on: April 14, 2006

I

Knighthill Center Subdivision AZ·06·006, PP.()6-OQS
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CITY OF MERIDIAN PLANNING DEPARTMENT STAFF REPORT FOR THE HEARING DATE OF MAY 9, 2000

e. Applicant posted notice on site by: May 1,2006

6. LAND USE
a. Existing Land Use(s): Vacant land
b. Description of Character of Surrounding Area: The property sits on the southwest comer of
Linder Road and Chinden Road, which are both major roadways in the area and carry large
amounts of vehicular traffic. To the south and west is Lochs~ Falls Subdivision, which
contains over 800 single family homes and vacant commercial lots along Chinden Road.
c. Adjacent Land Use and Zoning
1. North: Chinden Road and vacant land, zoned RUT (Ada County).

2. East: Vacant land, zoned RUT (Ada County).
3. South: Lochsa Falls Subdivision, zoned R-4.
4. West: Lochsa Falls Subdivision, zoned R·4.
d. History of Previous Actions: None.

e. Existing Constraints and Opportunities
1. Public Works

Location of sewer: There is currently sewer in W. Everest Lane and N. Gertie
Place.
Location of water: There are water stubs in W. Everest Land and N. Gertie
Place.
Issues or concerns: Water main sizing.
2. Vegetation: None.
3. Flood plain: NA

4. CanalslDitches Irrigation: No major facilities.
5. Hazards; None known.
6. Proposed Zoning: C-G

7. Size of Property: 10.01 acres
f. Subdivision Plat lnfonnation
1. Residential Lots: 0
2. Non-residential Lots: 4

3. Total Building Lots: 4
4. Common Lots: 1
5. Other Lots: N/A
6. Total Lots: 5
7. Open Lots: 1
g. Landscaping

1. Width of street buffer(s): 35 feet on Linder Road and Chinden Road..

,

Knighdlill Center Subdivision AZ-06·006, PP..()6.00S
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CITY Of MBRlDIAN PLANNINQ DEPARTMENT STAFF REPORT FOR THE HEARING DATE OF MAY 9, 2006

2. Width ofbuffer(s) between land uses: 25 feet
3. Percentage of site as open space: 1.01 acresllO%

4. Other landscaping standards:
h. Proposed and Required Non-Residential Setbacks: per the CoG zone

CoG Standard

Rear

ofeet
ofeet
ofeet

Max. Building Height

65 feet

Min. Lot Size

None

Min. Street Frontage

None

Front
Side

i. Summary of Proposed Streets and/or Access (private, public, common drive, etc.): The access
to the development will be from N. Linder Road to the east and from W. Everest Lane to the
west. A private conunercial drive aisle will provide traffic circulation lhrougb the site. A
connection will also be made to the stub (N Gertie Place) provided from the south by Lochsa
Falls Subdivision. The subject property does have frontage along Chinden Boulevard (State
Highway 20-26) but is not proposing direct access to that facility.

7. COMMENTS MEETING

0., February to. 200S Planning Staff held an agency conunents meeting. The agencies and departments
present included: Meridian Fire Department, Meridian Police Department, Meridian Parks Department,
Meridian Public Works Department, and the Sanitary Services Company. Staffhas included all comments
and recommended actions as Conditions of Approval in the attached Exhibit B.
8. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN POLICIES AND GOALS
This property is designated "Medium Density Residential" on the Comprehensive Plan Future Land Use
Map. Medium density residential areas are anticipated to contain between three and eight dwellings per
acre (see Page 95 of the Comprehensive Plan.) NOTE; The designation of the subject site on the
Comprehensive Plan Future Land Use Map is proposed to be amended to "Mixed Use Community" with
the current North Meridian Area Comprehensive Plan Amendment (NMA CPA). The NMA CPA is
scheduled to be on the March 7, 2006 City Council agenda. If approved by the City Council, as
recommended by the Conunission, this application would comply with the new map designation.
Staff finds the following Comprehensive Plan policies to be applicable to this property and apply to the
proposed development (staff analysis in italics below policy);
•

Chapter VII, Goal m. Objective A. Action 1 • Require that development projects have planned
for the provision of all public services.

When the City established its Area of City Impact, it planned to provide City services to the subject
property. The City of Meridian plans to provide municipal services to the lands proposed to be
annexed in Ihe/ollowing manner:
• Sanitary sewer and water service will be extended to the project at the developer's expense.

I
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CITY OF MERIDIAN PLANNING DEPARTMENT STAFF REPORT FOR THE HEARJNG DATE OF MAY 9. 2006

..
•
•
•
•

The subject lands currently lie within the jurisdiction of the Meridian Rural Fire District.
Once annexed the lands will be under the jurisdiction of the Meridian City Fire Department,
who currently shares resource and personnel with the Meridian Rural Fire Department.
The subject lands currently lie within the jurisdiction of the Ada County Sheriff's Office.
Once annexed the lands will be serviced by the Meridian Police Department (MPD).
The roadways adjacent to the subject lands are currently owned and maintained by the Ada
County Highway District (ACHD). This service will not change.
The subject lands are currently serviced by the Meridian School District #2. This service will
not change.
The subject lands are currently serviced by the Meridian Library District. This service will
not change and the Meridian Library District should suffer no revenue loss as a result of the
subject annexation.

MuniCipal, jee-supported, services will be provided by the Meridian Building Department, the
Meridian Public Works Department, the Meridian Water Department, the Meridian Wastewater
Department, the Meridian Planning Department, Meridian Utility Billing Services, and Sanitary
Services Company.
•

Chapter VI, Goal II, Objective A, Action 6 - Require street connections between subdivisions at
regular intervals to enhance connectivity and bettc:r traffic flow.

The submilled preliminary plat proposes to connect to the public stub street from Lochsa Falls
Subdivision to the south and the private stub slreetfrom Lochsa Falls Subdivision to the west.
•

Chapter VII, Goal IV, Objective D, Action 2 - Restrict cl1l'b cuts aod access points on collectors
and arterial streets.

The applicant has proposed one curb cut on N Linder Road, which was approved by ACHD and is
supported by staff.
•

"Plan for a variety of commercial and retail opportunities within the Impact Area." (Chapter VII,
Goal I, Objective B)

The proposed use does contribute to the variety of commercial uses in this area, as envisioned with
the Comprehensive Plan Amendment.
•

"Restrict curb cuts and access points on collectors and arterial streets." (Chapter VII, Goal IV,
Objective D. Action item 2)

The Idaho Transportation Department (lTD) has preViously submitted letters to the City stating that
their policy jar access to a Type IV Principal Arterial will be at intersections only, and spaced at onehaIJmile intervals in urban areas. lTD allows approaches (other than intersections) in special cases
and on a temporary basis. Stafffinds thai the proposal ofno access point to Chinden Boulevard (SH
20-26) meelS Ihe location requirements oflTD. Further, stafffinds that Ten Mile Road will serve as
the access point to Chinden Boulevard for all the properties in this section. lTD has conditioned the
subdivision for additional rights ofway along Chinden Boulevard, a redesign ofthe proposal dated
July 05, 2005 has been submitted which shows the right"o!-way line at 90 feet to center line for
approximately the flfst 500 feet east of the centerline of Ten Mile Road.

I
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The applicant is requesting to retain Lot 30. Block 1 altke design dated January 19,2006. This lot
should be noted on Ihe plat that it is for future right of way reservation for when lTD roadway
improvements occur. The width ofright ofway reservations shall be as set forth by the lTD, UDe
11·3H·3C. 2
Staff believes that the proposed zoning for this property is appropriate. Staff recommends that the
Commission and Council rely on any verbal or written testimony that may be provided at the public
hearing when determining if the applicant's zoning and development request is appropriate for this
property.
9. WNING ORDINANCE
a. Zoning Schedule of Use Control: UDC 11-2B-2 lists retail, restaurants, and financial
institutions as a Permitted Uses in the CoG zone.
b. PUIpose Statement of Zone: The pUIpOse of the;: Commercial Districts is to provide for the
retail and service needs of the community in accord with the Meridian Comprehensive Plan.
four Districts are designated which differ in the size and scale of commercial structures
accommodated in the district, the scale and mix of allowed commercial uses, and the location
of the district in proximity to streets and highways.
10. ANALYSIS

a. Analysis of Facts Leading to Staff Recommendation
ANNf;XAIIQN ANALYSIS: Based on the policies and goals contained in the Comprehensive
Plan and the general compliance of the proposed development with the Zoning Ordinance, staff
believes that this is a good location for the proposed single family development. Piease see
Exhibit D for detailed analysis of facts and fmdings.
The annexation legal deSCription submitted with the application (prepared on December 22, 2005
by Jeffery McAllister, PLS) shows the property as contiguous to the existing corporate boundary
of the City of Meridian.
Prior to the annexation ordinance approval, a Development Agreement (DA) shall be entered into
between the City of Meridian. property owner (at the time of annexation ordinance adoption), and
the developer. The applicant shall conttAct the City Attomey.J!ilJ Nm. at 888-4433 to initiate this
proces§ within 18 months of CitY Councilapmovi)lof the annexation reguest. The DA shall
incorporate the following:
• All future uses shan not involve uses, activities, processes, materials, equipment and
conditions of operation that will be detrimental to any persons, property or the general welfare by
reason of excessive production of traffic, noise. smoke, fumes, glare or odors.
• All future development of the subject property shall be constructed in accordance with City
of Meridian ordinances in effect at the time of development
• The applicant will be responsible for all costs associated with the sewer and water service
extension.
• Any existing domestic wells and/or septic systems within this project will have to be removed
from tbeir domestic 8elVice, per City Ordinance Section 5-7-517, when services are available
from the City of Meridian. Wells may be used for non--domestic purposes such as landscape
irrigation.
• Prior to issuance of any building permit, the SUbject property shan be subdivided in
accordance with the City of Meridian Unified Development Code.
• A 25-(oot wide commercial drive aisle, sewer, and water shall be stubbed to the property
located at 6175 N. Linder Road.
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• Development of the property shall comply substantially with the conceptual site plan shown
on the preliminary plat dated January 5, 2006.
• The @pplicant shall provide signllge wbicb indicates that there is !Ill exit towards W.
Everest Lane.
• The applicant shall Rrovide IUidegce gf It recorded cross access easement witb the
development to the west for access to W. Everest Lane. which is a private street.

PRELIMINARY PLAT ANALYSIS; Based on the policies and goals contained in the
Comprehensive Plan and the general compliance of the proposed development with the Zoning
Ordinance. staff believes that this is It good location for the proposed commercial development.
Please sec Exhibit D for detailed analysis of facts and findings.
1. Riiilit of way along Chinden: The submitted preliminary plat dated January 5, 2006
shows a 100-foot from centerline right-of-way on Chinden Road, which is consistent with
the Idaho Transportation Department's requirements along Cbinden Road.

2. Conifers in Street Buffer !llong Linder and Cbinden: The submitted landscape plan
shows coniferous trees located in the street buffer adjacent to Linder Road and Chinden
Road. Per UDC 11-3B-SC conifers are prohibited in street buffers, unless planted in the
middle of a buffer which is 20 feet wider, or wider. Please modify the landscape pllUl
prior to submittal of final plat to show conifers placed ONLY in the middle of the
required street huffer.
3. Parking Lot Landscaping: Landscape plans shall be submitted with the Certificate of
Zoning Compliance applications for the development which comply with City Code.

Speclfically, the submitted conceptual site plan does not provide landscape islands and
associated vegetation as required by UDC 11-3 8-SC2.
4. Design Review,;, Per UDC 11-3A-19, the structures within the development shall be
subject to administrative design review and a Design Review application sball submitted
concurrently with the application for Certificate of Zoning Compliance.
5. Stub Stre~ts: Staff is supportive of the connections to the two stub streets from the south
and west from Lochsa Falls Subdivision. The preliminary plat should be revised to show
a stubbed commercial drive aisle and cross access easement to the north property line of
the property located to the south oftbe entnm~e off oiN. Linder Road, known as 6175 N.
Linder Road..
6. Pressure Irrigation: The City of Meridian requires that pressurized irrigation systems be
supplied by a year-round source of water. The applicant should be required to utilize any
existing surface or well water for the primary source. If a 8Uo~ce or well source is not
available, a single-point connection to the culinary water system shall be required. If a
single-point connection is utilized, the developer will be responsible for the payment of
assessments for the common areas prior to signature on the final plat by the City
Engineer. An underground. pressurized irrigation system should be installed to all
landscape areas per the approved specifications and in accordance with UDC 1l-3A-15
and MCC 9-1-28.
7. Common Are!!§: Maintenance of all common areas shall be the responsibility of the
Knighthill Center Business Owners' Association.
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8. Ditches, Laterals, and Canals: Per UDC 11·3A·6 all irrigation ditches, laterals or canals,
exclusive of natura) waterways and waterways being used as amenities, that intersect,
cross or lie within the area being subdivided shall be covered.
U.EXHIBITS

A. Drawings
1. Preliminary Plat (dated: January 4, 2006)

2. Landscape Plan (dated: January 5, 2006)
B. Conditions of Approval
1. Planning Department

2. Public Works Department
3. Fire Department

4. Police Department

5. Parks Department
6. Sanitary Service Company

7. Ada County Highway District
C. Legal Description

D. Required Findings from Zoning Ordinance
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A. Drawings
1. Preliminary PIal (dated: January 4,2006)
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2. Landscape Plan (dated: January 5, 2005)
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B. Conditions of Approval
1. PLANNlNGDEPARTMENT

1.1

ANNEXA nON COMMENTS

Prior to the annexation ordinance approval. a Development Agreement (DA) shall be entered into
between the City of Meridian, property owner (at the time of annexation ordinance adoption), and
tbe developer. The applicant shall contact Ihe Cit)' Attorney;. Bill Nary, at 888-4433 to initiate this
12roc£s~ within 18 months of City Council approval ofllie apnexation request. The DA shall
incorporate the following:
• All future uses shall not involve uses, activities, processes, materials, equipment and
conditions of operation that will be detrimental to any persons, property or the general
welfare by reason of excessive production of traffic, noise, smoke, fumes, glare or odors.
• All future development of the subject property shall be constructed in accordance with City
of Meridian ordinances in effect at the time of development.
• The applicant will be responsible for all costs associated with the sewer and water service
extension.
• Any eXisting domestic wells and/or septic systems within this project will have to be removed
from their domestic service, per City Ordinance Section 5-7-517, when services ~e available
from the City of Meridian. Wens may be used for non-domestic purposes such as landscape
irrigation.
• Prior to issuance of any building pennit, the subject property be subdivided in accordance
with the City of Meridian Unified Development Code.
• A 2S-foot wide commercial drive aisle, sewer, and water shaH be stubbed to the property
located at 6175 N. Linder Road.
• Development of the property shall comply substantially with the conceptual site plan shown
on the preliminary plat dated January S, 2006.
• Th~ m2l!lifiIDl shall PC9vide signage which indicAte§ that there is an exit towards W. Everest
~

•
•

The ilPglicant shan provide evidence of a recoui5:d crgss access easement with the
deveJopment to the west for access to W. Everest Lane. which is a private street.
That tb~ applicant ball otTered. pnd shall eroylde, ,Idewalk Nong the landscape buffer
areas on the south side of the development and DR to Everest Lane.

1.2

SITE SPECrFJC REQUIREMENTS-PRELIMINARY PLAT

1.2.1

The preliminary plat prepared by Toothman-Orton Engineering, dated January 4, 2006, is
approved, with the conditions listed herein. All comments/conditions of the accompanying
Annexation/Zoning (AZ-06-006) shall also be considered conditions of the Preliminary Plat (pP06"{)05).

1.2.2

Maintenance of all common areas shall be the responsibility of the Knighthill Center Subdivision
Business Owner's Association.
The applicant shall modify the plat to include a cross access/parking easement fot; all lots within
the subdiyisjon.

1.2.3
1.2.4

I
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1.2.5

The landscape plan shall be modified to reflect the conditions contained in this report and the
revised preliminary plat and shall be submitted with the final plat appHcation.

1.2.6

Modify the landscape plan prior to submittal of final plat to show conifers placed ONLY in the
middJe of the required street buffer along Chinden Road and Linder Road.

1.2.7

Landscape plans shall be submitted with the Certificate of Zoning Compliance applications for
the development which comply with City Code. Specifically, the submitted conceptual site plan
does not provide landscape islands and associated vegetation as required by UDC 11-3B.8C2.

1.2.8

Per UDC 1I-3A-19, the structures within the development shall be subject to administrative
design review and a Design Review application shall submitted concurrently with the application
for Certificate of Zoning Compliance.

1.2.9

The preliminary plat shall be revised to provide a stubbed 25-(00t wide commercial drive aisle

and cross access easement to the north property line of the property known as 6175 N. Linder
Road.
1.2.10 All areas approved as open space shall be free of wet ponds or other such nuisances. All
storrnwater detention facilities incorporated into the approved open space are subjc:ct to UDC 113A·18 and shall be fully vegetated with grass and trees. Sand, gravel or other non-vegetated
surface materials shall not be used in open space lots, except as permitted under UDe II-3B. If
the stonnwater detention facility cannot be incorporated into the approved open space and still
meet the standards of UDC II·3A-I8, then the applicant shall relocate the facility. This may
require losing a developable lot or developable area. It is the responsibility of the
developer to comply with ACHD, City of Meridian and all other regulatory requirements at the
time of final construction.
1.2.1 J Where the applicant has submitted a preliminary landscape plan and where staff has reviewed
such plan, the landscaping shall be consistent with the preliminary plan with modifications as
proposed by staff.
1.2.12 Per UDC 11-3A-6 all irrigation ditches, laterals or canals, exclusive of natural waterways and
waterways being used as amenities, that intersect, cross or lie within the area being subdivided
shall be covered.
1.3

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS-PRELIMINARY PLAT

1.3.1

Sidewalks shall be installed within the subdivision and on the perimeter of the subdivision
pursuant to UDC II-3A-l7.

J .3.2

The Cit), of Meridian requires that pressurized irrigation systems be supplied by a year-round
source of water (MCC J2- J3-8.3). The applicant should be required to utilize any existing surface
or well water for the primary source. If a surface or well source is not available, a single-point
connection to the culinary water system shall be required. If a single-point connection is utilized,
the developer will be responsible for the payment of assessments for the common areas prior to
signature on the final plat by the City Engineer. An underground, pressurized irrigation system
should be installed to all landscape areas per the approved specifications and in accordance with
UDC 1J-3A-lS and MCC 9~1·28.

1.3.3

A detailed landscape plan, in compliance with the landscape and subdivision ordinance and as
noted in this report, shall be submitted for the subdivision with the final plat application.

1.3.4

The applicant shall submit a detailed fencing plan with the final plat application for the
subdivision. If pennanent fencing is not provided, temporary construction fencing to contain
debris must be installed around the perimeter prior to issuance of a building pemrit. All fences
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should taper down to 3 feet maximum within 20 feet of aU right-of-way. All fencing should be
installed in accordance with UDC 11·3A· 7.
.
1.3.5

Any tree over 4" in caliper that is removed from the property shall be replaced by installing
additional trees, being the equivalent number of caliper inches of trees that were removed.
Required landscaping trees will not be considered as replacement trees for those trees that have to
be mitigated.

1.3.6

All irrigation ditches, laterals or canals, exclusive of the Ten Mile Stub Drain, intersecting,
crossing or lying adjacent and contiguous to the area being subdivided shall be tiled per UDC 11JA-6, unless otherwise approved by Nampa Meridian Irrigation District. Plans will need to be
approved by the appropriate irrigation/drainage district, or lateral USers association (ditch
owners), with written approval or non-approval submitted to the Public Works Department. If
lateral users association approval can not be obtained, alternate plans will be reviewed and
approved by the City Engineer prior to final plat signature.

1.3.7

Staff's failure to cite specific ordinance provisions or terms of the approved
annexation/conditional use does not relieve the applicant of responsibility for compliance.

1.3.8

Preliminary plat approval shall be subject to the expiration provisions set forth in UDC 11-6B·7.

2.

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

2.1

Sanitary sewer service to this development is being proposed via extension ofruains in N.Gertie
Place and W. Everest Lane. The applicant shall install all mains necessary to provide service;
applicant shall coordinate main size and routing with the Public Works Department, and execute
standard forms of easements for any mains that are required to provide service. Minimum cover
over sewer mains is tbree feet, if cover trom top of pipe to sub-grade is less than three feet than
alternate materials shall be used in conformance with the City of Meridian Public Works
Departments Standard Specifications.

2.2

Water service to this site is being proposed via extension of mains in W. Everest Lane and N.
Gertie Place. The applicant shall be responsible to install water mains to and through this
development, coordinate main size and routing with Public Works, and execute standard forms of
easements for any mains that are required to provide service.

2.3

The preliminary plat indicates aU new water mains will be eight-inch. The applicant shall be
required to install a twelve-inch main from the twelve-inch main in W. Everett to Linder Road,

with a connection to the twelve inch main located to the south of this project in Linder Road. ~e

shall be in lieu of running water main in the arterial frontages.
2.4

The applicant shall provide a 20-foot easement for all public water/sewer mains outside of public

right of way (include all water services and hydrants).
2.5

A pressurized irrigation system is required for all subdivisions per UDC 11-3A-15. The applicant

has not indicated who will own and operate the pressure irrigation system in this proposed
development. Ifit is to be maintained as a private system, plans and specifications will be
reviewed by the Public Works Department as part Qftbe construction plan review. A "draft
copy" of the operations and maintenance manual will be required prior to plan approval with the
"final draft" being required prior to final plat signature on the last phase ofthis project.
If it is to be owned and maintained by an Inigation District then evidence of a license agreement
shall be submitted prior to scheduling of a pre-construction m.eoting.
2.6

I

The City of Meridian requires that pressurized irrigation systems be supplied by a year-round
source of water (UDC 11-3A-6). The applicant should be required to use any existing surface or
well water for the primary source. If a surface or well source is not available, a single-point
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connection to the culinary water system shall be required. If a single-point connection is utilized,
the developer will be responsible for the payment of assessments for the common areas prior to
signature on the final plat by the City Engineer.
2.7

Any existing domestic wells and/or septic systems Within this project shall be removed from
domestic service per City Ordinance Section 9-1-4 and 9-4-8. Wells may be used for nondomestic purposes such as landscape irrigation.

2.8

All irrigation ditches, laterals or canals, exclusive of natural waterways, intersecting, crossing or
lying adjacent and contiguous to the area being subdivided shan be tiled per UDC 11-3A-6.
Plans shall be approved by the appropriate irrigation/drainage district, or lateral users association
(ditch owners), with written approval or non-approval submitted to the Public Works Department.
If lateral users association approval can't be obtained, alternate plans shall be reviewed and
approved by the Meridian City Engineer prior to final plat signature.

2.9

A drainage plan designed by a State of Idaho licensed architect or engineer is required and shall
be submitted to the City Engineer (Ord. 557, 10-1-91) for all off-street parking areas. Storm water
treatment and disposal shall be designed in accordance with Department of Environmental
Quality ) 997 publication Catalog of StOOll Water Best Management Practices for Idaho Cities
and Counties and City of Meridian standards and policies. Off-site disposal into sunace water is
prohibited unless the jurisdiction which has authority over the receiving stream provides written
authorization prior to development plan approval. The applicant is responsible for filing all
necessary applications with the Idaho Department of Water Resources regarding Shallow
Injection Wells.

2. 10

Street signs are to be in place, water system shall be approved and activated, fencing installed,
drainage lots constructed, road base approved and the Final Plat for this subdivision shall be
recorded, prior to applying for b\lilding pennits.

2.11

A letter of credit or cash surety in the amount of 110% will be required for all uncompleted
fencing, landscaping, amenities, pressurized irrigation, sanitary sewer, water, etc., prior to
signature on the final plat.

2.12

All development improvements, including but not limited to sewer, fencing, micro-paths,
pressurized irrigation and landscaping shall be installed and approved prior to obtaining
certificates of occupancy.

2.13

Applicant shall be required to pay Public Works development plan review, and construction
inspection fees, as determined during the plan review process, prior to signature on the fmal plat
per Resolution 02-374.

2.14

It shall be the responsibility of the applicant to ClOsure that all development features comply with
the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Fair Housing Act

2.l5

Applicant shall be responsible for application and compliance with and NPDES Permitting that
may be required by the Environmental Protection Agency.

2.16

Applicant shall be responsible for application and compliance with any Section 404 Permitting
that may be required by the Army Corps of Engineers.

2.17

The engineer shall be required to certify that the street centerline elevations are set a minimum of
3- feet above the highest established peak groundwater elevation.

3. FmE DEPARTMENT

I
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1. Acceptance of the water supply for fire protection will be by the Meridian Fire Department
and water quality by the Meridian Water Department for bacteria testing.
2. Final Approval of the fire hydrant locations shall be by the Meridian Fire Department.
a. Fire Hydrants shall have the 4 W' outlet face the main street or parking lot aisle.
b. The Fire hydrant shall not face a street which does not have addresses on it.
c. Fire hydrant markers shall be provided per Public Works speCifications.
d. Fire Hydrants shall be placed on comers when spacing permits.
e. Fire hydrants shall not have any vertical obstructions to outlets within 10'.
f. Fire hydrants shall be place IS" above finish grade.
g. Fire hydrants shall be provided to meet the requirements of the IFC Section 509.5.
h. Show all proposed or existing hydrants for all new construction or additions to
existing buildings within 1,000 feet of the project.
3. All entrance and internal roads and alleys shall have a turning radius of28' inside and 48'
outside radius.
4. All common driveways shall be straight or have a turning radius of 28' inside and 48'
outside and shall have a clear driving surface which is 20' wide.
5. Provide a 20-foot wide Fire Lane for all internal roadways all roadways shall be marked
in accordance with Appendix D Section 0103.6 Signs.
6. For all Fire Lanes, provide signage ''No Parking Fire Lane".
7. Insure that all yet undeveloped parcels are maintained free of combustible vegetation.
8. Fire lanes and streets shall have a vertical clearance of 13'6". This includes mature
landscaping.
9. Operational fire hydrants, temporary or permanent street signs and access roads with an all
weather surface are required before combustible construction is brought on site.
10. Building setbacks shall be per the International Building Code for one and two story
construction.
II. The roadways shall be built to Ada County Highway Standards cross section
requirements and shall have a clear driving surface, available at all times, which is 20'
wide. Streets with less than a 29' street width shall have no parking. Streets with less
than 33' shall have parking only on one side. These measurements shall be based on the
face of curb dimension. The roadway shall be able to accommodate an imposed load of
75,000 GVW.
12. Commercial and office occupancies will require a fire-flow consistent with the
International Fire Code to service the proposed project. Fire hydrants shall be placed per
Appendix D.

13. The fire department requests that any future signalization installed as the result of the
development of this project be equipped with Opticom Sensors to ensure a safe and
efficient response by ft.re and emergency medical service vehicles. This cost of this
installation is lobe borne by the developer.
14. Maintain a separation of 5' from the building to the dwnpster enclosure.
15. Provide IS Knox box entty system for the complex prior to occupancy.
16. The first digit of the Apartment/Office Suite shall correspond to the floor level.
17. The applicant shall work with Planning Department staff to provide an address identification
plan and a sign which meets the requirements of the City of Meridian sign ordinance at the
required intersection(s).

I
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18. All portions of the bui ldings located on this project must be within 150' of a paved surface
as measured around the perimeter of the building.
19. Provide exterior egress lighting as required by the International Building & Fire Codes.
20. There shall be a fire hydrant within 100' ofall Fire Department connections.
4. POLICE DEPARTMENT

I. The Police Department would like the proposed financial institution relocated from the
northeast comer of the site to the southeast comer of the site for better police visibility
and approach.
5. PARKSDEPARTMENT

1. The Parks Department has no concerns with the site design as submitted with the
application.
6. SANlTARVSERVICE COMPANY

1. Please contact Bm Gregory at sse (888-3999) for detailed reView of your proposal and
liUbmit stamped (approved) plans with your certificate of zoning compliance application.
7.

ADA COUNTY HIGHWAY DISTRJCT

Site Sr;.ecific Conditions Q/Approya/

1. Dedicate a total of 48-feet of right.of-way from the centerline of Linder Road abutting the parcel

by means of a warranty deed. The right-of-way purchase and sale agreement and deed must be
completed and signed by the applicant prior to scheduling the fmal plat for signature by the
ACHD Commission or prior to issuance ofa building permit (or other required permits),
whichever occurs first. Allow up to 30 business days to process the right-of-way dedication after
receipt of all requested material. The owner will be paid the fair market value of the right-of-way
dedicated which is an addition to existing ACHD right-of-way.
2. Construct a 5-foot detached concrete sidewalk abutting the site on Linder Road. The sidewalk
shall be located a minimum of 41-feet from the centerline of the roadway. The applicant should
work with ACHD and the landowner of the out-parcel that fronts on Linder Road to extend a
continuous sidewalk to the intersection of Linder Road and Cbinden Boulevard.
3. Construct a northbound left-turn lane on Linder Road at the site access intersection.
4.

Construct a curb return full access driveway on Linder Road located at the south property line
(approximately 600·feet south of Chinden Boulevard), as proposed. construct a separate left and
right tum lane for the eastbound (exiting) approach.

5. Comply with the requirements of the Idaho Transportation Department for right-oi-way, access,
and improvements to Chinden Boulevard (US 20/26).
6. Connect to Gertie Place, a public stub street at the south property line, as proposed.
. 7. Connect to Everest Street, a private street at the west property line, as proposed.
8. Provide a cross-access easement to the O.6-acre out-parcel to the south, as proposed.

I
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9. Other than the access specifically approved with this application. direct lot access is prohibited to
Linder Road and shall be noted on the final plat.
10. Comply with all Standard Conditions of Approval.

Standard Conditions orARJ!.roval
1. Any existing irrigation facilities shall be relocated outside of the right-of-way.
2. Private sewer or water systems are prohibited from being located within any ACHD roadway or
right-of-way.
3. All utility relocation costs associated with improving street frontages abutting the site shall be
borne by the developer.
4. Replace any existing damaged curb. gutter and sidewalk and any that may be damaged during the
construction of the proposed development. Contact Construction Services at 387-6280 (with file
number) for details.
5. Comply with the District's Tree Planter Width Interim Policy.
6. Utility street cuts in pavement less than five yem old are not allowed unless approved in writing
by the District. Contact the District's Utility Coordinator at 387-6258 (with file numbers) for
details.
7. All design and construction shall be in accordance with the Ada County Highway District Policy
Manual, ISPWC Standards and approved supplements. Construction Services procedures and all
applicable ACHD Ordinances unless specifically waived herein. An engineer registered in the
State of idaho shall prepare and certify aU improvement plans.
8. The applicant shall submit revised plans for staff approval. prior to issuance of building pennit

(or other required pennits). which incorporates any required design changes.
9. Construction. use and property development shall be in conformance with all applicable
requirements of the Ada County Highway District prior to District approval for occupancy.
10. Payment of applicable road impact fees are required prior to building construction in accordance
with Ordinance #200. also known as Ada County Highway District Road Impact Fee Ordinance.
11. It is the responsibility of the applicant to verify all existing utilities within the right-of-way. The
applicant at no cost to ACHD shall repair existing utilities damaged by the applicant. The
applicant shall be required to call DIGLINE (1-800-342-1585) at least two full business days
prior to breaking ground within ACHD right-of-way. The applicant shall contact ACHD Traffic
Operations 387-6190 in the event any ACHD conduits (spare or filled) are compromised during
any phase of construction.
12. No change in the terms and conditions of this approval shall be valid unless they are in writing
and signed by the applicant or the applicant's authorized representative and an authorized
representative of the Ada County Highway District. The burden shall be upon the applicant to
obtain written confinuation of any change from the Ada County Highway District.
.
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13. Any change by the applicant in the planned use of the property whicb is the subject of this
application. shall require the applicant to comply with all rules, regulations, ordinances, plans, or
other regulatory and legal restrictions in force at the time the applicant or its successors in interest
advises the Highway District of its intent to change the planned use of the subject property unless
a waiver/variance of said requirements or other legal relief is granted pursuant to the law in effect
at the time the change in use is sought.
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D. Required Findings from Zoning Ordinance
1. Annexation Findings:
Upon recommendation from the Commission, the Counc« shall make a fun investigation
and sball, at the public heariog, review the application. In order to grant an annexation
and/or rezone, the Couneil sball make the fonowing findings:
1.

The map amendment compUes with the applicable provisions of the comprebensive
plan;

The applicant is proposing to zone all of the subject property to C-G. City Council fmds
that the proposed zoning map amendment complies with the applicable provisions of the
comprehensive plan. Please see Comprehensive Plan Policies and Goals. Section 8, of the
Staff Report.
2.

Tbe map amendment compiles with the regulations outUned for the proposed

district, specifically tbe purpose statement;
City Council finds that retail, restaurant, and financial institution uses are allowed within
the reQuested zoning district of C-G as a Principally Penni.tted Use. The accompanying
plat demonstrates the land will be developed with lot sizes and other dimensional
requirements that conform to the proposed zoning designation.
3.

Tbe map amendment shall not be materiaUy detrimental to the pubUc health, safety,
and welfare;

City Council finds that the proposed zoning amendment will not be detrimental to the
public health. safety, or welfare.
4.

The map amendment sball not result in an adverse impact upon the deUvery of
services by any political subdivision providing public services within the City
Including, but not Umlted to, school districts; and.

City Council finds that the proposed zoning amendment will not result in any adverse
impact upon tbe delivery of services by any political subdivision providing set'Vices to
this site.
5.

The annexation tsln tbe best ofinterest of the City (UDC 1l-SB-3.E).
City CQunciJ fmds that all essential services are available or will be provided by the
developer [0 the subject property and will not require unreasonable expenditure of public
funds. The applicant is proposing to develop the land in general compliance with the
City's Comprehensive Plan. This is a logical expansion of the City limits. In accordance
with the findings listed above, City Council finds thllt Annexation and Zoning of this
propertY to C-G would be in the best interest of the City.

2. Preliminary Plat Findings:
In consideration of a preliminary plat, combined preliminary and final plat, or short plat,
tbe decisionwmllking body sha~ make the CoUowine findings:
1.

The plat is in conformance with the Comprebenslve Plan;
City Council fmds that the proposed application is in substantial compliance with the
adopted Comprehensive Plan. City Council generally supports the proposed plat layout as
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it complies with the provisions of the Comprehensive Plan. Please see Comprehensive
Plan Policies and Goals, Section 8, oftbe Staff Report.

2.

Public services are avaiJable or can be made available and are adequate to
accommodate the proposed development;
City Council finds that public services are available to accommodate the proposed
development. (See finding Items 3 and 4 above under Annexation Findings for more
details.)

3.

The plat is in conformance with scheduled puhUc improvements in accord witb tbe
City's capital Improvement program;
Because the developer is installing sewer, water, and utilities for the development at their
cost, City Council finds that the subdivision will not require the expenditure of capital
improvement funds.

4.

There is public financial capabiUty of supporttne services for tbe proposed
development;
See finding "Items 3 and 4 above under Annexation Findings above, and the Agency
Comments and Conditions in Exhibit B fClr more detail.

S.

The development WiIJ not be detrimental to tbe public bealth, safety or general
welfare; and
City Council is not aware of any bealth, safety ot' environmental problems associated
with the development of this subdivision that should be brought to the Council or
Commission's attention. ACHD CQnsiders road safety issues in their analysis.

6.

Tbe development preserves significant natural, scenic or historic features.
City Council is unaware of any natural, scenic or historic features on this site. Therefore,
City Council finds that the proposed development will not result in the destruction, loss
or damage of any natural, scenic or historic feature(s) of major importance.

I
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Planning Department
COMMISSION & COUNCIL REVIEW APPLICATION

Type of Review Requested (check all that apply)

o Alternative Compliance
o Annexation and Zoning
o Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment
o Comprehensive Plan Text Amendment
o Conditional Use Permit
o Conditional Use Permit Modification
o Design Review
o Final Plat
o Final Plat Modification
o Planned Unit Development

STAFF USE ONLY:
Filenumber(s):

id-Preliminary Plat If..VJi~)

Related files:

Ak ..'o, "'(JO' i ft.- 0, -i)O$""

Hearing date: "

o Vacation (Council)
o Variance

.1ZA-

/tf;C-01 ...

pS-t)r-~OS'
I
Project name: £"~/"';'i U ~
D.te filed: 't'-11- 0 I: Dot"!,,e: t{- J-;' - 6ft
Assigned Planner: ilN I
/'-ED" 5:

o Private Street
o Rezone
o Time Extension (Commission or Council)
o UDC Text Amendment
D-Qther

f/'-oct -DoS",;

-1'1 - 01'; Commission 0

Council

•
M t::.>t> l-t"'tCA"T U::;."=?

Applicant Information
,
2"j
Applicant name:
.Jo,lI=\pr

Wv.), (.....

tJ,

v

(\

Phone:

q3ft . . 1'2. ~~

I \

Zip: i't3b/"'"
Applicant address: I (p 7 (,
C.lCl-~~Ir'" Idct.'\ ~l c..~ -:rD.
Applicant's interest in property: %Own 0 Rent 0 Optioned 0 Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Owner name:
'~M< as ,dv~
Owner address: __________________________

Phone: _ _ _ _ __
Zip: _ _ _ _ _ __

Agent name (e.g., architect, engineer, developer, representative): _____________________
Firmname: ______________________________________ Phone: _ _ _ _ __
Address: ____________________________

oJ••-

Zip: ________

DOilier ______________________________

Primary contact is:

Contact name: -..t..:::::~lL.!l.f_l.oL.l4-+J_.:........- - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone: q;fl-I LS-'3
E-mail: -J......I.di!Ul~..ll..!!~;:..:.~;ao..!.-~:..!...:.-=:..-.----------- Fax: gl1-/2$3
Subject Property Information

Location/street address: ~l¢.~

f-

eo-W'("'

Assessor's parcel number(s)::ij)!;tt.:;.;;:t.::::.O_4u.1.~I"i£.Jl'_'WS~~-~5j~D:::::.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,--_ _ _ _ __
Township, range, section: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Total acreage: __--.l..I_O_·_l,)....t~A:...c..---'-"._

±='--_______

Current land use: ---JVn""""""'c.....
.a .IuA....

__:__----

Current zoning district: --.!(!,~fr~_ _ _ _ _ __

660 E. Watertower Lane, Suite 202 • Meridian. Idaho 83642

Phone: (208) 884·5533 • Facsimile: (208) 888-6854 • Website: www.meridiancity.org
)
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Project Description

_-,Ku'...o:J1-Iu.1\7ta~h-i::.Lth~i-lJ...!.)--:-....Ue=j,:.!.:\=bL-ll.c.-...-;5=/.A!Cl::.!:.Q~;.w.j)w;__~.L..J\~b-=-"'-==_ _ _ _ __
General description of proposed project/request: _---'J3<--:..T..;::e.'-\'-'(..,,\M'-'-'j'-"~;":::>O'f-"'lf---f
...1
. . (A"-'-'t_--'B_,(_v_;"":?,. .'.1)=.-v.......-'-_ __
Project/subdivision name:

Proposed zoning district(s):

_--",G:=:'...;b--:.-.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Acres of each zone proposed:

_...-J'. . D:::...-~\~"-+(_______________________

Type of use proposed (check all that apply):

o

IS" Commercial 0

Residential

Office

0 Industrial

0 Other

Amenities provided with this development (if applicable): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:-:-_ _ _ _ _ _ __

--',
J.y-q(f<..l! Qv.-

'~

5 e.-·u {-('fS

Who will own & maintain the pressurized irrigation system in this development?

jt

~ich irrigation district does this property lie within? fle:ttI'f.6 X-r~"j'-"Primary irrigation source:~ frow- LD~A ~U"i Secondary:
t2p\~i"

Cli::t

t· £) l

Square footage of landscaped areas to be irrigated (if primary or secondary point ofcolUlI:ction is City water):

}4L'S.

Residential Project Summary (if applicable)
Number of building lots: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Number of residential units: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number of common andlor other lots: _ _ _ _ _ __

Proposed number of dwelling units (for multi-family developments only):

I Bedroom:

2 or more Bedrooms: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Minimum square footage of structure(s) (exc!. garage):

Proposed building height: _ _ _ __

Minimum property size (s.f):

Average property size (sJ.): _ _ __

Gross density (DU/acre-totalland):

Net density (DU/acre-excluding roads & alleys): _ _ _ __

Percentage of open space provided:

Acreage of open space: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Percentage of useable open space:

(See Chapter 3, Article G, for qualified open space)

Type of open space provided in acres (i.e., fandscaping, public, common, etc): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Type. of dweHing(s) proposed:

0 Single-family

0 Townhomes 0 Duplexes 0 Multi-family

Non-residential Project Summary (if applicable)
Number of building lots: ___~
_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Gross floor area proposed:

57( &VO

Other lots: _.-:...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Existing (if applicable):

Hours of operation (days and hours): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:1.3 '~

Building: _

Total number of employees:

~r

)

'idA,.".".

Building height: _~
_ _-'-C3.~""-"""_"__ _

~

Percentage of site/project devoted to the following:
Landscaping: __

_---li. .'2:=----::-__::-,-----

~_e?_ _ __

Paving:

---,~=--_O_~___

Maximum number of employees at anyone time: _ _ _ _ _ __

Number and ages ofstudentslchildren (if applicable):
Total number of parking spaces provided:

3J..L

Seating capacity: _ _ _ __
Number of compact spaces provided: _ _ _ _ _ __

Authorization
Print applicant name:
Applicant signature:
p

_A~E~_.f:;g.J.~-!l'~e-:::..

____________________

-":;~"""-+-.J:.....J",,",,~,",,-~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

...

Date: --J"i~- 2'"--~D__t5C-.-_ _

rtower Lane, Suite 202 • Meridian, Idaho 83642
Facsimile: (208) 888-6854 • Website: www.meridiancity.org
2
(Rev. 9121106)
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JRW Construction, LLC
1676 N. Clarendon Way
Eagle, Id. 83616
208-939-1253
4-1-08
City of Meridian
33 E. Idaho Ave.
Meridian, ID. 83642
Dear Sirs,
This narrative is prepared with the intent to comply with the City of Meridian's
requirement for a revision to the existing approved preliminary plat, which is known as
Knighthill Center Subdivision approved by the City Council of Meridian on July 18,2006
ordinance NO. 06-1242 and with a development agreement dated July 5, 2006 recorded on July
31, 2006, NO. 106122368.
We have recently purchased this property and we wish to revise the existing preliminary
plat by reconfiguring and increasing the amount of lots to a total of six (6) with one (1) being a
common landscaping lot. It is our intent for one (1) of the lots to be used for an office
condominium parcel housing approximately nine (9) separate single story offices. This lot will
also have the benefit of providing a buffer between the retail commercial lots and the existing
adjoining residential subdivision.
The revised conceptual configuration will decrease the traffic pressure over the previous
plan and it should provide needed shopping and other commercial opportunities needed in this
area.
We agree with, and do not intend to change the access points, utility connections or
common lot landscaping and buffering that were approved on the previous preliminary plat.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

000232

James R. Wylie
1676 N. Clarendon Way
Eagle, Id. 83616
208-939-1253
4-24-08
City of Meridian
33 E. Idaho Ave.
Meridian, ID. 83642
Dear Sirs,

This narrative is a request that all streets within the proposed Knighthill Center Subdivision be
considered as private streets. We agree to allow through access from N. Gertie Place and W.
Everest Lane.
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TOOTHMAN-ORTON ENGINEERING COMPANY
CONSULTING ENGINEERS. SURVEYORS AND PLANNERS
9777 CHIN DEN BOULEVARD
BOISE, IDAHO 83714-2008
208-323-2288 • FAX 208-323-2399

boise@toengrco.com

Project: 08029
Date: April 16, 2008
Page: 1 of 1

EXHIBIT "A"
Land Boundary Description
A parcel of land located in the NE % of the NE % of Section 26, Township 4 North,
Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, described as follows:

COMMENCING at a found aluminum cap, marking the comer common to Sections
23, 24, 25 and 26, from which a found brass cap, marking the quarter comer common to
said Sections 25 and 26, bears S.00054'56''W., 2657.54 feet; thence, along the section
line common to said Sections 25 and 26 (centerline ofN. Linder Road),
A) S.00054'56"W., 40.05 feet; thence, leaving said section line,
B) N.89°38'47"W., 25.00 feet to a point on the southerly right-of-way line ofW.
Chinden Boulevard, marking the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence, along said
right-of-way line the following courses:
1) Northwesterly along a curve to the left, having a radius of 34,337.48 feet, an
arc length of 55.50 feet, through a central angle of 00°05' 33", and a chord
bearing and distance ofN.89°36'00"W., 55.50 feet to a point of tangency;
thence,
2) N.89°38'47"W., 650.61 feet; thence, leaving said right-of-way,
3) S.00021 '13"W., 616.84 feet; thence,
4) S.89°04'59"E., 700.02 feet to the westerly right-of-way line ofN. Linder
Road; thence, along said westerly right-of-way line,
5) N.Ooo54'56"E., 623.71 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.

CONTAINING: 10.011 acres, more or less.
SUBJECT TO: All Covenants, Rights, Rights-of.Way, Easements of Record and any
Encumbrances.

H:IO&029\WPfiles\DESCRIPTlONS\08029-ExbA-BOUNDARY,doc
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RECORDED-REQUEST OF

Tille One

107101528

Order No.: A0766484

WARRANTY DEED
For Value Received,
Sea 2 Sea, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, the Grantor, does hereby grant,
bargain sell and convey unto, James R. Wylie [V and Marcelyn L. Wylie, husband and
wife, as to an undivided 50% interest and James R. Wylie III, an unmarried man, as to an
undivided 50% interest, whose current address is 1676 N. Clarendon Way, Eagle, ID
83616, the Grantee, the following described premises, in Ada County, Idaho, To Wit:
A parcel of land located in the North half of the Northeast Quarter of Section 26,
Township 4 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being Parcel 2 of
Record of Survey No. 5277, recorded February 5, 2001 as Instrument No. 101009348,
more particularly described as follows:
Commencing at the Northeast comer of Section 26, Township 4 North, Range 1 West,
Boise Meridian; thence
South 0°55'28" West 40.05 feet along the East line of said Northeast Quarter to a point on
the Southerly right-of-way of U.S. Highway 20-26 extended; thence
North 89°38'20" West 25.00 feet along said Southerly right-of-way to a point on the
Westerly right-of-way of Linder Road, the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING of this
description; thence
54.60 feet along said Southerly right-of-way on a curve to the left, said curve having a
radius of33,685.92 feet, a central angle of 0°05'34", a tangent of27.30 feet and a chord
of 54.60 feet which bears North 89°35'33" West to a point of tangency; thence
North 89°38'20" West 651.50 feet along said Southerly right-of-way to a point; thence
South 0°21'40" West 616.84 feet to a point; thence
South 89°04'32" East 700.00 feet to a point on the Westerly right-of-way of Linder Road;
thence
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North 0°55'28" East 623.71 feet along said Westerly right~of-way to the REAL POINT
OF BEGINNING of this description.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said
Grantee, its heirs and assigns forever. And the said Grantor does hereby covenant to and
with the said Grantee, that Grantor is the owner in fee simple of said premises; that they
are free from all encumbrances EXCEPT those to which this conveyance is expressly
made subject and those made, suffered or done by the Grantee; and subject to all existing
patent reservations, easements, right(s) of way, protective covenants, zoning ordinances,
and applicable building codes, laws and regulations, general taxes and assessments,
including irrigation and utility assessments (if any) for the current year, which are not due
and payable, and that Grantor will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims
whatsoever. Whenever the context so requires, the singular number includes the plural.
Dated: July 03, 2007
Sea 2 Sea, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company
BY: Foothill Knights, L.L.C., an Idaho Limited
, its M'Wager
Liability Com

BY:-/-~/::7.·
:.L~a~~.::=:==:-Cre

STATE OF Idaho

)

) ss.
County of Ada

)

On this .1 C day of July 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in
and for said State, personally appeared Creston William Thornton and Shannon Blu
Cook., known or identified to me to be the Members of Foothill Knights, L.L.C., said
limited liability company known to me to be the Manager of Sea 2 Sea, LLC, the limited
liability company that executed the instrument and acknowledged to me that they
executed the same for and on behalf of said limited liability company.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written.
cs~(
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Knighthill Center Subdivision
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I() :C/O/I
City of Meridian Pre-application Meeting Notes

f1;1

Date: j2-lr07

ProjectlSubdivision Name:
f'~; A~-f {; 1/
ApplicantlContact: ..k.lM.ts LJv'lle t 0f't) 'f,r; Ire"
City Staff: tJ: til
II, Ccdeb' ~cdr
Location: 5 we 0 t: th ,,,)Il.,,,, I ~CI L.' . . le{/
Existing Zoning; C - G
Contiguqus and Within AOI (AZ only): _ __
Proposed Zoning: C - G
Number of Units and/or Lots: SI' I COi'n.-v. '1'1
Property Size:
/() acNS
Dwelling Type (if residential): _ _ _ _ __
Surrounding Uses: 5~"'~le -c;:'ctMi), ReSiJ..,d:,, {I ():P{:\t.t I t"Rr:./ Ario.. (0 <JV"-i)!
Comprehensive Plan Designation(s): ;;1;f.J - ~e '-o!!lb" Ii :1-1Street Buffers andJorLand Use Buffers: "3 ,;/L~i.r(,;t1;; ~bJ&FfG<'; f<e(;'''fC_.f -fc Ch:II)r;n
Open Space!AmenitieslPathways: _:::--_-:--:-----:-_-;--_ _ _ _ _-::-:::=----:---:-_ _--:-_:----::-;Street System/Stub Streets/Access: 1100 ~/....b ;5-fl'ee Is b ({oePlt" : Evel'e;tl Lew. f. (?u·lie tkce
Sewer and Water Service: S~b 5'Qoe.e -/r; I",!-jJQtre/
I
,
Topography/HydrologylFloodplain Issues: -=;{J..::.."'_""""'_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CanalsfDitches!Irrigation and/or Hazards:.,--!-~:.:..,....=--_-,--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
II i I .. {'
'i Ift'l
ff cJ A 7- i" zct(
History:
Additi onal Meeting Note's: ...:.1"....;C....;6~'--T:;;;....;..I"fh..:.:........L.a.l"-"..:·...:r:;!U.,.;..::-..p.:c..:....:..;:...!-~-<-.::.c.....:..;:.:..::..ct7_'_--A'-"="""'T_----:-_-;--;-Xi '·U1/.'."'I .f:o r C;-/.

Ce;1+e;<

e.

/i..,,,le..f'

*

be

ft.,

Vacation
Variance
Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Rezone
Not Required

Additional Pre-Application Conference (circle one):

Required

Anticipated Submission Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Anticipated Hearing Date: _ _ _ _ _ __

NOTES: 1) Applicants are required to bold a neighborhood meeting, in accordance with UDC l1-SA-SC,prior to
submittal orall application requiring a public hearing. 2) Except for UDC Text Amendments, Comprebensive Plan
Text Amendments and Vacation applications, all other applications requiring a public hearing shall be posted in
lccordance with UDC ll-SA-S D. 3) Tbe information provided during this meeting is based on current City Code and
Comprehensive Plan. Any subsequent changes to City Code and/or the Comprehensive Plan may affect your
submittal and/or application. This pre-application meeting shall be valid for 4 months.
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James R. Wylie
1676 N. Clarendon Way
Eagle, Id. 83616
208-939-1253
1-27-08
Knighthill Commercial Center
Neighborhood Meeting Comments
The Neighborhood Meeting was started at 5:30 pm on 1-26-08 at the cul-de-sac ofN. Gertie
Place. The neighbors had the following concerns and discussions ..
1. Concern about the type and size of the landscape buffer adjacent to the residential houses.
It was stated by Wylie that the buffer was 20 ft.
2. Proximity of the gas station and C-store to the residential. The neighbors requested that
the gas station and the c-store be moved to the hard corner. Wylie agreed to do this.
3. It was requested that the access off Linder be moved to the North to align with Everest.
Wylie agreed to research that possibility and try to move the street.
4. Access through N. Gertie Place. It was requested that the street be closed off with knock
down bollards so that traffic from the commercial street does not go through the
residential street.
.
5. Neighbors were concerned about lights shining into the backyards of the residential.
6. The "Rustic Design" was unanimously preferred to the "Contemporary design"
The meeting was adjourned at 6:15 pm

Renny Wylie

, '
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KNIGHTHILL CENTER SUBDIVISION
NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING
SIGN IN SHEET
Address
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NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING
The City of Meridian requires there to be a neighborhood meeting to provide an opportunity for
public review of the proposed project prior to the submittal of an application for revision of the
preliminary plat known as Knighthill Center Subdivision. Which property is located at the South
West Corner of Chinden and Linder and is approximately 10.01 Acres.
This neighborhood meeting will be held on February 26,2008 at 5:30. The location of the
meeting will be at the North end of the cul-de-sac on N. Gertie Place.
Public comment is welcome, if there are any questions prior to the meeting please call RelUlY
Wylie at 208-939-1253.

00024~

COMMITMENT OF PROPERTY POSTING
Per Unified Development Code (UDC) 11-5A-5D, the applicant for all applications requiring a
public hearing (except for a UDC text amendment, a Comprehensive Plan text amendment
and/or vacations) shall post the subject property not less than ten (10) days prior to the hearing.
The applicant shall post a copy of the public hearing notice of the application(s) on the property
under consideration.
The applicant shall submit proof of property posting in the form of a notarized statement and a
photograph of the posting to the City no later than seven (7) days prior to the public hearing
attesting to where and when the sign(s) were posted. Unless such Certificate is received by the
required date, the hearing will be continued.
The sign(s) shall be removed no later than three (3) days after the end of the public hearing for
which the sign(s) had been posted.

I am aware of the above requirements and will comply with the posting requirements as stated in
UDC ll-SA-S.

Date
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Page 1 of 1

Subj:
Date:
From:
To:

RE: Knighthill Center Subdivision
3/1812008 11 :08:49 AM Mountain Daylight Time
charrod@achd.adajd,\,Is
Beo.wyli~aQl&Q!Il

Renny,
There are a few problems with that driveway location. You are asking for an extreme modification of policy, which is pretty
much out of the question given what intersection will eventually look like. We also have to consider what will happen with the
parcel to the east. When it develops they will have to align their access with yours, which means that we would have two
approaches to an arterial that don't meet District policy. By allowing you to move the access point from what was previously
approved means we would have to throw out our access management policy. In short, ACHD staff cannot support your
request to change the access location at this time.
Coby

from: Renwylie@aol.com [mallto:Renwylie@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 18,20089:19 AM
To: Coby Harrod
Cc: jgt@jgt-architecture.com; hoodc@meridiancity.org
Subject: Knighthill Center Subdivision
Mr. Harrod,

Attached is the site plan we discussed on the phone. We are requesting a change to the approved preliminary
plat and, at the neighborhood meeting, the neighbors requested that we move the access to the subdivision as far
to the north as possible. We have shown an approach 315' south of the new ROW on Chinden.

I wanted to get your oponion before we present this to the City of Meridian.
Thanks
Renny Wylie
208-939-1253

+0 ,vd &\"'~"r-.>
.

LJ~-tr.

'
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Tuesday. March 18,2008 America Online:

Renwvli~
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Subj:

RE: Knighthill Center Subdivision

Date:

3/19120083:49:36 PM Mountain Daylight Time

From:
To:

noodc@meridiancity.Qrg
R~nwylle@gQI.cQrn

ReIUly,
Unless you need to pursue it for your future operations, I'd say you gave it an honest shot to relocate
that entrance. If the neighbors inquire about it, I will infonn them that you did pursue changing that
location but ACHD was not at all supportive of moving it closer to the north.
From: Renwylie@aol.com [mailto:Renwylle@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 20088:11 AM
To: C. caleb Hood
Subject: Knlghthlll Center Subdivision
Caleb Hood,
Based on the attached response from Coby Harrod is there any reason to continue with this effort to move the
entrance from the original design.
Thanks
Renny Wylie

Create a Home Theater Like the Pros. Watch

the video on AOL Home.
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From: John Priester [johnp@adaweb.net]

Sent: Friday, December 16,2005 11:54 AM
To: Martin, Bryan
Subject: RE: Toothman-Orton Engr. Co. - Subd. Name Reservation
December 16,2005
Bryan Martin
Toothman-Orton Engineering Company
9777 Chinden Boulevard
Boise, ID 83714-2008

RE: Subdivision Name Reservation KNIGHTHILL CENlER SUBDIVISION
Dear Bryan:
At your request I will reserve the name "KNIGHTHILL CENlER SUBDIVISION' for your project. I can honor this
reservation only as long as your project is in the approval process. Final approval can only take place when the final plat is
recorded. The word "Commercial" is a duplication and has to be left out.
Sincerely,

Jolin (JJriester
John E. Priester, P.E.L.S.
County Engineer
JP/jp

From: Martin, Bryan [mailto:bmartin@toengrco.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 15,20059:05 AM
To: 10hn Priester
Subject: Toothman-Orton Engr. Co. - Subd. Name Reservation
John,
We wish to reserve "Knighthill Commercial Center" for a commercial development located at:
SW corner of Chinden Blvd.ILinder Road in Sec. 26, TAN., R.t W., Meridian, Idaho (Parcel ID No. S0426120550)
Thank you.
Bryan D. Martin, P.E.
Toothman-Orton Engineering Co.
(208) 323-2288
bmartin@toengrco.com

000245
file:lIH:\08029\E-mail\REToothman-OrtonEngr.Co.-Subd.NameReservation.htm
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KNIGHTHILL CENTER SUBDIVISION--05143·80·100
Readings by Robin Thorne (until 9-19-06)
Readings by David Hoekema (from 9-27-06)

"Reference Elevation Is top of pipe.
Condtitions

0.02" two days ago
0.26", Tues. 0.12", Thurs. 0.03"

._''II~ I\'''_ days light snow)

6-6-2007 J-_~~_ _--:=~:-_-';~:-_.
6- 19-2oo7 t-_~~_ _--:~~~_~~~_iii

~:'· II".I"M

0.15" wIn 2 days

7-5-2007

7_19_2oo7 t--~~--~~~~--~~-fiii

8-2-2007

8-16-2007 t--~~----:=~:-----..;~:--..

Tp·25
8- 14-2006 1-_-=':':~_ _---;=~__---;~:-_f1!!!I
8-29-2006 1-_-=':':~_ _---;=~

__~~:--___

9-12-2006

9-27-2006 t---=-==----=-=~:----~:---

, '

dry, two days light snow
dry
~lIUw8ll dry

dry
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4-25-2007
5-9-2007
5-25-2007
6-7

6-1
7
7-1

dry
dry
dry
dry
dry
dry
dry

dry
dry
dry. two days light snow
dry
dry
dry
dry
dry
dry
dry
dry
dry
dry
dry

c.

.'
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Thompson
Traffic and Civil
April 14,2008

Engineers
Inc.

181 East s[Ji' St. Garden Cit'iJ 1083714
(208) 853-4410 (V) (208) 484-4410 (Cell)
(208)118-1561 (fax) diJn@thompsonengmeers.net

Renny Wylie
1676 N. Claredon Way
Eagle, ID 83616
RE :

Knighthitl Commercial Subdivision
Meridian, Idaho

Dear Mr. Wylie:
As requested, Thompson Engineers. Inc. has reviewed the traffic impact ;;lUdy prepared b) Keith Haiar
and Dave Szplen. and proposed sire modifications for the above referenced project. This lener will serve
as an update [0 the traffic impact stud~ and address the changes in the proposed land use:..

The traffic impact study was dated December 22. 2005. The original data for the stud) was used . Road
conditions have not changed. Therefore all analysis of existing conditions will remain the same . The
original site plan included a bank. a sit do\\ n restaurant. a 53.500 SF grocery store and 42,000 SF of
retail. Based on the traffic study, the site would generate &.756 dail) trips, 347 AM peak hour trips and
954 PM peak hour trips.
The revised site plan includes a bank with a drive through, a gas station with a convenience store with six
fueling positions. 24,000 SF of Specialt} Retail and 21,000 SF of general office space. A copy of the
proposed site plan is anached.
Site trip generation is estimated based on information and procedures in the Trip Generation Manual
published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers. A copy of the calculations for the site trip
generation is anached, The site can be expected to generate 2184 trips per da). 93 AM peak hour trips
and 173 P peak hour trips. Since this is mixed use development. man) of these trips \\ ill be captured
internally within the site and will not impact the transportation system. Intemal capture is estimated
using the procedures in the Trip Generation Handbook published by the Institute of Transportation
Engineers. A copy of the internal capture ratc is anached. Furthermore. banKS. specialt) retail and gas
stations will auract pass by trips. These trips are already in the transportation system, but are redirected
through the intersection to access the site. These trips are added to the driveway counts, but are not
added to the traffic already in the system.
The original study estimated a build out year of 20 II. For this update. a bui Id out year of 2012 is
assumed. Our study will assume a growth rate of 4% of the existing traffic from 2005. The original study
included traffic from the Knight Sky subdivision. for our update, traffic from Tree Fann, Bainbridge and
Other approved subdivisions is included in the background traffic. This \\ ill result in a much higher
volume of background traffic, The resulting PM peak hour background frame is shown in Figure 1.

J . •~

, '

In [he original study, poorer levels of ser\ ice and higher delays occurred during the PM peak hour.
I herefore only the PM peak hour is evaluated in this update.
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Thompson

Engineers
Inc.
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Figure 1 PM Peak Hour Background Traffic
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Site traffic will be distributed to the site in accordance with the distribution detennined in the original
report. Trip distribution is shown in Figure 2.

figure 2 Trip Distribution
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PM peak hour site traffic from the trip generation calculations is then assigned to the transportation
system in accordance with the assumed distribution pattern. Site traffic assignment is shown in Figure 4.
Primary trips are shown in blue. Pass by trips are shown in red.

figure 4 PM Peak Hour Site Traffic Assignment
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The site traffic is then added to the background traffic to obtain the total traffic. The PM peak hour total
traffic is shown in Figure 5.
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figure 5 PM Peak Hour Total Traffic
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The background traffic and total traffic were analyzed using HSC+, a software package which automates
the procedures in the Highway Capacity Manual. Where ever possible, the factors, timing and
configurations were set to the same parameters as used in the original study. This will allow comparison
of the impacts as a result of the change in land use only. The results of the analysis can be summarized in
the table below.
Table 1 - LOS Summary
PM Peak Hour Conditions

2005
Existing
Delay LOS

Chinden Blvd and Linder Road
Additional Lanes

70.9

E

2012
Baclq round
Total
Delay LOS Delay LOS

223.5

Beacon Light Rd and Lanewood Rd

F

226.0
46

F
0

19

C

The intersection of Chinden Blvd. and Linder Road will fail to operate under background traffic
conditions. The addition of site traffic causes a marginal increase in delay. In order to achieve an
acceptable level of service, additional through lanes are required on Chinden Blvd. Adding a right turn
lane on Linder Road does not improve the level of service to an acceptable level. This site will increase
the traffic volume to the site by 4.38%.

.

'

A left turn lane is still warranted on Linder Road at the entrance to the site.
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The original plat required that the developer donate right.of.\\ay to a total of 100 feet from centerline on
Chinden Blvd and 48 feet from centerline on Linder Road. This will allow for construction of a five lane
road on Linder Road and at least a se\en lane road on Chinden Blvd. Chinden Blvd is currently the
subject of a corridor study in this area by COMPASS. It is anticipated that Chinden Blvd will eventually
be constructed to seven lanes. No date or funding source has been established for this work.
A project to construct Linder Road to five lanes in front of this project is included
Improvements Plan of ACHD. It is scheduled for construction within 6 to 10 )oears.

In

the Capital

The widening of the intersection of Linder Road and Chinden Blvd is included in the Capital
Improvements Plan of ACHD. It is scheduled for construction within II to 20 years. This worl-. will
include six lanes on Linder Road and seven lanes on Chinden Blvd .
Based on the finding of this report. it is our opinion that the revised land use plan will result in
significantly lower trip generation, and less impact on the transportation system. Traffic impacts will be
mitigated by improvements already included in the Capital Improvements Plan.
Should you have any questions, please call.
Sincerely,
Thompson Engineers. Inc.

9~

Daniel A. Thompson, P.E .
President

Enclosure

, '
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Table lA - Summary of Trip Generation
Average Weekday Dnveway Volumes
ITE Code

Land Use
No.

Enter/Exlt
Units Rate Total

Capture
Rate Num

Pass-BY I
Rate Num Total

912

Bank

48

TSF

246,5 1183

18%

213

25%

0

970

814

Specialty Retail

24

TSF

40~67

976

22%

215

25%

0

761

710

General OffICe

21

TSF

11 01

231

15%

35

0%

0

196

6

Fuel
Pos

1628 977

21%

205

60%

586

186

232

Gas Station
Total

2184

---

1143

Table 16 - Summary of Trip Generation
Average Weekday AM Peak Hour Driveway Volumes
Units

Enter
Rate Total

Capture
Rale Num

Area Oeser Land Use

No

Pass-By
Rate Num Total

Exit
Rate Total

Capture
Rate Hum

Pass-By
Rate Num Total Total

912

Bank

48

TSF

691

33

20%

7

20%

6,6

194

543

26

18%

5

20%

5

21

404

814

SpeCialty Retail

24

TSF

0

0

20%

0

15%

0

0

0

0

20%

0

15%

0

0

0

710

General OffICe

21

TSF

136

29

5%

1

0%

0

28

019

4

15%

1

0%

0

3

31

232

Gas Statton

6

Fuel
Pos

5.03

30

22%

7

30%

9

14

503

30

22%

7

30'%

9

14

28

Total

8

59

8

34

42

9

9

17

59

Table 1C - Summary of Trip Generation
Average Weekday PM Peak Hour Driveway Volumes
Area Oeser Land Use
No

Enler
Caplure
Uni!s • Rate Total . Rate _Num

Pass-By
Rate Num

Exll
Tolal I Kae
alB

Capture
Kas Nurn

Pass-BY
Rate Num

Tolal Total

912

Bank

48

TSF

2287

110

20%

22

20%

22

86

2287

110

18%

20

20%

22

68

134

814

Specialty Retail

24

TSF

1 114

27

20%

5

15%

4

18

1476

35

20%

7

15%

5

23

41

710

General Office

21

TSF

025

5

5%

0

0%

0

5

124

26

15%

4

0%

0

22

27

6

Fuel
Pos

669

40

22%

9

30%

12

19

659

40

22%

9

30%

12

19

38

232

Gas Station
Total

72
TRIP GENERATION BY MICROTRANS
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Total
From External %

Inc

8·12

land Use:
---- Office
~

I
I

366

104
104

366

208

772

4%
196

I
1

EHa

Balanced

r

-if 1

3%

Enter

rn
5%
Demand

Demand

710

21 TSF

Tolal
115

5.75

L=:c:J
Balanced

00

212%

ITE Code
Size

Demand

Demand

6.0 Fuel Poslbons
Internal External
Tola!

490
490

Enter

.

Engineers

CI~lI .~

Project

iNTERNAL CAPTURE SUMMARY

ITE Code

~

rrdf'/J<! aM

DAllY

411212008

"enod Daily

I

Thompson, .rl

MUL TI·USE DEVELOPMENT

Analyst D Thompson

o
o
o

Exn

115

Total

230

Inlema!

19
20

39

External To External
96
95
---+
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I

FrQm External

170%

%

I
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rn

Demand
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I

Demand

Demand
10%

rn

I

49

49

49
I
I Balanced

~11f

I
I

1
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10%
Demand

1

I
t
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I

r 15%1

!

Demand

~

12

I
I

Demand
10%
115

10
Balanced

S,ze

0~

I

r

I

Demand
10% 1

J

I

>19

49

I

Balanced

To External

I

Enter

'!..-.

I

ElM

Total
From External %
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976

Ex,l
Total
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-.--
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2
I
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3
I
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!

BE]
3%

I ~2 I
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Demand
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~~-
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1
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"lADIUS NOTICE REPORT

FILE NAME: knight

J5-May-2008

Owners

Owner Address

ADA COUNTY HIGHWAY DISTRICT

3775 ADAMS ST
GARDEN CITY, ID 83714-6447

Property Address:
AMD CONSTRUCTION CO

knight
5150 W MURTREY ST
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-3261

Property Address:
AULT ROBERT W JR
AULTJODYA

knight
1393 WVICTORYRD
MERIDIAN, ID 83642-6909

Property Address:
BAKER BARBARA B

knight
9735 S 500 W
SANDY, UT 84070-0000

knight

Property Address:
CHRISTIE DARIN M
CHRISTIE STEPHANIE

1842 W RATTLESNAKE DR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5488

Property Address:
COSTA NORBERT B
COSTA CELESTE C

knight
1814 W RATTLESNAKE DR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5488

Property Address:
COX G mOMAS

Property Address:
DOWNING JOHN J
DOWNING STEPHANIE BROOKS

Property Address:
FIELDING JON
FIELDING SAUNDRA

Property Address:

knight
1878 W SHEEP HILL CT
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-0000

knight
1802 W RATTLESNAKE DR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5488

knight

, '

POBOX 2612
POCATELLO, ID 83201-0000

knight
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_____
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Owners

Owner Address

FISHER MICHAEL V
FISHER DANIELLE B

1887 W BOULDER BAR DR

1840 W SHEEP IDLL CT
tvIERIDIAN, ID 83646-5956

knight
6150 N GERTIE PL

tvIERIDIAN, ID 83646-5627
knight

Property Address:

GUINN JASON L
GUINNLISAL

10928 LANGFORD LN APT 2093
SOUTH JORDAN, UT 84095-4395

knight

Property Address:

HOL VERSON JAY HEATH
HOL VERSON EMILY M

11672 OAKMOND RD
SOUTH JORDAN, UT 84095-5049

knight

Property Address:
:IYMAS SEASON H
HYMAS TRAVIS

1707 W RATTLESNAKE DR
tvIERIDIAN, ID 83646-5454

knight

Property Address:

LAZYPLP

1240 W CHlNDEN BLVD
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5138

knight

Property Address:

LOCHSA FALLS LLC

.~_.

knight

Property Address:

GOVREAU BRAD E
GOVREAU RIENEKE D

___

tvIERIDIAN, ID 83646-5628

Property Address:

FRISK JAMES R
FRISK LAVELLE

'---_=---_b_~~

4487 N DRESDEN PL STE 102
GARDEN CITY, ID 83714-0000

Property Address:

LOCHSA FALLS OFFICE PARK ASSOCIATION

knight
4487 N DRESDEN PL STE 102
BOISE, ID 83714-0000

knight

Property Address:

LOCHSA FALLS OFFICE PARK ASSOCIATION

4487 N DRESDEN PL STE 102

, '

BOISE, ID 83714-0000
Property Address:

knight
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Owner Address
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~C_·"'h

LOCHSA FALLS OFFICE PARK ASSOCIATION

4487 N DRESDEN PL STE 102
BOISE, ID 83714-0000

Property Address:
LOCHS A FALLS OFFICE PARK ASSOCIATION

knight

4487 N DRESDEN PL STE 102
BOISE, ID 83714-0000

Property Address:
LOCHSA FALLS SUB HOA INC

knight

PO BOX 140273
BOISE, ID 83714-0000

Property Address:
LYNX INVESTMENTS LP

knight

3983 ROBLAR AVB
SANTA YNEZ, CA 93460-0000
knight

Property Address:
MILLS TIMOTIlY R
MILLS MARIA D

1640 W RATILESNAKE CT
MERIDIAN, ID 83646·5436
knight

Property Address:
NEWBOLD GARY W
NEWBOLD CHERI R

1853 W RATTLESNAKE DR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-0000
knight

Property Address:
OPM ENTERPRISES INC

POBOX 1302
MERIDIAN, ID 83680-0000
knight

Property Address:
PACHECO RICHARD J & SANDRA K FAMILY
PACHECO RICHARD J TRUSTEE

Property Address:
PETERSEN JOHN M
PETERSEN LINDA A

Property Address:
PRESNELL JAMES L
STANCLIFF IRA C

Property Address:

5321 N PAPAGO PL
BOISE, ID 83713·0000
knight

1922 W BOULDER BAR DR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5944
knight

1874 WRATTLESNAKEDR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646·5488

, '

knight

000268
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Owners

Owner Address

ROTH CHRlSTOPHER
ROTH HILLARY

1773 WRATTLESNAKEDR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-0000

Property Address:
SEA 2 SEALLC

knight

1676 S STREAMPOINTE LN
EAGLE, ID 83616-0000

Property Address:
SEA 2 SEALLC

knight

1676 S STREAMPOINTE LN
EAGLE, ID 83616-0000

Property Address:
STALEY SHAWN E
STALEY ANGELA LYNN

knight

1885 W SHEEP HILL CT
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-0000

Property Address:
STEFANI DONALD J JR
STEFANI LINDA J

knight

1741 WRATTLESNAKEDR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5454

Property Address:
STIEGER JANICE

knight

- 1450 N LINDERWOOD
MERIDIAN, ID 83642-0000

Property Address:
STOKES TRAVIS P
STOKES LISA L

knight

2005 W TANGO CREEK DR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5733

Property Address:
TAYLOR RONALD G
T AYLOR SHARON E

knight

6168 N GERTIEPL
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5627

Property Address:
THURSTON DOUG W
THURSTON LINDA L

knight

1856 W SHEEP HILL CT
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-0000

Property Address:
TSUPAIVANI
TSUPA YELENA V

Property Address:

----~-.~~-.----

knight

.'

6175 N LINDERRD
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5135
knight

000269

Owners

Owner Address

WALKER BUILDING LLC

7750 WESTRIDGE LN
EMMEIT, ill 83617-0000

Property Address:

WALLACE JOHN L
WALLACE KAREN

knight
1688 W RATTLESNAKE CT
MERIDIAN, ill 83646-5436

Property Address:

WHJTE WILLIAM R
WHJTE DOROTIlY
Property Address:
WINWARDPAULR
Property Address:

WOODSON ROBERT
WOODSON LENELA
Property Address:
WYLIE JAMES R III
WYLIE JAMES RIV

Property Address:

knight
1831 W SHEEP HU.L CT
MERIDIAN, ill 83646-5956
knight
2867 N RIDGE HAVEN WAY
MERIDIAN, ill 83646-0000
knight
1875 W BOULDER BAR DR
MERIDIAN, ill 83646-0000
knight
1676 N CLARENDON WAY
EAGLE, ill 83616-0000
knight

.,
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EXHIBIT E
TOAFFIDAVITOF JAYCEE HOLMAN IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT CITY OF MERIDIAN'S BRIEF
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CITY OF MERIDIAN
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW AND
DECISION & ORDER

I""'-.. P /:.E IDIANtt
\....,/YL
t
1::l-'

In the Matter of Preliminary Plat of 5 commercial building lots and 1 common lot on 10.01 acres
in a CoG zone; Miscellaneous Application to modify the recorded development agreement and
Private Street approval within the Knighthill Center Subdivision, by James Wylie.
Case No(s). PP-08-005, MI-08-003 and PS-08-005
For the City CouncH Hearing Date of: August 12, 2008 (Findings on the August 26, 2008
City Council agenda)
A. Findings of Fact
1. Hearing Facts (see attached Staff Report for the hearing date of August 12,2008

incorporated by reference)
2. Process Facts (see attached Staff Report for the hearing date of August 12,2008
incorporated by reference)
3. Application and Property Facts (see attached Staff Report for the hearing date of August

12,2008 incorporated by reference)
4. Required Findings per the Unified Development Code (see attached Staff Report for the

hearing date of August 12,2008 incorporated by reference)

B. Conclusions of Law
1. The City of Meridian shall exercise the powers conferred upon it by the "Local Land Use
Planning Act of 1975," codified at Chapter 65, Title 67, Idaho Code (I.C. §67-6503).

2. The Meridian City Council takes judicial notice of its Unified Development Code
codified at Title 11 Meridian City Code, and all current zoning maps thereof. The City of
Meridian has, by ordinance, established the Impact Area and the Amended
Comprehensive Plan of the City of Meridian, which was adopted August 6, 2002,
Resolution No. 02-382 and Maps.
3. The conditions shall be reviewable by the City Council pursuant to Meridian City Code §
II-SA.
4. Due consideration has been: given to the comment(s) received from the governmental
subdivisions providing services in the City of Meridian planning jurisdiction.
CITY OF MERIDIAN FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND DECISION & ORDER
CASE NO(S). PP-08-00S, MI-08-003 & PS·OS-OOS
-I-
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5. It is found public facilities and services required by the proposed development will not
impose expense upon the public if the attached conditions of approval are imposed.
6. That the City has granted an order of approval in accordance with this Decision, which
shall be signed by the Mayor and City Clerk and then a copy served by the Clerk upon
the applicant, the Planning Department, the Public Works Department and any affected
party requesting notice.
7. That this approval is subject to the Preliminary Plat and the Conditions of Approval all in
the attached Staff Report for the hearing date of August 12, 2008 incorporated by
reference. The conditions are concluded to be reasonable and the applicant shall meet
such requirements as a condition of approval of the application.
C. Decision and Order
Pursuant to the City Council's authority as provided in Meridian City Code § ll-SA and
based upon the above and foregoing Findings of Fact which are herein adopted, it is hereby
ordered that:
1. The applicant's Preliminary Plat as evidenced by having submitted the Preliminary Plat
dated April 25, 2008 is hereby conditionally approved; and,
2. The site specific and standard conditions of approval are as shown in the attached Staff
Report for the hearing date of August 12, 2008 incorporated by reference.
D. Notice of Applicable Time Limits
Notice of Preliminary Plat Duration
Please take notice that approval of a preliminary plat, combined preliminary and final
plat, or short plat shall become null and void if the applicant fails to obtain the city
engineer's signature on the final plat within two (2) years of the approval of the
preliminary plat or one (1) year of the combined preliminary and final plat or short plat.
In the event that the development of the preliminary plat is made in successive phases
in an orderly and reasonable manner, and confonns substantially to the approved
preliminary plat, such segments, if submitted within successive intervals of eighteen
(18) months, may be considered for final approval without resubmission for
preliminary plat approval. Upon written request and filed by the applicant prior to the
tennination of the period in accord with 11-6B-7.A, the Director may authorize a single
extension of time to record the final plat not to exceed eighteen (18) months. Additional
time extensions up to eighteen (18) months as determined and approved by the City
Council may be granted. With all extensions, the Director or City Council may require
the preliminary plat, combined preliminary and final plat or short plat to comply with
the current provisions of Meridian City Code Title 11. If the above timetable is not met
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and the applicant does not receive a time extension, the property shall be required to go
through the platting procedure again.

E.

Notice of Final Action and Right to Regulatory Takings Analysis
1. The Applicant is hereby notified that pursuant to Idaho Code 67-8003, a denial ofa plat
or conditional use permit entitles the Owner to request a regulatory taking analysis.
Such request must be in writing, and must be filed with the City Clerk not more than
twenty-eight (28) days after the final decision concerning the matter at issue. A request
for a regulatory takings analysis will toll the time period within which a Petition for
Judicial Review may be filed.

2. Please take notice that this is a final action of the governing body of the City of
Meridian, pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-6521 an affected person being a person who has
an interest in real property which may be adversely affected by the issuance or denial of
the conditional use permit approval may within twenty-eight (28) days after the date of
this decision and order seek ajudicial review as provided by Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho
Code.
F.

Attached: Staff Report for the hearing date of August 12, 2008

BY_~On of the City Council at its regular meeting held on the
til.A.~:I-

1»t'"'

day of

,2008.

Lff'

COUNCIL MEMBER DAVID ZAREMBA

VOTED

COUNCIL MEMBER JOE BORTON

VOTE~

COUNCIL MEMBER CHARLIE ROUNTREE

VOTED

COUNCIL MEMBER KEITH BIRD

VOTED i~

MAYORTAMMYdeWEERD
(TIE BREAKER)

VOTED_ __

Attest:
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Jaycee Holman, City Clerk
Copy served upon Applicant, The Planning Department, Public Works Department and City
Attorney.

B~CH\fJAOW
. Clerk's Office
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STAFF REPORT

Hearing Date: August 12,2008

TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Bill Parsons, Associate City Planner
(208) 884-5533

SUBJECT:

KnighthiU Center

oWE IDIAN~

• PP-08-005
Preliminary Plat of 5 commercial building lots and 1 common lot on 10.01
acres in a C-G zone
• MI-08-003
Miscellaneous Application to modify the recorded development agreement
for KnighthiU Center Subdivision
•

PS-08-005
Private Street approval within the proposed Knighthill Center Development

1. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF APPLICANT'S REQUEST
The applicant, James Wylie, has applied for Preliminary Plat approval of 5 commercial building lots and
1 common lot on 10.01 acres. Concurrently, the applicant has submitted a miscellaneous application to
modify the existing Development Agreement to remove the previous approved concept plan and replace it
with the proposed plan. Private street approval is also requested that will provide access to the
development and provide connectivity with surrounding developments. Note: The applicant is modifying
the previous preliminary plat approval granted in 2006. There were 4 lots in the previous plat and 5 in
the subject plat. There were 3 buildings shown on the previous concept plan and J3 shown on the subject
concept plan/plat. Access points are not changing from the previous approval. The subject site is located
on the southwest comer ofW. Chinden Boulevard and N. Linder Road.
2. SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION
The subject applications (PP, MI & PS) were submitted to the Planning Department for concurrent
review. By City Ordinance, the Planning & Zoning Commission makes a recommendation to the City
Council on the PP application (MI optional) and' the PS application is reviewed at the Staff level. Below,
Staff has provided detailed analysis and recommended conditions of approval for the requested
Preliminary Plat, Miscellaneous and Private Street applications. Staff is recommending approval for
the KoighthiU Center Subdivision (pP-08-00S, MI-08-003 & P8-0a-oOS) with included conditions
Jisted in Exhibit B of the Staff Report. The Meridian Planning &t Zoning Commission heard this
item on June 19, 2008. At the pubUc hearing. the Commission moved to recommend approval of the
subject PP request.

J.

a. Summary of Commission Public Hearing:
i. In favor: Renny WyUe
ii. In opposition: Ron and Sharon Taylor, Shawna LODgtin
iii. Commenting: None
iv. Written testimony: None
v. Staff presenting application: Bill Parsons
vi. Other staff commenting on appUcation: Caleb Hood
b. Key Issue(s) of Discussion by Commission:
i. Additional (denser) landscaping to screen those homes adiacent to the sonthern
property boundary from the proposed offtce buDdings.
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ii. The extension of Gertie Place into the proposed development.
c. Key Commission Change(s) to StaffRpmmendation:
L None
d. Outstanding Issuels) for City Council:
i. Some of the neighbors had concern with the extension of Gertie Place into the proposed
Subdivision. Staff and the Commission support the extension of the street into the
development.
Tke Meridian City CQungl beard thele items Qn August 12. 2008. At tile public hearing the CQuncil
approved flJe subject PP and MI request
II! Summary of City Cqundl Public Bearing:
L In favQr: Renpy Wylie.. John Wanace
ii. lQ OPpositioP: None
iUt CQmmenting: Karen Wallace.. Stephapie Downipg, RQn TaylQr, Ivan Tsupa
~ Written testimgny: None
l'.! Staffpr"enting Applis.: Anna CAnning
:ria Other stAff eommenting 0U Ipnlieati0n ; None
Rt Key Issue, pfDis'iUS!iQn by Cgugeil;
L ¥lI ture rigbt-of-\l'Y Peeded along IJnder Road agd Chin den Boulevard.
ii. I,andseape requiremeDts adjacent to the residegtial hgmes aIQDg the sgutll property
bQugda ,"&
iii.. ExtepsjQP of Gertie Place and the purpose of the street eonpectiou into tbe prQPQsed
development
~ CrQSS a""s agreement for fIJI! proP9Kd deYelopment to tecas W, Eyrest ),Ape
stubbed at the west property line. A sopy of the resorded eross acee,s agreemept has
heep prpvided to staff and iDeluded in Knig)lthill Center Prgject file and !hall
(emtin in place fQr thi, appro;gai.
~ Key Council 'hagm to StatJJ£nmmissjQP ReeommepdatiQP
L An AdditiQnal DA provi!iiop Was added to include a bermed l5-fQot wide land!cape
buffer adjacent tQ the _ential uses aIgpg flJe west and south property hgundary.
The begD !hall be sondrncted in aceordapee with VDC 1'-3A-5,1. aud planted in
Iccordance with UDC 1 I-3D-?
3. PROPOSED MOTIONS
Approval
After considering all staff, applicant and public testimony, I move to approve File Numbers PP08-005 and MI-08-003 as presented in the staff report for the hearing date of August 12,2008,
with the following modifications: (add any proposed modifications.)
Denial
After considering all staff, applicant and public testimony, I move to deny File Numbers PP-08005 and MI-08-003 as presented in the staff report for the hearing date of August 12, 2008, for
the following reasons: (you should state specific reasons for denial of the annexation request.)
Continuance
After considering all staff, applicant and public testimony, I move to continue File Numbers
PP-08-OO5 and MI-08-003 to the hearing date of (insert continued hearing date here) for the
following reason(s): (you should state specific reason(s) for continuance.)
4. APPLICATION AND PROPERTY FACTS
a. Site AddresslLocation:
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Southwest corner ofW. Chinden Boulevard and N. Linder Road
NE ~, NE ~, Section 26, T4N Rl W
b. Owners:
James Wylie
1676 N. Clarendon Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616

c. Applicant:
Same as above
d. Representative: Renny Wylie
e. Present Zoning: C-G
f. Present Comprehensive Plan Designation: Mixed Use Community

g. Description of Applicant's Request: The applicant is requesting preliminary Plat approval for 5
commercial lots and I common lot in a C-G zone. Concurrently, a miscellaneous application was
submitted to modify the DA governing the site and a private street approval is requested to
provide access to the proposed development.
1. Date of Preliminary Plat: April 25, 2008
2. Date of Landscape Plan: January 4,2006 (A revised landscape will be required prior
to the City Council hearing)
3. Date ofConceptuaI Site Plan: May I, 2008
S. PROCESS FACTS

a. The subject application will in fact constitute a preliminary plat as determined by City
Ordinance. By reason of the provisions ofUDC 11-6B-2, a public hearing is required before
the Planning and Zoning Commission and City Council on this matter.
b. The subject application will, in fact, constitute a development agreement modification. By
reason of the provisions of the Meridian City Code Title 11, a public hearing is required before
the City Council on this matter.
c. The subject application will in fact constitute a private street as determined by City Ordinance.
By reason of the provisions of the Unified Development Code Title 11, Chapter 5, a public
hearing is not required on this matter.
d. Newspaper notifications published on: June2 and June 16, 2008; (planning and Zoning
Commission); July 21. 2008 and August 4. 2008 (City Council)
e. Radius notices mailed to properties within 300 feet on: May 23, 2008 (planning and Zoning
Commission); July 18. 2008 (City CoynciJ)
f. Applicant posted notice on site by: June 9, 2008 (planning and Zoning Commission); JyIy 14,
2008 (City Council)
6. LAND USE

a. Existing Land Use(s): Vacant land
b. Description of Character of Surrounding Area: The property sits on the southwest corner of
W. Chinden Boulevard and N. Linder Road, which are both major roadways in the area and
carry large amounts of vehicular traffic. To the south and west is Lochsa Falls Subdivision,
which contains over 800 single family homes and vacant commercial lots along Chinden
Boulevard.
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c. Adjacent Land Use and Zoning

1. North: Knight Sky Estates, zoned C-C and TN-C
2. East: Vacant land, zoned RUT (Ada County).
3. South: Lochsa Falls No. 11, zoned R-4.

4. West: Locbsa Falls No. 12, zoned R-4, C-N, and 1.-0
d. History of Previous Actions: In 2006, the site was annexed (AZ-06-006) and preliminarily
platted (pP-06-005) with 4 commercial lots and one common lot. A Development Agreement
was required with the annexation of the property and was approved by City Council on 1uly
5,2006. Further, a concept plan was approved with the annexation of this site.

e. Existing Constraints and Opportunities
1. Public Works
Location of sewer: There is currently sewer in W. Everest Lane and N. Gertie
Place.
Location of water: There are 12 inch water stubs in W. Everest Land and N.
Gertie Place.
Issues or concerns: Water main sizing.
2. Vegetation: None.

3. Flood plain: NA
4. Canals/Ditches Irrigation: No major facilities.
5. Hazards: None known.

6. Proposed Zoning: C-G

7. Size of Property: 1O.ot acres
f. Subdivision Plat Information

1. Residential Lots: 0
2. Non-residential Lots: 5

3. Total Building Lots: 5
4. Common Lots: 1
5. Other Lots: NIA

6. Total Lots: 6
g. Landscaping;.

1. Width of street buffer(s): 35 feet on Linder Road and Chinden Boulevard.
2. Width ofbuffer(s) between land uses: 25 feet
3. Percentage of site as open space: 1.01 acresllO%
h. Proposed and Required Non-Residential Setbacks: per the C-G zone
C-G Standard
Front
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Rear

ofeet
ofeet

Max. Building Height

65 feet

Side

Min. Lot Size

None

Min. Street Frontage

None

i. Summary of Proposed Streets and/or Access (private, public, common drive, etc.): The access
to the development will be from N. Linder Road to the east and from W. Everest Lane to the
west via private street that will provide traffic circulation through the site. A connection will
also be made to the stub (N Gertie Place) provided from the south (Lochsa Falls Subdivision)
and a stub driveway entrance is provided to the Ivan Tsupa RUT parcel to the south as
required by the subject DA. The subject property does have frontage along Cbinden Boulevard
(State Highway 20-26) but is not proposing direct access to that facility.

7. COMMENTS MEETING

On May 30, 2008 Planning Staff held an agency comments meeting. The agencies and departments
present included: Meridian Fire Department, Meridian Police Department and Meridian Public Works
Department. Staff has included all comments and recommended actions as Conditions of Approval in the
attached Exhibit B.
8. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN POLICIES AND GOALS

This property is currently designated "Mixed Use Community" on the Comprehensive Plan Future
Land Use Map. In Chapter VII of the Comprehensive Plan, the mixed use designation is defined in part
as an area that is situated in highly visible or transitioning parts of the City where innovative and
flexible design opportunities are encouraged. The Mixed Use - Community designation allows
residential density between 3 and 15 dwelling units per acre, up to 200,000 square feet of nonresidential building area, and is intended to allow a broad range of uses.
Idaho Code 67-6508 states that "the plan shall consider previous and existing conditions, trends, desirable
goals and objectives, or desirable future situations for each planning component." Staff has reviewed the
subject CPA, AZ and PP applications and offers the analysis and recommendations contained herein for
the Commission and Council's consideration (Staff analysis in italics):
•

Chapter Vn, Goal III, Objective A, Action 1 - Require that development projects have planned
for the provision of all public services.

•
•
•
•

•
•

Sanitary sewer and water service will be extended to the project at the developer's expense.
The subject lands are serviced by the Meridian City Fire Department.
The subject lands are serviced by the Meridian Police Department (MPD).
The roadways adjacent to the subject lands are currently owned and maintained by the Ada
County Highway Distrid (ACHD). This service will not change.
The subject lands are currently serviced by the Meridian School District #2. This service will
not change.
The subject lands are currently serviced by the Meridian Library District. This service will
not change and the Meridian Library District should suffer no revenue loss as a result of the
subject annexation.

Municipal, fee-supported, services will be provided by the Meridian Building Department, the
Meridian Public Works Department, the Meridian Water Department, the Meridian Wastewater
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Department, the Meridian Planning Department, Meridian Utility Billing Services, and Sanitary
Services Company.
(I

Chapter VI, Goal H, Objective A, Action 6 - Require street connections between subdivisions at
regular intervals to enhance connectivity and better traffic flow.

The submitted preliminary plat proposes to connect to the public stub street (Gertie Place) from
Lochsa Falls Subdivision to the south and the private stub street (Everest Lane) from Lochsa
Falls Subdivision to the west. The applicant is also proposing to provide a driveway access to the
undeveloped property to the southeast.
•

Chapter vn, Goal IV, Objective D, Action 2 - Restrict curb cuts and access points on collectors
and arterial streets.
The applicant has proposed one curb cut on N. Linder Road, which was previously approved by
ACHD and is supported by staff.

•

"Plan for a variety of commercial and retail opportunities within the Impact Area." (Chapter vn,
Goal 1, Objective B)

The proposed use does contribute to the variety of commercial uses in this area, as envisioned
with the Comprehensive Plan Amendment.
•

"Restrict curb cuts and access points on collectors and arterial streets." (Chapter vn, Goal IV,
Objective D. Action item 2)

The Idaho TransPortation Department (lTD) has previously submitted letters to the City stating
that their policy for access to a Type IV Principal Arterial will be at intersections only, and
spaced at one-halfmile intervals in urban areas. lTD allows approaches (other than
intersections) in special cases and on a temporary basis. Stafffinds that the proposal ofno access
point to Chinden Boulevard (SH 20-26) meets the location requirements oflTD. lTD has
requested 100 feet ofright-ol-way be reserved for the future widen of Chinden Boulevard.
•

"Require appropriate landscape and street buffers along transportation corridors (setback,
vegetation, low walls, berms, etc.)." (Chapter VH, Goal IV, Objective D, Action item 4)

Chinden Boulevard and Linder Road are designated as entryway corridors. By City Ordinance, a
35-/00t wide landscape buffer is required adjacent to both Linder Road and Chinden Boulevard.
•

Require all commercial businesses to install and maintain landscaping." (Chapter V, Goal m,
Objective DJ Action item 5)

•

The subject site will be responsible for installing and maintaining the appropriate landscape
bujfors, parking lot landscaping and streetscape landscaping at the time said parcel is developed.
Permit new ... commercial development only where urban services can be reasonably provided
at the time of final approval and development is contiguous to the City." (Chapter IV, Goal I,
Obj. A, #6)
This parcel is already annexed into the city. Sanitary sewer and water are available to this
parcel.
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•

Mixed Use standards, pages 102 and 103, Chapter Vll:
Purpose Statement: The purpose of the MU designation on the Future Land Use Map is to
identify key areas which are either infilI in nature or situated in highly visible or transitioning
areas of the city where innovative and flexible design opportunities are encouraged.
The highly visible location of this property, at the comer of Chinden Boulevard and Linder
Road, makes it a good candidate for a quality commercial development.

•

Eighth Bullet, top of page 103: All mixed use projec~ shall be directly accessible to
neighborhoods within the section by both vehicles and pedestrians.
The conceptual plan provided by the Applicant shows connectivity between the residential
neighborhood to the south and the proposed commercial development by extending the stub street
(Gertie Place) and the existing sidewalk into the development.

Staff recommends that the Commission and Council rely on any verbal or written testimony that may be
provided at the public hearing when determining if the applicant's zoning and development request is
appropriate for this property.
9. ZONING ORDINANCE

a. Zoning Schedule of Use Control: UDC Table 11-2B-2Iists the permitted, accessory, and
conditional uses in the C-G zoning district.
b. Purpose Statement of Zone: The purpose of the Commercial Districts is to provide for the
retail and service needs of the community in accord with the Meridian Comprehensive Plan.
Pour Districts are designated which differ in the size and scale of commercial structures
accommodated in the district, the scale and mix of allowed commercial uses, and the location
of the district in proximity to streets and highways.
10. ANALYSIS

a. Analysis of Pacts Leading to Staff Recommendation
mentioned earlier, a DA was required when
the subject site was annexed into the City. A comprehensive list of the DA provisions that
currently govern the site are as follows:
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT MODIFICATION: As

•
•
•
•

•

All future uses shall not involve uses, activities, processes, materials, equipment and
conditions of operation that will be detrimental to any persons, property or the general
welfare by reason of excessive production of traffic, noise, smoke, fumes, glare or odors.
All future development of the subject property shall be constructed in accordance with City
of Meridian ordinances in effect at the time of development.
The applicant will be responsible for all costs associated with the sewer and water service
extension.
Any existing domestic wells and/or septic systems within this project will have to be removed
from their domestic service, per City Ordinance Section 5-7-517, when services are available
from the City of Meridian. Wells may be used for non-domestic purposes such as landscape
irrigation.
Prior to issuance of any building permit, the subject property shall be subdivided in
accordance with the City of Meridian Unified Development Code.
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•
•
•
•

A 25~foot wide commercial drive aisle, sewer, and water shall be stubbed to the property
located at 6175 N. Linder Road.
Development of the property shall comply substantially with the conceptual site plan shown
on the preliminary plat dated January 5, 2006.
The applicant shall provide signage on the site which indicates that there is an exit towards
W. Everest Lane.
The applicant shall provide evidence of a recorded cross access easement with the
development to the west for access to W. Everest Lane, which is a private street.

The applicant is proposing to amend the DA provision that ties the development to the
concept plan approved with the previous preliminary plat (pP-06-005). The applicant has
submitted a new concept plan showing how the site may develop. The previous concept plan
depicted four buildings (pad sites) with varying uses on the site (grocery store, retail, bank
and restaurant). The new concept plan proposed for the site is showing thirteen buildings
ranging in uses from a convenient storeJfuel sales, multi-tenant retail, a bank and office
uses. The previous concept plan was also approved with a total 109,750 square feet of retail
space and the new concept plan proposed depicts roughly half the amount of square footage
at 56,300 square feet. However, staff has included in the new DA provisions to allow a
maximum of 40,000 square feet of retail uses and 30,000 square feet of office uses on the
subject site. Staff believes the new concept plan differs substantially from the previous
approval and feels additional DA provisions are necessary. Therefore with the exception of
modification of the concept plan, Staff is recommending the remaining DA provisions in
section 5 not be cIlanged and that new additional DA provisions be included in the amended
DA as follows:
1. The development of this property shall substantially comply with the concept plan in
Exhibit A as determined by the PlllIlDing Director. Adjacent to residential uses, office
uses shall be constructed to help buffer the surrounding neighborhood from the more
intense retail uses near Linder Road and Chinden Boulevard.
2. Any future buildings shall substantially comply with the elevations in Exhibit A as
determined by the Planning Director.
3. Any future buildings fronting on Chinden Boulevard and Linder Road shall be subject
to Design Review in accordance with UDC 11-3A-19.
4. Future retail uses shall not exceed a total of 40,000 square feet and future office uses
shall not exceed a total of 30,000 square feet.
5. A central plaza shall be located on Lot 4 as depicted on the concept plan.
6. Any future drive-through use on this site shall obtain CUP approval.
7. Set aside a minimum of 100-feet of property from the center of Chinden Boulevard for
the future roadway expansion.
CONCEPT PLAN: The applicant has submitted a concept plan for the subject site. The
applicant is proposing to develop the site with a mix of commercial and office uses. Two of the
pad sites are proposed for drive through facilities which require separate CUP approval because
the proposed <!rive through lanes are within 300 feet of a residential district. Located in the
northeast comer of the development the applicant is proposing a convenience store with a car
wash facility. On the submitted concept plan, the commercial uses front along Chinden Boulevard
and Linder Road. Adjacent to the residential homes, office uses are proposed to help buffer the
surrounding neighborhood from the more intense retail uses. Staff is generally supportive of the
proposed concept plan and has made it a provision for the amended DA
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ELEVATIONS: The Applicant has submitted conceptual building elevations with this application
that depict how the future multi-tenant, office and convenience store buildings may be
constructed on this site. Building materials depicted on the office buildings depict stucco with
substantial stone veneer and architectural shingle roofing. Two variations in the multi-tenant
buildings are proposed. The first rendering has stucco and stone veneer accents with varying
parapet heights and roof dimensions and a timber canopy that extends along the entire front of the
building. The other multi-tenant building is proposing a more contemporary design and also
includes varying parapet heights and stucco and block wall system. The convenience store
building is also proposed to be constructed of stucco with stone accents and metal canopies to
accent the street facing facades. In addition, varying rooflines are proposed with a combination of
a flat roof and pitched roof design accented in metal. Staff is supportive of the proposed
elevations and has attached these elevations in Exhibit A. Any Future buildings constructed on
the site shall substantially comply with these elevations.

DRIVE-THRU ESTABLISBMENTS: The concept plan depicts 2 drive-thru windows on this
site within 300 feet of a residential zoning district. Per UDC 11-4-3-11. drive-through
establishments require CUP approval if they are located within 300 feet of an existing residence
or residential district or another drive-thru facility. In addition, there are also several specific use
standards for drive-thru windows that are listed in UDC 11-4-3-11. If drive-through
establishments are proposed on this site, a CUP shall be required that complies with the UDC
standards.
PRELIMINARY PLAT ANALYSIS: The proposed preliminary plat depicts 5 buildable lots
and lcommon lot on 1O.oI acres of land in a C-G zoning district. Please see Exhibit C for
detailed analysis of the required facts and fmdings for the preliminary plat application. Staff is in
general support of the proposed plat with the following comments:
Dimensional Standards: The applicant must comply with the dimensional standards for the C-G
zoning district listed in UDC Table 11-2B-3 as outlined in this report.
Preliminary Plat: Staff has reviewed the proposed plat and is recommending that the plat be
revised as follows:

•

A 35-foot wide street buffer landscape easement is required along Linder Road,
classified as an arterial street, and an entryway corridor, per UDC Table 11-2B-3.

•

A 35-foot wide street buffer landscape easement is required along Chinden
Boulevard classified as a state highway and an entryway corridor, per UDC Table 112B-3.

•

The 10-foot wide multi-use pathway located along Chinden Boulevard shall be
placed in a public pedestrian easement via a note on the final plat.

•

A cross-access easement shall be recorded, via a recorded document and/or a note on
the final plat, for all lots within the subdivision to use the private streets and
driveways proposed as access to the public street system.

•

A 2S-foot landscape buffer shall be depicted along the southern property boundary
adjacent to the residential lots and continue along the west property boundary and
terminate at the south side ofW. Everest Lane (approximately 210 feet).

Landscape Plan: The applicant submitted the landscape plan approved with the 2006 project.
The purpose of the plan is only to illustrate the required perimeter landscape buffers required for
the proposed subdivision. Staff is recommending the applicant revise the landscape plan
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prior to the City Council hearing to retlect the current layout of the site. Staffhas reviewed
the plan for compliance with current UDC standards and offers the following
comments/requirements:
•
•

•

•
•

A detached 10-foot wide multi-use pathway shall be constructed along Chinden
Boulevard with trees planted every 35 linear feet.
Per UDC Table 11-2B-3, a 35-foot wide landscape street buffer is required along
Chinden Boulevard and Linder Road, as depicted on the landscape plan and plat.
These buffers should be designed in accordance with the standards listed in UDC 113B-7.
Per UDC Table 11-2B-3, a 25-foot wide landscape buffer is required between
residential uses and properties zoned C-G. This buffer should be designed and
constructed in accordance with UDC 11-3B-9. On the submitted plat the applicant is
showing a 20-foot landscape buffer. On the revised landscape plan depict a 25-foot
landscape buffer as required by the UDC.
The applicant should also comply with any other landscaping standards described in
the UDC, including but not limited to UDC 11-3B-8 which outlines the standards for
parking lot landscaping.
The 5-foot wide sidewalk along Linder Road shall be located so it is detached from
the future curb in accordance with UDC 11-3A-17.

Ten copies of the revised landscape shall be submitted to the Planning Department 10 days
prior to the City Council hearing.

Parking Lot Landscaping: Landscape plans shall be submitted with the Certificate of Zoning
Compliance applications for the development which comply with City Code. Specifically, the
submitted conceptual site plan does not show the landscaping in the landscape islands as required
by UDC 11-3B-8C2.
Development along State Highways: UDC 11-3H-3 regulates any development along state
highways. This section of the code also regulates access to State and Fedeml highways and future
right of way reservations for lID. Chinden Boulevard limits access to the half mile mark between
section lines. The applicant has not proposed any access points to Chinden Boulevard with the
submitted PP application. As indicated on the preliminary plat for the project, the applicant is
responsible for reserving 100 feet of right way for future expansion of Chinden Boulevard. Staff
has conditioned this in the proposed DA amendment and Exhibit B below.
UDC 11-3H-3C4 requires the construction of a lO-foot multi-use pathway with a public use
easement. On the submitted preliminary plat, the applicant has complied with this UDC standard.
Design Review: Per UDC 11-3A-19. the structures within the development shall be subject to
administrative design review and a Design Review application shall submitted concurrently with
the application for Certificate of Zoning Compliance for each building along Linder Road and
Chinden Boulevard.
Access: The access to the development will be from N. Linder Road to the east and from W.
Everest Lane to the west via private streets that will provide traffic circulation through the site. A
connection will also be made to the stub (N Gertie Place) provided from the south by Lochsa
Falls Subdivision. A stub driveway entrance is provided to the Ivan Tsupa RUT parcel to the
southeast as required by the subject DA. The subject property does have frontage along Chinden
Boulevard (State Highway 20-26) but is not proposing direct access to that facility. Staff is

Knighthill Center PP-08-00S, MI-08-003 & PS-08-00S
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supportive of the access provided to the site.
Cross-Access: Some of the proposed lots do not have frontage on a public street. Cross-access
shall be provided to all lots within the development via a note on the recorded final plat or a
separate recorded agreement.
Pressure Irrigation: The City of Meridian requires that pressurized irrigation systems be
supplied by a year-round source of water. The applicant should be required to utilize any existing
surface or well water for the primary source. If a surface or well source is not available, a singlepoint connection to the culinary water system shall be required. If a single-point connection is
utilized, the developer will be responsible for the payment of assessments for the common areas
prior to signature on the final plat by the City Engineer. An underground, pressurized irrigation
system should be installed to all landscape areas per the approved specifications and in
accordance with UDC 11-3A-15 and MCC 9-1-28.
Common Areas: Maintenance of all common areas shall be the responsibility of the Koighthill
Center Business Owners' Association.
Ditches, Laterals, and Canals: Per UDC 11-3A-6 all irrigation ditches, laterals or canals,
exclusive of natural waterways and waterways being used as amenities, that intersect, cross or lie
within the area being subdivided shall be covered.
PS (private Street) Application: The applicant is proposing to construct a private street to
provide access and circulation within this development. The UDC requires private streets to be
constructed within an easement and have a travel lane width of 24' or 26' with no allowed
parking as determined by the Fire M~hal. Where the private street is to provide access to Linder
Road the applicant is proposing to construct a 36-foot road section. Where Gertie Place is to be
extended into the development a 32-foot road section is proposed. And with the extension of W.
Everest Lane into the site, the applicant is proposing a 25-foot wide road section. For all of the
street sections, curb and gutter and 5-foot attached sidewalks on both sides are proposed. The
reason for the varying road sections is the applicant wants to match the exiting stub streets into
the proposed development. The applicant has submitted a Private Street application as required by
UDC 11-3F-3. Staff is supportive of the applicant's request and has conditioned such in Exhibit
B.
b. Staff Recommendation; Staff is recommending approval for Knight HiD Center Subdivision (pP08-005, MI-08-003 & PS-08-005) with conditions listed in Exhibit B of the Staff Report. ~
Meridian Planning & Zoning Commission heard this item on June 19, 2008. At the public hearing
the Commission moved to recommend approval of the sublect PP request. The Meridian City
'ouneil heard these items 011 August 12. 2008. At the public hearing the Council approved the
subject PP and MI reauest.
11. EXHIBITS

A. Drawings
1. Vicinity Map
2. Preliminary Plat (dated: 4/25108)
3. Landscape Plan REVISED (dated: 7/17/08) V4IOe; Net 8PfJF671e6, Applicant
SUBmitted the same hJntJseapedplatt flfJPl'8veti with thePI'twf6fJ16plat.}
4. Conceptual Site Plan (dated: 511108)
5. Elevations
B. Conditions of Approval
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1. Planning'Department
2. Public Works Department
3. Fire Department
4.· Police Department
5. Parks Department
6. Sanitary Service Company
7. Ada County Highway District

8. Central District Health
C. Required Findings from the Unified Development Code

Knighthill Center PP-08-005, MI-08-003 & PS-08-005
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A. Drawings
1. Vicinity Map
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2. Preliminary Plat (dated: May 25, 2008)

.:.
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3. Landscape Plan (dated: JaBl:W'y 4, 2QQ€i)(Ret appIO¥tld) (REVISED>
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4. Conceptual Site Plan
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5. Elevations
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B. Conditions of Approval
1. PLANNING DEPARTMENT

1.1

SITE SPECIFIC REQUlREMENTS--PRELIMINARY PLAT

1.1.1

The preliminary plat prepared by Toothman-Orton Engineering, dated May 25, 2008, is approved,
with the conditions listed herein and following changes;
•

A 25-foot landscape buffer shall be depicted along the southern and western property
boundaries adjacent to the residential homes, terminating at the south side ofW.
Everest Lane (approximately 210 feet).

•

The 10-foot wide multi-use pathway located along Chinden Boulevard shall be placed
in a public pedestrian easement via a note on the final plat.

•

A cross-access easement shall be recorded, via a recorded document andlor a note on
the fmal plat, for all lots within the subdivision to access the proposed private streets
and driveways as access to the public street system.

•

The 100foot pathway along Chinden Boulevard and the 5-foot sidewalk adjacent to
Linder Road shall be detached from the future curb.

1.1.2

Maintenance of all common areas shall be the responsibility of the Knighthill Center Subdivision
Business Owner's Association.

1.1.3

The landseape plan prepared by TIle LaM GI'08p Toothman..orton, dated .July 17. 2008l04-06, labeled Ll.0 (attached in Exhibit A), is Bet approved. At least 10 days pReF to tile
CeWleH heHiag, tile applieaat shall sab_ 19 ae\\' eepies e' the 1aB_.pe plaB eeasisteat
with the layout of the Pl'elimiBary plat. The revised landscape shaH include the foRowing:
•
•
•

•
•
•

A detached IO-foot wide multi-use pathway shaH be constructed along Cbinden
Boulevard with trees planted every 35 linear feet.
Per UDC Table 11-28-3, a 35-foot wide landscape street buffer is required along
Cbinden Boulevard and Linder Road, as depicted on the plat. This buffer
should be designed in accordance with the standards listed in UDC 11-38-7.
Per UDC Table 11-28-3, a 15-foot wide landscape buffer is required between
residential uses and properties zoned C-G. This buffer should be designed and
constructed in accordance with UDC 11-38-9. Oa the submitted plat the
.pplieaat is shewiBg • 19 feet Illadse.,e buffer. On the revised landscape depict
a 25-foot landscape buffer as required by the UDC.
The applicant should also comply with any other landscaping standards
described in the UDC, including but Dot limited to UDC 11-38-8 which outlines
the standards for parking lot landscaping.
The 5-foot wide sidewalk along Linder Road shall be located so it is detached
from the future curb in accordance with UDC 11-3A-17.
A written certificate of completion should be prepared by the landscape
architect, designer, or qualified nurseryman responsible for the landscape plan.
All standards of instaHation should apply as listed in UDC 11-38-14.

.!

1.1.4 Per UDC 11-3A-6 all irrigation ditches, laterals or canals, exclusive of natural waterways and
waterways being used as amenities, that intersect, cross or lie within the area being subdivided
shall be covered.
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1.2

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS-PRELIMINARY PLAT
Sidewalks shall be installed within the subdivision and on the perimeter of the subdivision

1.2.1

pursuantto UDC 11-3A-17.
1.2.2

The City of Meridian requires that pressurized irrigation systems be supplied by a year-round
source of water (MCC 12-13-8.3). The applicant should be required to utilize any existing surface
or well water for the primary source. If a surface or well source is not available, a single-point
connection to the culinary water system shall be required. If a single-point connection is utilized,
the developer will be responsible for the payment of assessments for the common areas prior to
signature on the final plat by the City Engineer. An underground, pressurized irrigation system
should be installed to all landscape areas per the approved specifications and in accordance with
UDC 11-3A-IS and MCC 9-1-28.

1.2.3

A detailed landscape plan, in compliance with the landscape and subdivision ordinance and as
noted in this report, shall be submitted for the subdivision with the final plat application.

1.2.4

The applicant shall submit a detailed fencing plan with the final plat application for the
subdivision. If pennanent fencing is not provided, temporary construction fencing to contain
debris must be installed around the perimeter prior to issuance of a building permit. All fences
should taper down to 3 feet maximum within 20 feet of all right-of-way. All fencing should be
installed in accordance with UDC 11-3A-7.

1.2.5

Any tree over 4" in caliper that is removed from the property shall be replaced by installing
additional trees, being the equivalent number of caliper inches of trees that were removed.
Required landscaping trees will not be considered as replacement trees for those trees that have to
be mitigated.

1.2.6

All irrigation ditches, laterals or canals, exclusive of the Ten Mile Stub Drain, intersecting,
crossing or lying adjacent and contiguous to the area being subdivided shall be tiled per UDC 113A-6, unless otherwise approved by Nampa Meridian Irrigation District. Plans will need to be
approved by the appropriate irrigation/drainage district, or lateral users association (ditch
owners), with written approval or non-approval submitted to the Public Works Department. If
lateral users association approval can not be obtained, alternate plans will be reviewed and
approved by the City Engineer prior to final plat signature.

1.2.7

Staff's failure to cite specific ordinance provisions does not relieve the applicant of responsibility
for compliance.

1.2.8

Preliminary plat approval shall be subject to the expiration provisions set forth in UDC 11-6B-7.

1.3

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT MODIFICATION

1.3.1

Staff is requesting that section 5, "Conditions Governing Development of Subject Property," of
the recorded DA for Knighthill Center (#1060122368) be amended with application file MI-08003 as follows:
• All future uses shall not involve uses, activities, processes, materials, equipment and
conditions of operation that will be detrimental to any persons, property or the general welfare
by reason of excessive production of traffic, noise, smoke, fumes, glare or odors.
• All future development of the subject property shall be constructed in accordance with City of
Meridian ordinances in effect at the time of development.
• The applicant will be responsible for all costs associated with the sewer and water service
extension.
• Any existing domestic wells and/or septic systems within this project will have to be removed
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•
•
•

•
•

from their domestic service, per City Ordinance Section 5-7-517, when services are available
from the City of Meridian. Wells may be used for non-domestic purposes such as landscape
irrigation.
Prior to issuance of any building permit, the subject property be subdivided in accordance with
the City of Meridian Unified Development Code.
A 25-foot wide commercial drive aisle, sewer, and water shall be stubbed to the property
located at 6175 N. Linder Road.
De';elopment of the propmty shall oomply saastantiaUy with the OOft6eptaa! site plan SM'fi
on the prelimiaary plat Eiafed Jan1:HH'y 5, 2OQe.
The applicant shall provide signage on the site which indicates that there is an exit towards W.
Everest Lane.
The applicant shall provide evidence of a recorded cross access easement with the
development to the west for access to W. Everest Lane, which is a private street.

New DA provisions to be included in secdon 5 of the amended DA:
1. The development of this property shall substandally comply with the coucept plan in
Exhibit A as determined by the Planning Director. Adjacent to residential uses, office
uses shall be constructed to help buffer the surrounding neighborhood from the more
intense retail uses near Linder Road and Chinden Boulevard.
2. Any future buildings shall substandaUy comply with the elevadons in Exhibit A as
determined by the Planning Director.
3. Any future buildings fronting on Chinden Boulevard and Linder Road shall be subject
to Design Review in accordance with UDC 11-3A-19.
4. Future retail uses shall not exceed a total of 40,000 square feet and future office uses
shall not exceed a total of 30,000 square feet.
S. A central plaza shaD be loeated on Lot 4 as depicted on the concept plan.
6. Any future drive-through use on this site shall obtain CUP approval.
7. Set aside a minimum of tOO-feet of property from the center of Chinden Boulevard for
the future roadway expansion.
8. The applicant shall construct a bepned 2S-foot wide landscape buffer adjacent to the
Ilsidendal uses algpg the west and south property boundary. The tip shall be
constructed in accordam:e with tIDe 11-3A-S.L apd Wanted in accordance with UDC

1I-3B-9.
1.4

PRIVATE STREET

1.4.1

Construct the private street as follows;

Exhibit B

•

Where the private street is to provide access to Linder Road construct a 36-foot road section
with curb and gutter and 5-foot attached sidewalks, as proposed.

•

Where Gertie Place is to be extended into the development, construct a 32-foot street section
with curb and gutter and 5-foot wide attached sidewalks. as proposed.

•

Where W. Everest Lane is to be extended into the development, construct a minimum 25-foot
wide street section with curb and gutter and 5-foot attached sidewalks, as proposed.
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The applicant will have to certify that the Ada County Street Naming Committee has accepted the
private street names. The design of the streets meets the standards as set forth in UDC 11 ~3F-4;
no gates are allowed. Roadway and storm drainage shall be contained on site.
2. PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

2.1

Sanitary sewer service to this development is being proposed via extension of mains in N.Gertie
Place and W. Everest Lane. The applicant shall install all mains necessary to provide service;
applicant shall coordinate main size and routing with the Public Works Department, and execute
standard forms of easements for any mains that are required to provide service. Minimum cover
over sewer mains is three feet, if cover from top of pipe to su~grade is less than three feet than
alternate materials shall be used in conformance with the City of Meridian Public Works
Departments Standard Specifications.

2.2

Water service to this site is being proposed via extension of mains in W. Everest Lane and N.
Gertie Place. The applicant shall be responsible to install water mains to and through this
development, coordinate main size and routing with Public Works, and execute standard forms of
easements for any mains that are required to provide service.

2.3

The preliminary plat indicates all new water mains will be eight-inch. The applicant shall be
required to install a twelv~inch main from the twelve-inch main in W. Everett to Linder Road,
with a connection to the twelve inch main located to the south of this project in Linder Road. The
shall be in lieu of running water main in the arterial frontages.

2.4

The applicant shall provide a 20-foot easement for all public water/sewer mains outside of public
right of way (include all water services and bydrants).

2.5

A pressurized irrigation system is required for all subdivisions per UDC 11-3A-15. The applicant
has not indicated who will own and operate the pressure irrigation system in this proposed
development. If it is to be maintained as a private system.. plans and specifications will be
reviewed by the Public Works Department as part of the construction plan review. A "draft
copy" of the operations and maintenance manual will be required prior to plan approval with the
"final draft" being required prior to final plat signature on the last phase of this project.
If it is to be owned and maintained by an Irrigation District then evidence of a license agreement
shall be submitted prior to scheduling of a p~onstruction meeting.

2.6

The City of Meridian requires that pressurized irrigation systems be supplied by a year-round
source of water (UDC 11-3A-6). The applicant should be required to use any existing surface or
well water for the primary source. If a surface or well source is not availab.le, a single-point
connection to the culinary water system shall be required. If a sing1~point connection is utilized,
the developer will be responsible for the payment of assessments for the common areas prior to
signature on the final plat by the City Engineer.

2.7

Any existing domestic wells andlor septic systems within this project shall be removed from
domestic service per City Ordinance Section 9-1-4 and 9-4-8. Wells may be used for nondomestic purposes such as landscape irrigation.

2.8

All irrigation ditches, laterals or canals, exclusive of natural waterways, intersecting, crossing or
lying adjacent and contiguous to the area being subdivided shall be tiled per UDC 11-3A-6.
Plans shall be approved by the appropriate irrigation/drainage district, or lateral users association
(ditch owners), with written approval or non~pproval submitted to the Public Works Department.
If lateral users association approval can't be obtained, alternate plans shall be reviewed and
approved by the Meridian City Engineer prior to final plat signature.
.

2.9

A drainage plan designed by a State of Idaho licensed architect or engineer is required and shall
be submitted to the City Engineer (Ord. 557, 10-1-91) for all off-street parking areas. Storm water
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treatment and disposal shall be designed in accordance with Department of Environmental
Quality 1997 publication Catalog ofStonn Water Best Management Practices for Idaho Cities
and Counties and City of Meridian standards and policies. Off-site disposal into surface water is
prohibited unless the jurisdiction which has authority over the receiving stream provides written
authorization prior to development plan approval. The applicant is responsible for filing all
necessary applications with the Idaho Department of Water Resources regarding Shallow
Injection Wells.
2.10

Street signs are to be in place, water system. shall be approved and activated, fencing installed,
drainage lots constructed, road base approved and the Final Plat for this subdivision shall be
recorded, prior to applying for building permits.

2.11

A letter of credit or cash surety in the amount of 110% will be required for all uncompleted
fencing, landscaping, amenities, pressurized irrigation, sanitary sewer, water, etc., prior to
signature on the final plat.

2.12

All development improvements, including but not limited to sewer, fencing, micro-paths,
pressurized irrigation and landscaping shall be installed and approved prior to obtaining
certificates of occupancy.

2.13

Applicant shall be required to pay Public Works development plan review, and construction
inspection fees, as detennined during the plan review process, prior to signature on the final plat
per Resolution 02-374.

2.14

Applicant shall be responsible for application and compliance with and NPDES Pennitting that
may be required by the Environmental Protection Agency.

2.15

Applicant shall be responsible for application and compliance with any Section 404 Permitting
that may be required by the Army Corps of Engineers.

2.16

The engineer shall be required to certity that the street centerline elevations are set a minimum of
3-feet above the highest established peak groundwater elevation.

3. FIRE DEPARTMENT

3.1

Acceptance of the water supply for fire protection"will be by the Meridian Fire Department and water
quality by the Meridian Water Department for bacteria testing.

3.2

Final Approval of the fire hydrant locations shall be by the Meridian Fire Department.

a.
b.
c..
d.
e.
f.
g.

Fire Hydrants shall have the 4 W' outlet face the main street or parking lot aisle.
The Fire hydrant shall not face a street which does not have addresses on it.
Fire hydrant markers shall be provided per Public Works specifications.
Fire Hydrants shall be placed on comers when spacing permits.
Fire hydrants shall not have any vertical obstructions to outlets within 10'.
Fire hydrants shall be place 18" above finish grade.
Fire hydrants shall be provided to meet the requirements of the IFe Section
509.5.
h. Show all proposed or existing hydrants for all new construction or additions to
existing buildings within 1,000 feet of the project.
3.3
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3.4

All common driveways shall be straight or have a turning radius of 28' inside and 48' outside and
shall have a clear driving surface which is 20' wide and support a weight of 75,000 Ibs.

3.5

Any roadway greater than 150 feet in length that is not provided with an outlet shall be required
to have an approved turn around. Phasing of the project may require a temporary approved tum
around on streets greater than 150' in length with no outlet.

3.6

Insure that all yet undeveloped parcels are maintained free of combustible vegetation.

3.7

Fire lanes and streets shall have a vertical clearance of 13'6". This includes mature landscaping.

3.8

Operational fire hydrants, temporary or permanent street signs and access roads with an all weather
surface are required before combustible construction is brought on site.

3.9

Building setbacks shall be per the International Building Code for one and two story construction.
The roadways shall be built to Ada County Highway Standards cross section requirements and

3.10

shall have a clear driving swiace, available at all times, which is 20' wide. Streets with less than
a 29' street width shall have no parking. Streets with less than 33' shall have parking only on one

side. These measurements shall be based on the face of curb dimension. The roadway shall be
able to accommodate an imposed load of 75,000 GVW.
3.11

Commercial and office occupancies will require a fire-flow consistent with the International Fire
Code to service the proposed project. Fire hydrants shall be placed per Appendix D.

3.12

The fire department requests that any future signalization installed as the result of the development
of this project be equipped with Opticom Sensors to ensure a safe and efficient response by fire
and emergency medical service vehicles. This cost of this installation is to be borne by the
developer.

3.13

Maintain a separation of 5' from the building to the dumpster enclosure.

3.14

Provide a Knox box entry system for the complex prior to occupancy.

3.15

The first digit of the Apartment/Office Suite shall correspond to the floor level.

3.16

The applicant shall work with Planning Department staff to provide an address identification plan and
a sign which meets the requirements of the City of Meridian sign ordinance at the required
intersection(s).

3.17

All portions of the buildings located on this project must be within 150' of a paved surface as
measured around the perimeter of the building.

3.18

Provide exterior egress lighting as required by the International Building & Fire Codes.

3.19

There shall be a fire hydrant within 100' of all Fire Department connections.

3.20

All aspects of the building systems (including exiting systems), processes & storage practices shall
be required to comply with the International Fire Code.
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3.21

Buildings over 30' in height are required to have access roads in accordance with The International
Fire Code Appendix D Section Dl 05.

3.22

Emergency response routes and fire lanes shall not be allowed to have speed bumps.

323

Buildings or facilities exceeding 30 feet (9144mm) or three stories in height shall have at least three
means of fire apparatus access for each structure. Two of the access roads shall be placed a distance
apart equal to not less than one half of the length of the overall diagonal dimension of the property or
area to be served, measured in a straight line.

3.24

For all Fire Lanes, provide signage ''No Parking Fire Lane".

4. PoLICE DEPARTMENT

4.1

The Police Department has no concerns with the site design as submitted with the application.

S. PARKSDEPARTMENT

5.1 The Parks Department has no concerns with the site design as submitted with the application.
6. SANITARY SERVICE COMPANY

6,1

No comments were provided by SSC.

7. ADA COUNTY HIGHWAY DISTRICT

Site Specific Conditions ofApproval
7,1

Dedicate a total of 48-feet of right-of-way from the centerline of Linder Road abutting the parcel
by means of a warranty deed. The right-of-way purchase and sale agreement and deed must be
completed and signed by the applicant prior to scheduling the final plat for signature by the
AClID Commission or prior to issuance of a building permit (or other required permits),
whichever occurs first. Allow up to 30 business days to process the right-of-way dedication after
receipt of all requested material. The owner will be paid the fair market value of the right-of-way
dedicated which is an addition to existing ACHD right-of-way.

7.2

Construct a 5-foot detached concrete sidewalk abutting the site on Linder Road. The sidewalk
shall be located a minimum of 41-feet from the centerline of the roadway. The applicant should
work with ACHD and the landowner of the out-parcel that fronts on Linder Road to extend a
continuous sidewalk to the intersection of Linder Road and Chinden Boulevard.

7.3

Construct a northbound left-tum lane on Linder Road at the site access intersection.

7.4

Construct a curb return full access driveway on Linder Road located at the south property line
(approximately 600-feet south of Chinden Boulevard), as proposed. Construct a separate left and
right tum lane for the eastbound (exiting) approach.

7.5

Comply with the requirements of the Idaho Transportation Department for right-of-way, access,
and improvements to Chinden Boulevard (US 20/26).

7.6

Connect to Gertie Place, a public stub street at the south property line, as proposed.

7.7

Connect to Everest Street, a private street at the west property line, as proposed.
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7.8

Provide a cross-access easement to the O.6-acre out-parcel to the south, as proposed.

7.9

Other than the access specifically approved with this application, direct lot access is prohibited to
Linder Road and shall be noted on the final plat.

7.10

Comply with all Standard Conditions of Approval.

Standard Conditions ofApproval

7.2.1

Any existing irrigation facilities shall be relocated outside of the right-of-way.

7.2.2

Private sewer or water systems are prohibited from being located within any ACHD roadway or
right-of-way.

7.2.3

All utility relocation costs associated with improving street frontages abutting the site shall be
borne by the developer.

7.2.4

Replace any existing damaged curb, gutter and sidewalk and any that may be damaged during the
construction of the proposed development. Contact Construction Services at 387-6280 (with file
number) for details.

7.2.5

Comply with the District's Tree Planter Width Interim Policy.

7.2.6

Utility street cuts in pavement less than five years old are not allowed unless approved in writing
by the District. Contact the District's Utility Coordinator at 387-6258 (with file numbers) for
details.

7.2.7

All design and construction shall be in accordance with the Ada County Highway District Policy
Manual, ISPWC Standards and approved supplements, Construction Services procedures and all
applicable ACHD Ordinances unless specifically waived herein. An engineer registered in the
State of Idaho shall prepare and certify all improvement plans.

7.2.8

The applicant shall submit revised plans for staff approval. prior to issuance of building permit
(or other required permits), which incoIporates any required design changes.

7.2.9

Construction, use and property development shall be in conformance with all applicable
requirements of the Ada County Highway District prior to District approval for occupancy.

7.2.10 Payment of applicable road impact fees are required prior to building construction in accordance
with Ordinance #200, also known as Ada County Highway District Road Impact Fee Ordinance.
7.2.11 It is the responsibility of the applicant to verify all existing utilities within the right-of-way. The
applicant at no cost to ACHD shall repair existing utilities damaged by the applicant. The
applicant shall be required to call DIGLINE (1-800-342-1585) at least two full business days
prior to breaking ground within ACHD right-of-way. The applicant shall contact ACHD Traffic
Operations 387-6190 in the event any ACHD conduits (spare or filled) are compromised during
any phase of construction.
7.2.12 No change in the terms and conditions of this approval shall be valid unless they are in writing
and signed by the applicant or the applicant's authorized representative and an authorized

ExhibitB
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representative of the Ada County Highway District. The burden shall be upon the applicant to
obtain written confirmation of any change from the Ada County Highway District.
7.2.13 Any change by the applicant in the planned use of the property which is the subject of this
application, shall require the applicant to comply with all rules, regulations, ordinances, plans, or
other regulatory and legal restrictions in force at the time the applicant or its successors in interest
advises the Highway District of its intent to change the planned use of the subject property unless
a waiver/variance of said requirements or other legal relief is granted pursuant to the law in effect
at the time the change in use is sought.
8.

CENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT

8.1

After written approval from appropriate entities is submitted, we can approve this proposal for
central sewage and central water.

8.2

The following plans must be submitted to and approved by the Idaho Department of Health &
welfare, Division of Environmental Quality: central sewage and central water

8.3

Run-off is not to create a mosquito-breeding problem.

8.4

Central District Health will require plans be submitted for a plan review for any: food
establishments, grocery store, beverage establishment and child care center

Exhibit B
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C. Required Findings from the Unified Development Code
1. Preliminary Plat Findings:

In consideration of a preliminary plat, combined preliminary and final plat, or short plat,
the decision-making body shall make the foUowing findings:
1.

The plat is in conformance with the Comprehensive Plan;
The Council finds that the proposed application is in substantial compliance with the
adopted Comprehensive Plan. The Council generally supports the proposed plat layout as
it complies with the provisions of the Comprehensive Plan. Please see Comprehensive
Plan Policies and Goals, Section 8, of the Staff Report.

2.

Public services are available or can be made available and are adequate to
accommodate the proposed development;
The Council finds that public services are available to accommodate the proposed
development.

3.

The plat is in conformance with scheduled public improvements in accord with the
City's capital improvement program;
Because the developer is installing sewer, water, and utilities for the development at their
cost, the Council finds that the subdivision will not require the expenditure of capital
improvement funds.

4.

There is public financial capability of supporting services for the proposed
development;
Staff recommends the Council rely upon comments from the public service providers
(i.e., police, fire, ACHD, etc.) to determine this finding. (See finding "Items 3 and 4
above under Annexation Findings above, and the Agency Comments and Conditions in
Exhibit B for more detail.)

5.

The development wiD not be detrimental to the public health, safety or general
welfare; and
The Commission is not aware of any health, safety or environmental problems associated
with the development of this subdivision that should be brought to the Council's
attention. ACHD considers road safety issues in their analysis. The Commission
recommends that the Council reference any public testimony that may be presented to
determine whether or not the proposed subdivision may cause health, safety or
environmental problems of which the Commission is unaware.

6.

The development preserves significant natural, scenic or historic features.
The Council is unaware of any natural, scenic or historic features on this site. Therefore,
the Council finds that the proposed development will not result in the destruction, loss or
damage of any natural, scenic or historic feature(s) of major importance. The
Commission recommends that the Council reference any public testimony that may be
presented to determine whether or not the proposed development may destroy or damage
a natural or scenic feature(s) of major importance of which the Council is unaware.

Exhibit C
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2. Private Street Findings:

A.

The Design of the private street meets the requirements of this Article;
The applicant will have to certify that the Ada County Street Naming Committee bas
accepted the private street names. The design of the streets meets the standards as set
forth in UDC ll-3F-4; no gates are allowed. Roadway and storm drainage shall be
contained on site.

B.

Granting approval of the private street would not cause damage hazard, or
nuisance, or other detriment to persons property, or uses in the vicinity; and
Staff does not anticipate any hazard, nuisance or other detriment from the private streets
if they are constructed and maintained as designed.

C.

The use and location of the private street shan not conflict with the comprehensive
plan and/or the regional transportation plan.
The location of the private streets does not conflict with the Comprehensive Plan and/or
the regional transportation plan.

ExhibitC
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2'.~

2009

Planning Department
CIL REVIEW APPLICATION

Type of Review Requested (check all that apply)

o Alternative Compliance
o Annexation and Zoning
o Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment
o Comprehensive Plan Text Amendment
o Conditional Use Permit
o Conditional Use Permit Modification
o Design Review
o Final Plat
o Final Plat Modification
o Planned Unit Development
o Preliminary Plat
o Private Street
o Rezone
o Time Extension (Commission or Council)
o UDC Text Amendment
p}1acation (Council)
Jil
Variance
o Other
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Applicant Information
Applicant name:

:JQ.. rn.( sA·' Wyhe..Phone: q '5 9 -/2-S- S
1& r~ /11 · CIa..- er--dc"",,- l.~, 6y~ Zip: <if"? {PI /.p

Applicant address:
Applicant's interest in property: )( Own 0 Rent 0 Optioned 0 Other _____________
Own~name:

____~,s;a~~»A~~~----

_________________________

Owner address: ____________________________

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Agent name (e.g., architect, engineer, developer, representative): __________________
Firmname: ________________________________________ Phone: ________
Address: _______________________________ Zip: ________
Primary contact is:
Phone:
Fax:
Subject Property Information
Location/street address:

K",', 9hi h; \\ Ce y\.{f ('"

Assessor's parcel number(s):
Township, range, section:
Current land use:

"'$5 ~ r].· S=s
(;1'7/7·-

j'J-

S"3;

SiJ 1 ./

'.SO 4'J-(£ 1.2..0 S=-SI)

tiN (t,.J r.z. J--(p

tt-4

Vel C

Total acreage: _ _..........
1(..,L)-'....Oc...JI--::=--____
Current zoning district: ___C_~.->o.C;"""-______

33 E. Broadway Avenue, Suite 210 • Meridian, Idaho 83642
Phone: (208) 884-5533 • Facsimile: (208) 888·6854 • Website: www.meridiancity.org
1
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Project Description

Acres of each zone proposed: -----!..=-.--f.L.l..--------------------Type of use proposed (check all that apply):

o

Residential

~mmercial

0 Office 0 Industrial 0 Other _ _--,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Amenities provided with this development (if applicable):,_ _ _ _ _.....N'U!.:.-j~~A-L-----:-_ _- _ - - Who will own & maintain the pressurized irrigation system in this development? .,.._--",J~(.LA..l_

______
Which irrigation district does this property lie within? -------+-,,\I.,-Il..s.~..l__-o--________
Primary irrigation source:

fe

f\,1

Secondary: _ _ _UPL-..J/uk-:..l..-_ _ _ _ _ __

Square footage of landscaped areas to be irrigated (if primary or secondary point of connection is City water):

a

Residential Project Snmmary (if applicable)
Number of residential units: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Number of building lots: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Number of common and/or other lots: _ _ _ _ _ __
Proposed number of dwelling units (for multi-family developments only):
-'><'~~-

1 Bedroom:

2 or more Bedrooms: _ _-::?,....:;:'-=--_ _ _ _ _ __

~~lding height: _ _ __

Minimum square footage of structure(s) (excl. garage):

_

Minimum property size (s.t):

~ Average property size (s.f.): _ _ __

~~nsity (DU/acre-exc(udmg roads & alleys): _ _ _ __

Gross density (DU/acre-total (and):

/7

Percentage of open space provided;
Percentage of useable open space:
Type of open space provided in
Type ofdweUing(s) pro

Non-resi

ed:

~7

/7

Acreage of open space: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(See Chapter 3, Article G, for qualified open space)
,

res (i.e., landscaping, public, common, etc): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 Single-family 0 Townhomes 0 Duplexes 0 Multi-family

ntial Project Summary (if applicable)

Number of building lots:, _ _ _...JS'""""_ _ _ _ __

Other lots: _ _ _ _ _1-(_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Gross floor area proposed:

Existing (if applicable): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Hours of operation (days and hours):

Building height: _ _ _ _ _ __

Percentage of site/project devoted to the following:
Landscaping:
Total number of employees:

Paving: _ _ _ _ _ __

Building:

Maximum number of employees at anyone time: _ _ _ _ _ __

Number and ages of students!children (if applicable):

Seating capacity: _ _ __

Total number of parking spaces provided: _ _ _ __

Number of compact spaces provided: _ _ _~_ __

Authorization

Print applicant name: -""'~~:.-.:~r..t-4-\.:::;-€..~-----------------__:;;__-

Applicant signature: ----''fr'-''''''-.........~--'l~-=----------- Date:
1... - 2-'·;
ay Avenue, Suite 210 • Meridian, Idaho 83642
Facsimile: (208) 888-6854 • Website: www.meridiancity.org
2

(Rev. 11/4108)
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James R. Wylie
1676 N. Clarendon Way
Eagle, Id. 83616
208-939-1253
2-24-09
City of Meridian
33 E. Idaho Ave.
Meridian, ID. 83642
Dear Sirs,
This narrative is prepared with the intent to comply with the City of Meridian's
requirement for a variance to the existing approved preliminary plat, which is known as
Knighthill Center Subdivision approved by the City Council of Meridian on July 18,2006
ordinance NO. 06-1242 and with a development agreement dated July 5, 2006 recorded on July
31,2006 NO. 106122368.
We are requesting a variance for the following items:
1. Right in-Right out access on Chinden Blvd.
2. Right of way reduction along Chinden Blvd. from 100' to 70'.
The revised conceptual site plan attached shows the access from Chinden Blvd. and the
reduction of right of way. Also we have attached a traffic impact report that shows an increased
level of service for this and surrounding properties with the proposed access.
During the neighborhood meeting the neighbors that attended were unanimously in favor
of the access and asked what they could do to help this access go forward. It was obvious to them
that the access would help reduce traffic on the neighborhood roads and would facilitate traffic
movement for this project and the surrounding area.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
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TOOTHMAN-ORTON ENGINEERING COMPANY
CONSULTING ENGINEERS, SURVEYORS AND PLANNERS
9777 CHINDEN BOULEVARD
BOISE, IDAHO 83714-2008
208-323-2288 • FAX 208-323-2399
boise@toengrco.com

Project: 08029
Date: April 16, 2008
Page: 1 of 1

EXInBIT "A"
Land Boundary Description
A parcel ofland located in the NE Y4 of the NE Y4 of Section 26, Townsbip 4 North,
Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, described as follows:

COMMENCING at a found aluminum cap, marking the comer common to Sections
23,24,25 and 26, from wbich a found brass cap, marking the quarter comer common to
said Sections 25 and 26, bears S.00054'56"W., 2657.54 feet; thence, along the section
line common to said Sections 25 and 26 (centerline ofN. Linder Road),
A) S.00054'56"W., 40.05 feet; thence, leaving said section line,
B) N.89°38'47"W., 25.00 feet to a point on the southerly right-of-way line ofW.
Chinden Boulevard, marking the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence, along said
right-of-way line the following courses:
1) Northwesterly along a curve to the left, having a radius of 34,337.48 feet, an
arc length of 55.50 feet, through a central angle of 00°05'33", and a chord
bearing and distance ofN.89°36'00"W., 55.50 feet to a point of tangency;
thence,
2) N.89°38'47"W., 650.61 feet; thence, leaving said right-of-way,
3) S.00021 , 13"W., 616.84 feet; thence,
4) S.89°04'59"E., 700.02 feet to the westerly right-of-way line ofN. Linder
Road; thence, along said westerly right-of-way line,
5) N.00054'56"E., 623.71 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.

CONTAINING: 10.011 acres, more or less.
SUBJECT TO: All Covenants, Rights, Rights-of-Way, Easements of Record and any
Encumbrances.

H:IOS029\WPfiles\DESCRIPTIONS\08029-ExhA-BOUNDARY.doc

BOISE • COEUR d'ALENE • CAlDWELL
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Tille One

107101528

'

Order No.: A0766484

WARRANTY DEED
For Value Received,
Sea 2 Sea, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, the Grantor, does hereby grant,
bargain sell and convey unto, James R. Wylie IV and Marcelyn L. Wylie, husband and
wife, as to an undivided 50% interest and James R. Wylie III, an unmarried man, as to an
Wldivided 50% interest, whose current address is 1676 N. Clarendon Way, Eagle, ID
83616, the Grantee, the following described premises, in Ada County, Idaho, To Wit:
A parcel of land located in the North half of the Northeast Quarter of Section 26,
Township 4 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being Parcel 2 of
Record of Survey No. 5277, recorded February 5, 200 I as Instrument No.1 01009348,
more particularly described as follows :
Commencing at the Northeast comer of Section 26, Township 4 North, Range I West,
Boise Meridian; thence
South 0°55'28" West 40.05 feet along the East line of said Northeast Quarter to a point on
the Southerly right-of-way of U.S. Highway 20-26 extended; thence
North 89°38'20" West 25.00 feet along said Southerly right-of-way to a point on the
Westerly right-of-way of Linder Road, the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING of this
description; thence

-.~

54.60 feet along said Southerly right-of-way on a curve to the left, said curve having a
radius of33,685.92 feet, a central angle of 0°05'34", a tangent of27.30 feet and a chord
of 54.60 feet which bears North 89°35'33" West to a point of tangency; thence
North 89°38'20" West 651.50 feet along said Southerly right-of-way to a point; thence
South 0°21'40" West 616.84 feet to a point; thence
South 89°04'32" East 700.00 feet to a point on the Westerly right-of-way of Linder Road;
thence

000310

North 0°55'28" East 623.71 feet along said Westerly right-of-way to the REAL POINT
OF BEGINNING of this description.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said
Grantee, its heirs and assigns forever. And the said Grantor does hereby covenant to and
with the said Grantee, that Grantor is the owner in fee simple of said premises; that they
are free from all encumbrances EXCEPT those to which this conveyance is expressly
made subject and those made, suffered or done by the Grantee; and subject to all existing
patent reservations, easements, right(s) of way, protective covenants, zoning ordinances,
and applicable building codes, laws and regulations, general taxes and assessments,
including irrigation and utility assessments (if any) for the current year, which are not due
and payable, and that Grantor will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims
whatsoever. Whenever the context so requires, the singular number includes the plural.
Dated: July 03, 2007
Sea 2 Sea, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company
BY: Foothill Knights, L.L.C., an Idaho Limited
Liability Com
, its Mcwager

BY:--f-~/~~~"''''~.e::::====:-Cre

)
) ss.
)

STA TE OF Idaho
County of Ada
<:!

On this ]' r day of July 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in
and for said State, personally appeared Creston William Thornton and Shannon Blu
Cook. known or identified to me to be the Members of Foothill Knights, L.L.C., said
limited liability company known to me to be the Manager of Sea 2 Sea, LLC, the limited
liability company that executed the instrument and acknowledged to me that they
executed the same for and on behalf of said limited liability company.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written.

,.',

_-,••,,~'t

.......,.

OA~ f",#.

~.,. c..0 .........(..Itk," ..,.,

----------------~~----------~~~~r·
My Commission Expires: - - - - ~:;Gon DARLING
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AFFIDAVIT OF LEGAL INTEREST
STATE OF IDAHO )
)
COUNTY OF ADA )

~

,.Lv.

(address)
(state)

being first duly sworn upon, oath, depose and say:

1.

That I am the record owner of the property described on the attached, and I grant my
permission to:

to submit the accompanying application(s) pertaining to that property.
2.

I agree to indemnify. defend and hold the City of Meridian and its employees harmless
from any claim or liability resulting from any dispute as to the statements contained
herein or as to the ownership of the property which is the subject of the application.

3.

I hereby grant permission to City of Meridian staff to enter the subject property for the
purpose of site inspections related to processing said application(s).

Oated this

:J 4

fl-

day of----''--l::..;;;;.:,...;;.~-_-_----, 20 0

~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me the

SHELLY ANDERSON
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

~m9~
Residingat:

:'1l.. S.

fud<=- i. \)

My Commission Expires: 0 I -

.

N~ ~no

I'L-* 15
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Knighthill Center Subdivision
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Knighthill Center Subdivision
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KNIGHTIDLL CENTER SUBDIVISION
NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING
SIGN-IN SHEET
Address

Ff~~ OS7gv

cPn ~fi?c5f
rftq-(J/~1

•..1-
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NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING

The City of Meridian requires there to be a neighborhood meeting to provide an opportunity for
public review prior to the submittal of an application for a variance request of the project known
as Knighthill Center Subdivision. Which property is located at the Southwest corner of Chinden
and Linder and is approximately 10.01 acres. The variance request is for the following issues.
1. Access off Chinden.
2. Reduction of right of way dedication on Chinden from 100' to 70'.
3. An increase in allowed square footage for the retail sites from 40,000 sq.ft. to 50,000 sq.ft.
and an increase of the allowed office square footage from 30,000 sq.ft. to 40,000 sq.ft.

The neighborhood meeting will be held on February 23,2009 at 5:30. The location of the
meeting will be at the north end of the cul-de-sac on N. Gertie Place.
Public comment is welcome, if there are any questions prior to the meeting please call Renny
Wylie at 208-939-1253.
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James R. Wylie
1676 N. Clarendon Way
Eagle, Id. 83616
208-939-1253
2-24-09
Knighthill Center Subdivision
Neighborhood Meeting Comments
The Neighborhood Meeting was started at 5:30 PM on 2-23-09 at the cul-de-sac ofN. Gertie
Place. The neighbors had the following concerns and discussions.

1. All of the neighbors that attended were in favor of the access on Chinden and were in
favor of the ROW reduction from 100' to 70'. Many of them asked what they could do to
help in the process from addressing envelopes to attending meetings.
2. The neighbors were concerned that the landscaping and height of the buildings had not
changed from the original plan.
3. Justin Martin of Lochsa Falls, LLC wanted information about sharing the access, in some
way, for the adjoining property they own to the west of the proposed Chinden access. We
discussed moving the access to the center of the property line, or lining up cross
driveways.
The meeting was adjourned at 6:00 PM.

/~ : 101j*'t.

City: of Meridian Pre-application Meeting Notes
ProjectlSubdivisionName:

Date:

2-/IJ-09

~ ~hl:t 1/ Ce.,;le.<

_

A?plicanUCon~ct:.~e~~~4~f~v~~~'~A;______________________~_________________

City Staff: f3.Jl. Jed
Locat!-OJ1: 5WC;~~Ll;;Jpc f

c!t.'d1Ui.

Contiguqus and WrthlnAOI (AZ only)~ ......A
.'I1'---_
...

JJ.xistingZoning: C - b
Proposed Zoning:
6

c.. -

Property Size:

Number of Units and/or Lots: _.i:!J.'";;ri-;;14::-, _ _ __
, ,Dwelling Type (ifresidential): :-}II._~-=--_~ __

.t. 10!Wf

SUrround1.p.g Uses: : Oat ~ f/- ~f s: ie-/.. J oJ ,
'
Cqmprehe~ve Plan Designation(s): tv11x<d -'~~f

'

BtreetBuffersandlorLandUseBu:ffersC351/~~ a.4c~ h c;l,lv.J.~ ;"'L~

Open Space/Amenitiest.pathways: -&l~'A.!.--:--__" ' - _ - = - - - - ' - ' - _ _-r--_:::-:--_ _ _- . _ r - - - : Street Sygtem/Stub Streets/Access:
rh. ()}. bH/'es-f-. If) btlf;-.l Ii qcc~S"t ~ 'l;L...I~
Sewer and. Water Service: JJlAUv-1. c...",r, t+. O,++" p~eQ ,
Topography/Hydrology/Floodplajn I;3SueS: ~,vp(f0t.L.-.. _______________--:-__
~ftch~gationruruY~H~anfu:~~~/A~______~~~~~______________

<ff4k

History; K;f~ 11;11
... C>~- SAdditiQnru .eeting Notes: ~~."....u~':-~rP.!'W!:.--!l1L.~~~-:-'-...!::..-~~~_';":'::-'.....L..::.~::::::!!l._-h 7~'"
_, ~

;(

wI

(d roJ,'tbf.

Other Agencies/Departments to Contact (circle):
.
Ada County Highway District
Nampa and Meridian Irrigation
tr4aho TtiID'!P?fflit1"On De~ Sett1~s Irrigat;ion
,
Sani~-sem.ces Corpo~'
Fire Department
Cyntral DWtrict Health
Po~ce Depapment
A~plicati()ns Required (circle alI tha~ ar:1y):
, Accessory Use
(i)es~ Rev:ieji)
Alternative Compliance
)1pal.:eIat.Mod:ifk..@on
Ann~xati.on.
~ (PA ModificatiOii)) .
Plimn.ed Unit Developm'ent
Certificate of Zoning Compliauce

Comp, Plan Map Amendment '
'CompPlanTextAmendment
Conditional Use Permit

Par~ Department
Public Works Depapment
Building Depruiment

Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Short Plat
Time Extension
UDC Text Amendment
Vacation
'

~1imjnary PIa 1; fl4<~ ~ J~1 (![ari~.(.;t<. ti.CG~C~

te
Rezone

et

1·t.tf:CC.~$'~

rr-V.to

f () ci'~~

Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
LI..J~

,)

Additional Pre-Application Conference (circle one):

Required

Anticipated Submission Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Anticipated Hearing Date: _ _ _ _ __

NOTES: :1) Applicants are required to hold a neighborhood meeting, in accordance with TIDe 11-SA-5C, prior to
>'vnittal of ail application requiring a public bearing. 2) Except for 'ODC Text Amendments, Comprehensive Plan
Amendments and Vacation applications, aD other applications requll1ng a public hearing shall be posted in
~rdance with UDC 1l-5A-5 D. 3) Tbe information provided during this meeting is based on current City Code and
Comprehensive Plan. Any subsequent changes to City Code and/or the Comprehensive Plan may affect your
submittal and/or application. 1'!W pre-application meeting shaD be valid for 4 months.
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COMMITMENT OF PROPERTY POSTING
Per Unified Development Code (UDC) II-SA-50, the applicant for all applications requiring a
public hearing (except for a UDC text amendment, a Comprehensive Plan text amendment
and/or vacations) shall post the subject property not less than ten (10) days prior to the hearing.
The applicant shall post a copy of the public hearing notice of the application(s) on the property
under consideration.
The applicant shall submit proof of property posting in the form of a notarized statement and a
photograph of the posting to the City no later than seven (7) days prior to the public hearing
attesting to where and when the sign(s) were posted. Unless such Certificate is received by the
required date, the hearing will ~ continued.
The sign(s) shall be removed no later than three (3) days after the end of the public hearing for
which the sign(s) had been posted.

I am aware of the above requirements and will comply with the posting requirements as stated in
UDC 11-5A-5.

Date
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'ADIUS NOTICE REPORT

FILE NAME: varOOl

J3-Jifar-2009

Owners

Owner Address

AULT ROBERT W JR
AULT JODY A

1859 W BOULDER BAR DR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-0000

Property Address:
BAKER BARBARA B

Property Address:
CHRISTIE DARlN M
CHRISTIE STEPHANIE

Property Address:
COSTA NORBERT B
COSTA CELESTE C

varOO 1
9735 S 500 W
SANDY, UT 84070-0000

varOOl
1842 W RATTLESNAKE DR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5488

varOO 1
1814 W RATTLESNAKE DR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5488

Property Address:
COX G mOMAS

va rOo 1
1878 W SHEEP HILL CT
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-0000

var001

Property Address:
DlZDAREVIC ALAN
DlZDAREVIC NlSVETA

Property Address:
DOWNING JOHN J
DOWNING STEPHANIE BROOKS

Property Address:
FIELDING JON
FIELDING SAUNDRA

Property Address:
FISHER MICHAEL V
FISHER DANIELLE B

Property Address:

1861 W SHEEP HILL CT
MERIDIAN. ID 83646-0000

varOOl
1802 W RATTLESNAKE DR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5488

varOOl
PO BOX 2612
POCATELLO, ID 83201-0000

varOOI
1887 W BOULDER BAR DR
MERIDIAN. ID 83646-5628

varOOl

000322

Owners

Owner Address

r"RISK JAMES R
FRISK LAVELLE

1840 W SHEEP IDLL CT
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5956

Property Address:
GOVREAU BRAD E
GOVREAU RIENEKE D

Property Address:
GUINN JASON L
GUINNLISAL

Property Address:
HOLVERSON JAY HEATH
HOLVERSON EMILY M

Property Address:
LARSEN SHARON

Property Address:
,OCHSA FALLS LLC

Property Address:
LOCHSA FALLS OFFICE PARK. ASSOCIATION

Property Address:
LOCHSA FALLS OFFICE PARK. ASSOCIATION

Property Address:
LOCHSA FALLS OFFICE PARK. ASSOCIATION

Property Address:
LOCHSA FALLS OFFICE PARK. ASSOCIATION

Property Address:

va rOo 1
6150 N GERTIE PL
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5627

var001
1178 FRONT NINE WAY
FARMINGTON, UT 84025-2932

varOOl
11672 OAKMOND RD
SOUTH JORDAN, UT 84095-5049

varOOI
1707 W RATTLESNAKE CT
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-0000

varOOl
4487NDRESDENPL STE 102
GARDEN CITY, ID 83714-0000

varOOl
4487 N DRESDEN PL STE 102
BOISE, ID 83714-0000

varOOl
4487 N DRESDEN PL STE 102
BOISE, ID 83714-0000

varOOI
4487 N DRESDEN PL STE 102
BOISE, ID 83714-0000

varOOI
4487 N DRESDEN PL STE 102
BOISE, ID 83714-0000

varOOl
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Owners

Owner Address

LOCHSA FALLS SUB HOA INC

PO BOX 140273
BOISE, ID 83714-0000

varOOI

Property Address:
LONGO SHA WNA M

6183 N GERTIE PL

MERIDIAN, ID 83646-0000
varOOI

Property Address:
LYNX INVESTMENTS LP

3983 ROBLAR AVE
SANTA YNEZ, CA 93460-0000

varOOl

Property Address:
MILLS TIMOTHY R
MILLS MARIA D

1640 W RATTLESNAKE CT

MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5436
varOOl

Property Address:
NEWBOLD GARY W
NEWBOLD CHERI R

1853 W RATTLESNAKE DR

MERIDIAN, ID 83646-0000
varOOl

Property Address:
'ACHECO RICHARD J & SANDRA K FAMILY
PACHECO RICHARD J TRUSTEE

5321 N PAPAGO PL
BOISE, ID 83713-0000

va rOo I

Property Address:
PETERSEN JOHN M
PETERSEN LINDA A

1922 W BOULDER BAR DR

MERIDIAN, ID 83646·5944
varOOl

Property Address:
PRESNELL JAMES L
STANCLIFF IRA C

1874 W RATTLESNAKE DR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5488

varOOl

Property Address:
ROlli CHRISTOPHER
ROlli HILLARY

Property Address:
SEA 2 SEALLC

Property Address:

1773 W RATTLESNAKE DR

MERIDIAN. ID 83646-0000
varOOl
1676 S STREAMPOINTELN
EAGLE, ID 83616-0000

varOOl

000'324

Owners

Owner Address

SEA 2 SEALLC

1676 S STREAMPOINTE LN
EAGLE, ID 83616-0000

varOOI

Property Address:

STALEY SHAWN E
STALEY ANGELA LYNN

1885 W SHEEP HILL CT
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-0000

varOOl

Property Address:

STEFANI DONALD J JR
STEFANI LlNDA J

1741 W RATTLESNAKE DR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5454

varOOl

Property Address:

STIEGER JANICE

1450 N LlNDERWOOD
MERIDIAN, ID 83642-0000

varOOI

Property Address:
STOKES TRAVIS P
STOKES LISA L

2005 W TANGO CREEK DR
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5733

va rOO I

Property Address:

'AYLOR RONALD G
TA YLOR SHARON E

6168 N GERTIE PL
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5627

varOOI

Propel1y Addl'ess:

TIIURSTON DOUG W
TIIURSTON LlNDA L

1856 W SHEEP HILL CT
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-0000

varOOl

Propel1y Address:
TSUPA IVAN I
TSUPA YELENA V

6175 N LlNDER RD
MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5135

Propel1y Address:

US BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION TRUSTE

varOOI
3476 STATESVIEWBLVD
FT MILL, SC 29715-0000

varOOI

Propel1y Address:

WALKER BUILDING LLC

Propel1y Address:

7750 WESTRIDGE LN
E.MMETT, ID 83617-0000

varOOI

000825
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Owners

Owner Address

WALLACE JOHN L

1688 W RATTLESNAKE CT

WALLACE KAREN

MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5436

Property Address:

varOOl

WIDTE WILLIAM R

1831 W SHEEP IllLL CT

WIDTE DOROTIlY

MERIDIAN, ID 83646-5956

Property Address:

varOOl

WOODSON ROBERT

726 RIVERSIDE DR NW

WOODSON LENELA

CALHOUN, GA 30701-5406

Property Address:
WYLIE JAMES R III
WYLIE JAMES R IV

Property Address:

varOOl
1676 N CLARENDON WAY
EAGLE, ID 83616-0000

varOOl

000-326

EXHIBITG
TO AFFIDAVIT OF JAYCEE HOLMAN IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT CITY OF MERIDIAN'S BRIEF

000327

BEFORE THE MERIDIAN CITY COUNCIL
CIC 05-5-09

IN THE MATIER OF THE REQUEST
)
FOR VARIANCE TO ALLOW 1 RIGHT- )
)
INIRIGHT-OUT ACCESS POINT TO
STATE HIGHWAY 20/26 AND TO
)
REDUCE lTD RIGHT-OF-WAY
)
ADJACENT TO CHINDEN BOULEVARD)
FROM 100 FEET TO 70 FEET
)
)
FOR
)
)
KNIGHTHILL CENTER
)
)
APPLICANT
)

Case No. VAR 09-001

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND
DECISION AND ORDER OF
DENIAL

--------------------------~)
The above entitled variance application having come on for public hearing on April 7,
2009, at the hour of7:00 o'clock p.m. at Meridian City Hall, 33 East Broadway Avenue,
Meridian, Idaho. Anna Canning, Meridian Planning and Zoning Department, and James
Wylie, appeared and testified, and the City Council having duly considered the evidence and
the record in this matter therefore make the following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law, and Decision and Order:

FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

The notice of public hearing on the application for annexation and zoning was

published for two (2) consecutive weeks prior to said public hearings scheduled for April 7,
2009, before the City Council, the first publication appearing and written notice having been
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND DECISION AND ORDER OF DENIAL VARIANCE FOR
KNIGHTIDLL; CASE NO. VAR 09-001
PAGE 1 OFS
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mailed to property owners or purchasers of record within three hundred (300') feet of the
external boundaries of the property under consideration more than fifteen (15) days prior to
said hearings and with the notice of public hearings having been posted upon the property
under consideration more than one week before said hearing; and that copies of all notices
were made available to newspaper, radio and television stations as public service
announcements; and the matter having been duly considered by the City Council on January
April 7, 2009, public hearing; and the applicant, affected property owners, and government
subdivisions provided services within the planning jurisdiction of the City of Meridian, having
been given full opportunity to express comments and submit evidence.
2.

There has been compliance with all notice and hearing requirernents set forth in

Idaho Code §§67-6509 and 67-6511, and §11-5A, Municipal Code of the City of Meridian.
3.

The City Council takes judicial notice of its zoning, subdivisions and

development ordinances codified at Title 11, Municipal Code of the City of Meridian, and all
current zoning maps thereof, and the Amended Comprehensive Plan of the City of Meridian
adopted August 6, 2002, Resolution No. 02-382, and maps and the ordinance Establishing the
Impact Area Boundary.
4.

The property is generally located at the Southwest comer of West Chinden

Boulevard and N. Linder Road, Meridian, Idaho.
5.

James Wylie whose address is 1676 North Clarenden Way, Eagle, Idaho, is the

current property owner and applicant.
6.

The Applicant requests a variance to allow 1 right-inlright-out access point to

State Highway 20/26 and to reduce lTD right-of-way adjacent to Chinden Boulevard from 100

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND DECISION AND ORDER OF DENIAL VARIANCE FOR
KNIGHTHILL; CASE NO. VAR 09-001
PAGE20F5
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feet to 70 feet. The property which is the subject of this application is within the City of
Meridian.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

The City of Meridian shall exercise the powers conferred upon it by the "Local

Land Use Planning Act of 1975," codified at Chapter 65, Title 67, Idaho Code (I.e. §67-6503).
The Meridian City Council shall apply the standards listed in Idaho Code §67-

2.

6516 and all the findings listed in Section 11-SB-4.E of the UDC to review the variance
request. In order to grant a variance, the Council shall make the following findings:

a.

The variance shall not grant a right or special privilege that is not otherwise

allowed in the district.
b. The variance relieves an undue hardship because of characteristics of the site.
c. The variance shall not be detrimental to the public health, safety and welfare.
3.

Due consideration has been given to the comment(s) received from the

govenunental subdivisions providing services in the City of Meridian planning jurisdiction.
That this denial is in accordance with the attached Staff Report for the hearing

4.

date of April 7, 2009, incorporated by reference.

DECISION AND ORDER
NOW, THEREFORE, BASED UPON THE ABOVE AND FOREGOING
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, the City Council does hereby
order and this does order:
That the application for variance is denied for the following reasons:

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND DECISION AND ORDER OF DENIAL VARIANCE FOR
KNIGHTHILL; CASE NO. VAR 09-001
PAGE 3 OF 5
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1)

Granting this variance would grant a right or special privilege given that the
City of Meridian has a specific ordinance with respect to limiting access to state
highways as set forth in Section 11-3H of the Meridian Unified Development
Code.

2)

There no undue hardship in this matter since applicant still has access to this site
that does not violate the provisions set forth in the UDC, Section 11-3H.

3)

Granting this variance would be detrimental to the health, safety and welfare of
the public.

By action of the City Council at its regular meeting held on the

------Jrt'-¥-l-vft;~~,ff----', 2009.

L

yt-.
day of

&oLLCALL:
COUNCILMAN KEITH BIRD

VOTED~

COUNCILMAN BRAD HOAGLUN

VOTED

~

COUNCILMAN CHARLIE ROUNTREE

VOTED

(~

COUNCILMAN DAVID ZAREMBA

VOTED

fA-

MAYOR TAMMY de WEERD (TIEBREAKER) VOTED--

DATED:

~~L.f-/.:::......j5!,--2£:O---L1_

MOTION:

APPR~D:

/ " DISAPPROVED: _ _ __

MAYOR

AMMYde~ERD

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND DECISION AND ORDER OF DENIAL VARIANCE FOR
KNIGHTIlILL; CASE NO. VAR 09-001
PAGE40F5
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Copy served upon Applicant, the Planning and Zoning Department, Public Works Department,
and City Attorney.

BY:'-1uQ.~

Dated: _5.=---.:....;1I:.--..;:;;..O_q-,--_

City Clerk's Office •

J.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND DECISION AND ORDER OF DENIAL VARIANCE FOR
KNIGHTHILL; CASE NO. VAR 09-001
PAGE50F5
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Tara Green
From:

Bill Parsons

Sent:

Thursday, April 02, 2009 8:41 AM

To:
Cc:

Tara Green; Ted Baird; Jaycee Holman; Bill Nary; Renwylie@aol.com; Machelle Hill

Subject:

Knighthill Center Variance Staff Report for 4/07/09 CC MTG

Peter Friedman

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status:

Green

Attachments:

Knighthill Center VAR.doc

Attached is the Knighthill Center Variance staff report (VAR-09-001). This item is scheduled to be on the Council
agenda on April 7, 2009. The public hearing will be held at City Hall, 33 E. Broadway Avenue. beginning at 7:00
pm. Please call or e-mail with any questions.
Renny - Please submit any written response you may have to the staff report to the City Clerk's office
tgreen@meridiancity.Qfg, mhiU@r:n~lidJ.gncity.org and myself as soon as possible.

Bill Parsons
Associate City Planner
Meridian Planning Department
33 E. Broadway
vleridian, Idaho 83642
'HONE: (208) 884-5533
FAX: (208) 888-6854
bparsons@meridiancity.org

000333
4/3/2009
·iiJii.ifi,.MUFM
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ST AFF REPORT

Hearing Date: April 7, 2009

TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Bill Parsons, Associate City Planner
(208) 884-5533

SUBJECT:

V AR-09-001- Knighthill Center Variance

1. SUl\'lMARY DESCRIPTION OF APPLICANT'S REQUEST
The applicant, James Wylie, is requesting approval ofa variance to allow a right-inlright-out access
point to SH 20/26 and a reduction ofITD future right-of way adjacent to Chinden Boulevard from
100 feet to 70 feet. The applicant has submitted a new concept plan depicting the proposed access
location and the reduced right-of-way (See Section 8 for further analysis).

2. SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION
Staff is recommending denial of the subject Variance application based on the Findings of Facts
and Conclusions of Law in Exhibit C of the Staff Report.

3.

PROPOSED MOTIONS
Denial
After considering all staff. applicant, and public testimony, I move to deny File Number VAR-09-001
as presented in the staff report for the hearing date of April 7, 2009, for the following reasons: (you
should state specific reasons for denial.)
Continuance
After considering all staff, applicant and public testimony, I move to continue File Number VAR09-001 to the hearing date of (date certain) for the following reason(s): (you should state specific
reason(s) for continuance.)
Approval
After considering all Staff, Applicant, and public testimony, I move to approve File Number VAR09-001, as presented in Staff Report for the hearing date of April 7, 2009, with the following
modifications: (add any proposed modifications).

4. APPLICATION AND PROPERTY FACTS
a. Site AddresslLocation: Southwest comer ofW. Chinden Boulevard and N. Linder Road
NE \4, NE \4, Section 26, T4N Rl W
b. Owner/Applicant:
James Wylie
1676 N. Clarendon Way
Eagle, Idaho 83616
c.

5.

Applicant's Statement/Justification: See applicant IS narrative attached in Exhibit A.

PROCESS FACTS
a.

The subject application is for variance approval as determined by City Ordinance. A public
hearing is required before the City Council consistent with Title I I, Chapter 5.

b.

Newspaper notifications published on: March 13 and 30, 2009

c.

Radius notices mailed to properties within 300 feet on: March 6, 2009

Knighthill Centt:r VAR-09-00 1
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U.

6.

Applicant posted notice on site by: March 27, 2009

LAND USE

A. Existing Land Use(s) and Zoning: The subject site is vacant commercial land, zoned CoG.
B. Character of Surrounding Area and Adjacent Land Use and Zoning: The subject site is located on
the intersection of Linder Road and Chinden Boulevard. There is a mix of office, commercial and
residential uses that are planned for and exist in the area.
1. North: Knight Sky Estates, zoned C-C and TN-C
2. East: Vacant land, zoned RUT (Ada County)
3. South: Lochsa Falls No. II, zoned R-4.
4. West: Lochsa Falls No. 12, zoned R-4, CoN, and L-O
C. History of Previous Actions: In 2006, the site was annexed (AZ-06-006) and preliminarily
platted (PP-06-005) with 4 commercial lots and one common lot. A Development Agreement
including a concept plan was approved by City Council on July 5, 2006. At the time this project
was approved it was under different ownership.
In 2008, the applicant (new owner) proposed a new concept plan and preliminary plat (5
commercial lots and 1 common lot) which the City Council approved. Concurrently, a
development agreement modification was also approved that removed the previous concept plan
and attached a new concept plan with additional DA provisions. One of proposed DA provisions
required the applicant set aside 100' of right-of way for the future expansion of SH 20/26 and
neither concept plan proposed direct lot access to Chinden Boulevard. Staff has attached a copy
of the approved concept plan in Exhibit A below. NOTE: The applicant has 1Iot initiated the

addendulII to the existing DA until the pending issues (i.e. access and right-of-way reduction)
are resolved.
D. Access: The subject site has been approved with three separate access points from (2) public
streets and (1) private street; N. Linder Road to the east, N. Gertie Place from the south and W.
Everest Lane to the west. In addition, W. Everest Lane parallels SH 20126 and connects to N.
Long Lake Way. The N. Long Lake Way and Chlnden Boulevard intersection is a signalized
intersection at the half-mile consistent with the UDC and the Comprehensive Plan.
7.

UNIFIED DEVELOPMENT CODE
The following UDC section is pertinent to this application:
UDC 11-3H-4B: Access to State Highway 69, State Highway 55, and State Highway 20-26:

1.

Use of existing approaches shall be allowed to continue provided that all of the following
conditions are met:
a.

The existing use is lawful and properly pennitted efiective September IS, 2005. The subject
site ,vas created by a record qj'sun'eY in 2005 and remail1S vacant without a specified use on
the property. Therefhre this condition is not applicable.

b. The nature of the use does not change (for example a residential use to a commercial
use). Because this site has been approved and zoned for commercial development,
stajJbelieves the nature of the use will increase significantly.
c.

The intensity of the use does not increase (for example an increase in the number of
residential dwelling units or an increase in the square footage of conIDlerciaI space).
The intensifY of the use on the site will increase signijicant(v Fom vacant land to
commercial property with approximately 70,000 square feet of office and retail uses.

Knighthill Center VAR-09-00 I

2. If an applicant proposes a change or increase in intensity of use, the owner shall develop
or otherwise acquire access to a street other than the state highway. The use of the
existing approach shall cease and the approach shall be abandoned and removed.
a.

No new approaches directly accessing a state highway shall be allowed.
Sraflis no! aware o(any deeded access to this property. In addition, the site has been
approvedfor commercial uses, therefore access (0 Sf[ 20126 shall be restricted per
the UDC. With the previous approvals (Preliminary Plat, DA, and Concept Plan);
direct lot access was not proposed or approved.

b.

Public street connections to the state highway shall only be allowed at:
1.

The section line road; and
A public street connection to SH 20126 exiSTS at Linder Road, a section line road.
This will most likely be the pn'mary entrance into the site and is located
approximate~v 600feetfrom the intersection.

11.

The half-mile mark between section line roads. These half-mile connecting
streets shall be collector roads.
As mentioned earlier, W Everest Lane (private street) parallels SH 20126 and
connects to N. Long Lake Way (designated a collector) which is a signalized
intersection at the half-mile com-listen! with the UDC. West Everest Lane is
currently stubbed at the western property boundcuy and a cross access
agreemenr has been recorded granting this property access.

8. ANALYSIS
a. Analysis Leading to Staff Recommendation
Staff has provided analysis below regarding the proposed application.

VARIANCE APPLICATION: The applicant is requesting approval of a variance to allow
one right-inlright-out access point to SH 20/26 for a commercial development. Further, the
applicant is also requesting a reduction to lTD future right-of way adjacent to Chinden Boulevard
ii'om 100 teet to 70 feet. StafIhas received a letter from lTD (commenrs attached in Exhibit B)
denying the applicant's encroachment permit to access SH 20/26. An e-mail was also received
from lTD (attached in Exhibit B) stating the importance of preserving the 100-foot right-of-way
for the future expansion of SH 20/26. The applicant has currently appealed the denial to lTD
headquarters seeking approval for access to SH 20/26.
The applicant has submitted a new concept in Exhibit A for Council review. This concept plan
depicts the location ofthe proposed access point and reduced ITD right-of-way. Because this
new concept plall differs from the previous approvals, the applicant will have to submit for a
new preliminary plat and development agreement modification if the subject variance requests
are approved by Coullcil.
UDC 11-3H-4B, regulates the standards for access to SH 20/26. Because the use of the site is
proposed to change from vacant land to a commercial development, access is restricted from the
state highway. The owner of the site shall acquire access to a street other tharl the state highway.
As mentioned earlier, Linder Road, Gertie Place and Everest Lane provide opportunities for
access to the subject site. In addition. Everest Lane parallels SH 20/26 and connects to N. Long
Lake Way; a signalized intersection at the half-mile, which is consistent with the UDC and the
Comprehensive Plan. Staff and lTD believe these roadways are sufficient to accommodate the
.
amount of future traffle generated by the proposed development.

000336
Knighthill Center VAR-09-00 I
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The access management plan for SH 20/26 Corridor approved by Compass has identified this
intersection as a high volume intersection. ITO has indicated adding an access point to SH 20/26
that close to the intersection would impact the traffic mobility on SH 20126 and interfere with
future roadway expansions planned for the intersection.
With regard to the right-of-way reduction. VDC 11-3H-4C states the width of right-of.-way
reservations shall be set forth by ITD. For tllis portion of SH 20126, lTD has consistently required
the preservation of 100 feet of right-of-way measured from the centerline of SH 20/26. Staff has
researched the surrounding properties (/,vchsa Falls to rhe west and Knight SAY Estates to lhe
north) and each of these developments was required to preserve the 100 feet of right-of-way.
Further, neither development was granted direct lot access to SH 20/26.
In addition, the Compass approved SH 20/26 access management plan calls for 2.00 feet of total
right-of-way between Meridian Road and McDemlOtt Road. Further, this document prescribes
access points every half-mile from Black Cat Road to Eagle Road. Because this site is located on
a prominent comer with large volumes of traffic, this intersection will mostly require additional
road improvements to facilitate traffic from SH 20/26 to Linder Road.
Based on Staffs analysis and the Variance Findings, Staff is recommending denial of the
Variance application (see Exhibit C for required variance findings).

9. EXnffiITS
A. Drawings

1.
2.
3.
4.

Vicinity/Zoning Map
2008 Approved Concept Plan Depicting Approved Access Points
Conceptual Site Plan Depicting Proposed Access to SH 20/26
Applicant's Narrative

B. Agency Conunents
1. Idaho Department of Transportation
C. Required Findings from the VIlified Development Code

J.
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2. 2008 Approved Concept Plan Depicting Approved Access Points
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3. Conceptual Site Plan Depicting Proposed Access to SH 20/26
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3. Applicant's Nan-ative

James R. Wylie
1676 N. Clarendon Way

Eagle, Id. 83616
208·939-1253
2-24-09
City of Meridian
33 E Idaho Ave
Meridian, ID 83642
Dear Sirs,
This nan ative is pI epmed with the intent to comply with the City of Meridian's
requuement fOI a Vat iance to the existing approved preliminary plat, which is known as
Knighthill Center Subdivision apPH>ved by tbe City Council of Meridian on July 18, 2006
ordinance NO. 06-1242 and with a development agreement dated July 5, 2006 recorded on July
31,2006 NO 106122368

We ate requesting a variance tor the following items:
1 Right in-Right out access on Chinden Blvd

2

Right of way reduction along Chin den Blvd from 100' to 70'

The revised conceptual site plan attached shows the access from Chinden Blvd and the
leduction of light of way. Also we have attached a traffic impact report that shows an increased
level of service for this and sutrounding pIOperties with the plOposed access

During the neigb.bolhood meeting the neighbors that attended were unanimously in favor
of the access and asked what they could do to help this access go fOlwarde It was obvious to them
that the access would help leduce naffie on the neighbolhood loads and would facilitate traffic
movement for this project and the surrounding area
Thank you for YOut considelation in this matte!

111ft,},
/="~R ,@\
wy
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B. Agency Comments

1. lTD VARIANCE COMMENTS
mAMO TIU.WSf'ORTA'nOM OES>AltYlW£WY

PO.

January 9. 2000
Mr. E. Don Copple
Davison, Copple, Copple &Cox, U..P
p.o. Box 1583
Soise.ldaho 83701
VIA CERTIFIED MAil
Re:

Encroachment Permit Application 03-09--089, US 20126 (Chtnden alvd), MP 37.14

Knighthill Commercial Subdivision
Dear Mr.

Copple~

Thank }Iou for prolAding the additional information regarding the above referenced permit
application. We disagree with the response to our QuesiJon 1 rEtgardmg trips using Everest Lane;
however, to minimiZe further delay, we are taking action at this time.

The new Informatlon was presented to the Di&trict 3 Permits Committee on Januaty 6,2008. The
permits committee upheld its recommendation for denial of the application and the District
Engineer concurs with the committee's dEK:islon, The denial i& based on the following:

1. iDAPA 39.03.42- Rules Governing Highway R1ght.o{·Way EncroachfT't6nts on State RightsQf-W~W Identifies that "Traffic Movements into and out of a business should be designed,
whenever possible, to utilize existing local roads.· The development has direct access to
Linder Road, Everes1lana, and Gertie Place.
2. Addition of a new conflict point, i.e. the proPQSed access, has the potential to create
interference with or hazard to the free movement of normal highway traffic. This is
exacerbated by the proximity of the proposed approach to the intersedion of enfoden &
linder.
3. Everest lane provides access to Chinden at long lake, a signalized intersection,
consistent with the June 2008 North MerIdian Auto Circulation Map, As stated in our letter of
November 29. 2008, we believe Everest lane provides a very attractive alternative for
motorists during peak conditions. Trips assigned to the intersection of long lake and
Chinden (via Everest) would improve the LOS at the Linder Road entrance.
4. ThE! site layout presented in your application is inconsistent with existing approvais (i.e.
preliminary plat) on file with the City of Meridian and acted on by ACHD . To date, no
applications have been filed to change the preliminary plat nor have they received an
applleSl/on for a variance to their acoe&S spacing ordinance. No access to Chinden is
inclUded on Ihe exi$iing preliminary plat.

Exhibit B
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~j.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ m :-:"1".

Mr. E Don
Encroachment
January 9,2009
Pag~:2 of 2

Application 03-09-089

5. An access at this location is not consistent \\~th

long~lCmge

planning goals. The US 2()"26

Access Management Plan was adopted in December 2008 by COMPASS and Communities
in Mollon Identifle& an interchange at the Interse<ition of Chinden and Liflder. An access at
the proposed location is incon$istent with these plans.
This decision may be appealod by responding in writing to my attention within thirty (30) days of
pro<:ess is identified in IDAPA 39.03.42.
of this latter. The

Please call me at 334-a311 if you have any questions.
Sincerely.

Pam Golaen, P.E.
District 3 Development 8. Access Management Engineer
cc: Peter Friedman, City of Meridian
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2. lTD Right-of-Way Comments

VAR 09-001 Knighthill Center by James Wylie

Page 1 of 1

Machelle Hill
From:

Larry Strough [Larry.Strough@itd.idaho.gov]

Sent:

Wednesday, March 18,200910:55 AM

To:

Machelle Hill

Co:

Pam Golden

Subject;

VAR 09·001 Knighthill Center by James Wylie

Attachments: SKMBT_C25009031810120.pdf
Thank you for the opportunity to review this request. We feel that the 100 foot right of way setback is
crucial for future intersection improvements. The intersection will require auxiliary lanes for both left
and right turns as well as additional through lanes. Ample right of way will be necessary for these
improvements.
Thank You
Larry Strough

334-8924 «SKMBT_C25009031810120.pdf»

c.

Exhibit B
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c:

Required Findings ti'om the Unified Development Code (Variance)

The City Council shall apply the standards listed in Idaho Code 67-6516 and all the
findings listed in Section U-SB-4.E of the UDC to review the variance request. In order to
grant a variance, the Council shall make the following findings:
A.

The variance shall not grant a right or special privilege that is not othenvise allowed
in the district:
Direct access to State Highway 20/26 is prohibited, per UDC 11-3H-4B. Stafffinds that if
the City Council grants the requested variance requests to allow the right-inlright-out
access to Chinden Boulevard and reduce the lTD right-of-way from 100 feet to 70 feet, a
special privilege will be granted to the subject property that would not otherwise be
allowed for properties adjacent to a state highway. The property across Chinden Boulevard
and west of this site were also required to preserve 100' of right-of -way along the Chinden
Corridor and have restricted access to SH 20/26.

B.

Tbe variance relieves an undue hardship because of characteristics of the site;
Staff finds that there are no undue hardships that would prevent the applicant from
developing the site by restricting access to SH 20/26. In this case, the applicant has options
to facilitate access to/from other roadways. As mentioned earlier, Linder Road, Gertie
Place and W. Everest Lane provide opportunities for future access to the subject site. Staff
and lTD believe the aforementioned roadways are sufficient to accommodate the amount
of future traffic generated by the proposed development.

C.

The variance shall not be detrimental to the public healtb, safety, and welfare.
Staff tinds that allowing right-inlright-out access to SH 20/26 will be detrimental to the
public health, safety, and/or welfare, Based on infonnafion from the transportation
authority (lTD), Staff believes adding additional access points to SH 20/26 would impact
the traffic mobility on SH 20/26 and interfere with future roadway expansions planned for
the intersection.

J.
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E DON COPPLE (lSB No. 1085)
HEATHER A. CUNNINGHAM (ISB No. 5480)
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE
Attorneys at Law
Washington Mutual Capitol Plaza, Suite 600
199 North Capitol Boulevard
Post OHice Box 1583
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone:
(208) 342-3658
Telecopier:
(208) 386-9428
Attorneys for Plaintiff
James R. Wylie

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

JAMES R. WYLIE,
Plaintiff.
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IDAHO
TRANSPORTATION BOARD, and
THE CITY OF MERIDAN
Defendants,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV OC 0908647
AFFIDA VIT OF E DON COPPLE
RE: I>LAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL
MEMORANDUM ON
JUDICIAL ESTOPPEL

)
)
)
)

***
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
ss.
)

AFFIDA VlT OF E DON COPPLE RE: PLAINTlFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM ON JUDICIAW
ESTOPPE:L - 1
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E DON COPPLE, after first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states:
1.

I am one of the attorneys for the Plaintiff and make this affidavit based upon my
own personal knowledge re: Plaintiffs Supplemental Memorandum on Judicial
Estoppel.

2.

Attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, marked as Exhibit

A,

is a

true and accurate copy of ITO's brief in the matter of lvfoody v. Idaho
Transportation Dept., Ada County Case No.: CV-OC-0509501 (2004).
3.

Attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, marked as Exhibit B, is a
true and accurate copy of Judge McKee's decision in the matter of lvloody v.
Idaho Transportation Department, Ada County Case No. CV-OC-0509501
(2004).

4.

Attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, marked as Exhibit C, is a
true and accurate copy of this office's copy of lTD's brief in the matter of
Willowbrook Development v. Idaho Tramportation Dept., Before the Idaho
Transportation Department (2004).

5.

Attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, marked as Exhibit 0, is a
true and accurate copy of ITO's Findings of Facts, Co nclusion.'}' of Law and
Recommended Order in the matter of Willowbrook Development v. Idaho
Tran::''Portation Dept., Before the Idaho Transportation Department (2004).

6.

Attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, marked as Exhibit E, is a
true and accurate copy of ITO's Final Order in the matter of City of Eagle v.
Idaho Tran::.portation Dept., Before the Idaho Transportation Department (2003).

AFFlDA VIT OF E DON COPPLE RE: PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM ON JUDICIALO
ESTOPPEL - 2
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7.

Attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, marked as Exhibit F, is a
true and accurate copy of the Court's Transcript on Appeal in the matter of City of

Eagle v. Idaho Transportation Dept., Ada County Case No.: CV-OC-0302129D
(2004).
8.

Attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, marked as Exhibit G, is a
true and accurate copy of the Court's Decision and Order on Appeal in the matter
of City ojEagle v. Idaho Transportation Dept., Ada County Case No.: CV-OC0302129D (2004).

9.

I served as counsel for appellants in

~Moody

and Willowbrook Development,

supra.

DATED this

day of July, 2009.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _ _ day of July, 2009

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , Idaho
My commission expires: _ _ _ __

AFFIDAVIT OF E DON COPPLE RE: PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM ON JUDICIM
ESTOPPEL - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

i

day of July, 2009, a true and correct copy of the
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ci
foregoing \vas served upon the following, by the method indicated, and addressed as follows:
William Nary
Meridian City Attomey
33 E. Idaho Ave.
Meridian, Idaho 83642

by U.S. MAIL
_ _ by HAND DELIVERY
_ _ by FACSIMILE:
_ _ by OVERNIGHT MAIL

Scot Campbell
Deputy Attomey General
Idaho Transportation Department
3311 West State Street
P.O. Box 7129
Boise, Idaho 83707-1129

~ by u.S. MAIL
_ _ by HAND DELIVERY
_ _ by FACSIMILE:

AFFIDA VIT OF E DON COPPLE RE: PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM ON JUDICIAP
ESTOPPEL - 4
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RESPONDENT lTD's BRIEF TO THE COCRT I,V TIfE
MATTER OF lv/OODY /" IDAHO TRANSPORTATlO:V
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
STEVEN M. PARRY
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Transportation Department

3311 West State Street
P.O. Box 7129
Boise, Idaho 83707-1129
Telephone: (208) 334-8815
Facsimile: (208) 334-4498
ISB No.: 2153
Counsel for State ofIdaho
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

INRE: RIGHT-OF-WAY
ENCROACHMENT APPLICATION AND
PERMIT FOR JOHl-..r W. MOODY AND
GARY C. ASIN,
Appellants,
vs.
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION
DEPARTMENT,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
}

Case No. CV-OC-0509501

RESPONDENT'S BRIEF

INTRODUCTION
This is an appeal where there is a dispute between property owners wishing to develop
their property to the most intense use possible by gaining access to a major state highway, and
the Idaho Transportation Board's authority of designating state highways as controlled access
facilities. The property in question lies on the outskirts of Star, Idaho and is an almost square ten
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acre parcel with no deeded or prior pennitted access rights to State Highway 44 (SH 44). The
property was fann land with the Appellants purchasing it to develop a commercial shopping
center. The speed limit ofSH 44 at the time of the application was 55 mph at the location of the
property.
This is another case where the local municipality and the Idaho Transportation
Department (lTD) are at odds with respect to the access to a major state highway in Ada County.
The City of Star supported the application of Appellants for an access permit 150 feet from the
intersection of the state highway with Plummer Road. At the time of application to lTD,
Appellants had secured permits from the Ada County Highway District (ACHD) for three access
points to the local road bordering on the east of the property, a cross access easement to the west
of the property, and the northern boundary of the property abutted an undeveloped public right of
way.
The contested case was brought pursuant to the lTD IDAPA rule, 39.03.42,
Encroachments on State Rights-of-Way. The rule was adopted and received legislative approval
March 30, 2001. Appellants do not qualify under the rule for an approach.
Appellants applied for a variance to the IDAPA standard. IDAPA 39.03.42.200.08
provides, in part:
Review Process. The review process shall commence on the day the applicant
signs the application and makes payment of the initial application fee(s). If the
Department determines there is insufficient documentation to process the
application, the process will be placed on hold until such documentation has been
received. All applications for encroachment permits shall be reviewed and
evaluated for current access control requirements, deed restrictions, safety and
capacity requirements, design and location standards or an approved variance of
these standards, environmental impacts, location conflicts, long-range planning
goals and the need for an appraisal.
(emphasis added)
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All parties agreed that the 2001 ltD Access Manual, Section 3.16 contained the applicable
criteria for ITD granting a variance to the IDAP A standard.
lTD denied the variance based upon the property having reasonable alternative access,
and that the projected 3,886 vehicles per day using the approach would degrade the safety and
operational characteristics of SH 44.
No truer words were ever written than when then Chief Justice Bakes, in his concurring
opinion in the denial of the rehearing in Merritt v. State ofIdaho, 113 Idaho 142, 742 P.2d 397
(1986), stated:
Nevertheless, today's decision in this case brings the law relating to the
regulation and limitation of access to public streets more in line with the cases
dealing with zoning and other types of police power regulation and limitation of
the use of property.
113 Idaho at 151
The concept of a variance from a state rule or local ordinance is common to both the ITD access
rule and planning and zoning ordinances.
This appeal is the opposite of an lTD condemnation. In a condemnation action, lTD is
obtaining from the property owner property in either fee or lesser estate. In this appeal,
Appellants are attempting to obtain an estate in lTD's property for their private gain.
COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
Appellants filed an application for approach on May 11, 2004. lTD denied the approach
as not meeting the access spacing standards in its rule.
Appellants filed for a variance to the lTD access spacing standards contained in the
IDAP A rule on November 3, 2004. In February, 200S, lTD issued its final denial of the
application for a variance from the IDAP A rule.
Appellants filed an appeal and lTD appointed Merlyn W. Clark to hold a contested case
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hearing with a de novo standard of review. Mr. Clark issued his Findings of Fact, Conclusions
of Law and Recommendatory Order on August 24, 2005.
The matter was appealed to the Director, and the Director affirmed and incorporated the
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law into his Final Order. This appeal to the District Court was
properly perfected, and the parties stipulated to the administrative record and transcript for
purposes of the appeal.

CLASSIFICATION OF STATE HIGHWAY 44
lTD, in its IDAP A rule, gives state highways five classifications or types. Type V is the
interstate. Type III and Type IV highways are principal arterials. There is no dispute that SH 44
at this location is a principal arterial. There is a disputed issue as to whether this section of SH
44 is classified as a Type III or IV highway. lTD staff and Appellants' traffic consultants
analyzed the application during the permit and variance process that SH 44 was a Type IV
highway.
There is no dispute that under either classification, the Appellants would need to obtain a
variance from the IDAP A rule in order to obtain an approach.

Mr. Clark summarized the classification issue with his Finding of Fact 2:
In March of2002, the lTD Board reclassified Highway 44 from 1-84 to US
20/26 from Type III to Type IV access control standards. The Board action was based

on findings that the highway was originally constructed as a two-lane rural route with
relatively low traffic volume and little adjacent development; that the use had radically
changed and it would be a four;.lane facility if not for funding constraints; that the
metropolitan planning organization had SH-44 modeled as a multilane facility for future
needs analysis and there were several improvement projects currently programmed on
the route; and that based on the function, current traffic volumes and future traffic
projections, Highway 44 should be classified as Type IV.
Marked as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Mr. Clark's Findings, Conclusions and
Recommendation. Whether the Idaho Transportation Board can reclassify a state highway by
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lTD Board action under its authority to "[ d]esignate state highways ... as controlled-access
facilities and regulate, restrict or prohibit access to those highways to serve the traffic for which
the facility is intended" is an open question. Idaho Code, Section 40-310(9). Also see Idaho
Code, Section 49-202(23).
Mr. Clark detennined that the question did not have to be resolved in this matter.
Conclusion of Law 26. He concluded that" ... the construction of a commercial approach to
Highway 44 at or within 150 feet of the intersection with Plummer Road would create a
dangerous hazard to the traveling public on Highway 44 and would violate several standards".
Conclusion of Law 26.
Whichever class or type of highway SH 44 is ultimately determined to be, the Appellants
still need to have a variance to the IDAP A rule. The Appellants have 645 feet of frontage on SH
44, and the minimum access spacing requirement for a Type III highway is 1,000 feet, and for a
Type IV highway its one mile. Mr. Clark enunciated the only distinction relevant to this appeal
in Conclusion of Law 18, wherein he holds:
Section 3.16 of the lTD Access Manual contains a variance policy thatpermits
the District or delegated local highway agency to consider variances when
practicable. It provides that the lTD is to administer requests for variances to
access management standards and policies through an application and appeals
process to ensure statewide consistency. The initial review of applications by the
District or delegated local highway agency shall include consideration of
Department standards and the practicability of allowing a variance to those
standards. Variances shall not cause a reduction in traffic safety, operational
efficiency, or functional integrity of each highway classification. A more
restrictive variance policy is in effect as the level of access control becomes more
stringent.
(emphasis added)
Though not explicitly stated, a fair reading of Mr. Clark's decision and the lTD Director's
affirmance is that the variance was denied based upon SH 44 being a Type III highway. Again,
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he made it clear that he was not deciding the question, and he could find no justification for
locating an approach with an estimated volume of 3,886 vehicles per day 150 feet from an
intersection of a state highway and an ACHD road.
As stated previously, whether this section of SH 44 is classified as a Type III or Type IV
highway, a variance would have to be granted by lTD, and as such, is a discretionary decision on
the part of the Department.

HEARING OFFICER DECISION AND DIRECTOR'S FINAL ORDER
The Director's Final Order states:
This mater involves a petition for review asking the Director of the Idaho
Transportation Department as the designee of the Idaho Transportation Board to
review the Administrative Appeal Hearing Officer's Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law and Recommendatory Order to the Director issued by
Hearing Officer Merlyn Clark on August 25, 2005, under Idaho Code 67-5244.
In my review of the record I find that substantial evidence exists to support the
findings of fact made by the hearing officer in the recommended order. I do not
find the findings of fact to be clearly erroneous or unsupported by the record in
any respect. Accordingly, I adopt the findings of fact of the hearing officer
contained in the recommended order as my own and incorporate said findings of
fact by reference into this Final Order.
After a thorough review of the record and the law, I further adopt and
incorporate herein the conclusions oflaw and recommendation contained in the
recommendatory order.
Mr. Clark held an evidentiary hearing on June 3, 2005, with supplementation of the record and
post-hearing memorandum. Mr. Clark, pursuant to stipulation of the parties, heard the matter
"de novo." Standard of Review II. He applied " ... the same standards that governed the
Department when it denied the application for a pennit and variance." Standard of Review II.
The Hearing Officer framed the issue as, "whether to recommend to the Director that the
lTD denial of the variance should be reversed and a variance granted." Issues III. Mr. Clark, in
his decision, held that he did not have to decide whether SH 44 was a Type N or Type III
highway; under either scenario a variance from state administrative code would have to be
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obtained. Conclusion of Law 26. The higher the type or classification of highway (i.e. the more
stringent the access control), the more restrictive the variance policy becomes. Conclusion of
Law 18.
Mr. Clark, after hearing all of the evidence and reviewing the written record, concluded:
. .. The Hearing Officer has concluded that the construction of a commercial
approach to Highway 44 at or within 150 feet of the intersection with Plummer
Road would create a dangerous hazard to the traveling public on Highway 44 and
would violate several standards:
a. It would violate Idaho Code § 49-202(23), which prohibits the use of any
controlled-access highway by any class or kind of traffic, which is found to be
incompatible with the normal and safe movement of traffic.
b. It would violate IDAP A 39.03.400.03(c) for Type III access in rural areas
where approach spacing must be not less than 1000 feet.
c. It would violate IDAP A 39.03.42.012.1 00.04a, which provides that
approaches should be located as far as practical from intersections to permit
safe vehicle movement.
d. It would violate IDAPA 39.03.42.300.07, which requires that approaches
be located where they do not create undue interference with or hazard to the
free movement of normal highway traffic.
Conclusion of Law 26
Mr. Clark went on to find that the above-stated reasons were sufficient cause to deny the
approach application. Conclusion of Law 27.
Mr. Clark then went on to conclude that the application for an approach 150 feet from the
intersection with the Type III standard of 1,000 feet met none of the criteria in the lTD variance
policy. His Conclusion of Law 31 held:
Granting the application for the permit or the variance to construct the
commercial approach would violate the duty of the Department to protect against
a dangerous condition with respect to the granting of approaches to State
Highways.
This ten acre parcel ofland is bordered on its southerly edge by SH 44 with a 55 mph
speed limit and 17,000 cars per day. The western border abuts Plummer Road, which ACHD has
granted three access permits along the frontage. The northern boundary is a public right of way
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that when developed, the property owner has potential access through. On the western boundary,
the property is bordered by Estrella Subdivision 1, and there is a cross access easement. In other
words, the property has access on two sides directly to a public right of way, and a cross access
easement on the third side.
ITD's variance policy, as restated by Mr. Clark, states the proposition on reasonable
access in two ways. First," ... a variance may receive favorable consideration ... if the variance
would improve trafflc safety or operations, or would allow access to a landlocked parcel having
no reasonable alternative access and having no significant impacts to safety or traffic
operations." Conclusion of Law 19. Second, an application for a variance may not receive
favorable consideration " ... if reasonable alternative access is available". Conclusion of Law 20.
Mr. Clark, in his Findings of Fact held, "The Subdivision has reasonable access through the three
approaches to Plummer Road and over the cross access easement to the property to the west that
has access to Highway 44." Finding of Fact 15.

STANDARD OF REVIEW UNDER THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT
The State Administrative Procedures Act grants limited review of a contested case
decision. Idaho Code, Section 67-5279 provides that the Court is not to substitute its judgment
for the agency as to the weight of the evidence, and if the Court does not affinn Mr. Clark's
Conclusions and Findings, is to remand the matter back to the agency for further proceedings.
The ability to remand the matter back to the agency in this context can come about under
three categories. First, Appellants argue that the City of Star has exclusive jurisdiction over the
granting of access to state highways. Under Idaho Code, Section 67 -S279(3)(b) the Court could
remand the matter back to ITD with instructions to dismiss the matter in that it exceeds lTD's
authority.
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The remaining basis for granting a remand is whether Mr. Clark's decision is supported
by substantial evidence and, whether the decision was arbitrary, capricious or an abuse of
discretion. With regard to the substantial evidence test, the Court of Appeals of Washington in

Brighton v. Washington State Department o/Transportation, 109 Wash.App. 855,38 P.3d 344
(2001), reviewed a dispute between a property owner and a state DOT over granting access to a
limited access highway in the context of an AP A appeal.
The Court of Appeals recited the appropriate standard for reviewing the substantial
evidence question in regard to the grant or denial of an access pennit for a state highway with:

In reviewing administrative action, this court sits in the same position as the
superior cOUli, applying the standards of the Administrative Procedures Act
(AP A) directly to the record before the agency. Under the AP A, a reviewing
court may reverse an agency adjudicative decision if: (1) the agency's decision is
not supported by substantial evidence; or (2) the agency's ruling is arbitrary or
capricious. The party challenging an agency's action bears the burden of
demonstrating the invalidity of the decision. In reviewing challenged findings
under RCW 34.05.570(3)(e), substantial evidence is a sufficient quantity of
evidence to persuade a fair-minded person of the truth or correctness of the order.
We neither weigh credibility nor substitute our judgment for that of the agency.
Furthermore, court's generally accord substantial deference to agency decisions.

38 P.3d at 348
In other words, is there a sufficient quantity of evidence to persuade the Court that Mr. Clark's
recommendation that a variance to the administrative code was justified in the record. Restated,
did Mr. Clark fairly interpret the ITO variance policy to the facts of this appeal.
With respect to the arbitrary, capricious and abuse of discretion standard of review, our
Supreme Court recently announced the appropriate standard of review in Haw v. State Board 0/

Medicine, 2006 Opinion No. 64 (May 30, 2006) with:
While this Court has often been confronted with the question of whether a
certain agency action constitutes an abuse of discretion, we have not expressly
articulated the standard to be applied when making that detennination. We now.
clarify that an appellate court reviewing agency actions under the AP A must
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detennine whether the agency perceived the issue in question as discretionary,
acted within the outer limits of its discretion and consistently with the legal
standards applicable to the available choices, and reached its own decision
through an exercise of reason. See Rockefeller v. Grabow, 136 Idaho 637, 643,
39 P.3d 577,583 (2001).
The Court of Appeals in Brighton recited the arbitrary and capricious test with respect to a
highway agency granting or denying access by holding:
Next Brighton argues that WSDOT's actions were arbitrary and capricious
because the 2000 Finding and Order was made without regard to the 1984
Tahoma Plan. A decision is arbitrary or capricious under RCW 34.05.570(3)(i) if
it is a ''willful and unreasoning action, taken without regard to or consideration of
the facts and circumstances surrounding the action.'" The trial court's order from
Brighton's first appeal did not direct WSDOT to comply with the 1984 Tahoma
Plan.
38 P.3d at 349
lTD would submit that it is the arbitrary and capricious standard that would be most applicable to
this appeal, in that the question is one of whether to grant a variance to the state administrative
code.

In Bear Lake Watch, Inc. v. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 324 F.3d 1071 (9th
Cir. 2003), the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals reviewed the substantial evidence and abuse of
discretion standards under the Federal APA and held:
At root, however, Bear Lake Watch is really attacking FERC's methodology.
That attack fares no better, for we owe deference in that area also. As the
Supreme Court has stated: "When specialists express conflicting view, an agency
must have discretion to rely on the reasonable opinions of its own qualified
experts even if, as an original matter. a court might find contrary views more
persuasive." Marsh v. Oregon Nat. Res. Council, 490 U.S. 360, 378, 109 S.Ct.
1851, 1861, 104 L.Ed.2d 377 (1989). We have elaborated on that theme, and had
this to say when a party attacked the methodology used by an agency:
We are in no position to resolve this dispute because we would have to decide
that the views of Council's experts have "more merit than those of the [Forest
Service's] experts." NEPA does not require that we decide whether an [EA] is
based on the best scientific methodology available, nor does NEPA require us
to resolve disagreements among various scientists as to methodology.
We defer to agency expertise on questions of methodology unless the agency
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has completely failed to address some factor, consideration of which was
essential to a truly informed decision ....
Inland Empire Pub. Lands Council v. Schultz, 992 F.2d 977, 981 (9 th Cir.1993)
(citations and some quotation marks omitted.) And, again, in Greenpeace Action
v. Franklin, 14 F.3d 1324 (9th Cir.1992), we pointed out that although a party:
has demonstrated that some scientists dispute the Service's analyses and
conclusions, such a showing is not a sufficient basis for us to conclude that the
Service's action was arbitrary or capricious. If it were, agencies could only act
upon achieving a degree of certainty that is ultimately illusory. Id. at 1336.
324 F.2d at 1076-77 (emphasis added)
This is a similar situation in that Appellants have their experts who disagree with lTD standards
and the application of those standards to the facts of this case, but at the end, Mr. Clark
reviewing the matter de novo held there was no sufficient grounds to recommend granting a
variance.
The lTD variance policy is rather stringent, and the Court's authority under established
law for reviewing a contested case decision is limited. Mr. Clark heard the evidence, determined
a variance was not warranted under the facts, and this Court is not to, "substitute its judgment ...
as to the weight of the evidence." Idaho Code, Section 67-5279. Justice Jones, in his concurring
opinion in Haw, supra, noted:

In order to assure impartiality on the second remand, the Board would be well
advised to employ the services of the hearing officer in detennining an
appropriate award of costs and fees. The hearing officer did a good job of
separating the wheat from the chaff with regard to the substantive issues in the
first go-around .,.
That issue is not presented in this appeal. Mr. Clark was given the opportunity to conduct a de
novo review, analyze applicable law, and the lTD Director adopted his findings as the Agency's
Final Order.

THE VARIANCE POLICY
However this Court wishes to characterize SH 44, Appellants need a variance from the
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IDAPA standard to obtain an access point as applied. Marked as Exhibit B is a true and correct
copy of lTD's variance policy on grant or denial of access.
McQuillin, The Law of Municipal Corporations, explains variances granted by
administrative agencies with:
Generally, administrative agencies have the power to vary or modifY the
application of any of the regulations or provisions of an ordinance where there are
practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships in carrying out the strict letter of
the ordinance. Obtaining a variance because of unnecessary hardship is the
recognized and approved legal device by which the basic constitutional right of
property is reconciled with the paramount right of government to protect by
zoning the public health, safety, morals and welfare.
Many courts view the terms "practical difficulty" and ''unnecessary hardship"
as interchangeable. Other courts, however, have held that "practical difficulty" is
a slightly lesser standard, and only applies to the granting of a nonuse, or area,
variance and not a use variance. The rational for this approach is that an area
variance is a relaxation of one or more incidental limitations to a permitted use
and does not alter the character of the zoned district as much as a use variance not
permitted by the zoning ordinance.
MUNICORP Sec, 25.166 (A copy of the section on variances is attached as Exhibit C to this
Brief.)
As quoted earlier, Justice Bakes in his concurring opinion in Merritt, supra, concluded that the
government's exercise of its police power in regulating access to public highways is similar to
the power with respect to the zoning of property.
Conclusions of Law 4-16 cover the application of the IDAPA rule on access which was
approved by the Idaho Legislature in March of 200 I. Mr. Clark in Conclusions of Law 17
explained:
Pursuant to its legislative authority, in April of 200 I the lTD Board adopted
Access Management: Standards and Procedures of Highway Right-Of-Way
Encroachments ("ITO Access Manual"), which interpret the IDAP A Rules and
Regulations governing highway right-of-way encroachments on State right-ofway.

It is within this policy guide that the variance policy is found. lTD's State Traffic Engineer
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testified:

Q And you're familiar with the IDAPA rule on right of way encroachments?
AYes. In fact my office is going to develop that fine rule and policy.
Q (Inaudible) any rule that on page 3, it talks about the appeal process and then
goes on for 98 definitions. And this rule had to go through the legislature?
A It went through our transportation board -- well first of all, it went through
many years of review. I have think it took us four years to actually revise the
previous rule, get it through the board -- the transportation board and get it
through the Idaho legislature in rule form and we had to go back through and
actually create an implementation policy. It's called a standards and procedures
guide so it did take a fair amount of time to do that. We also created a number of
board and administrative policies to implement the rule.
Q And you're familiar with the portion of the rule on review process where it
talks -- and the need for -- its talks about or an approved variance?
A Yes, I am.
Q And with access, there are just a wide variety of different situations?
A There are. That's why that variance policy was put in there because we
realized that you can't cookie-cutter all of the applications that would be
submitted. So a variance policy was inserted so the chief engineer could consider
variances to the established rule and policy.
TR. p. 138,11. 13-25; p. 139,11.1-17

Mr. Johnson then went on to explain the wide variety of deeded accesses that lTD has in place.
The Hearing Officer summarized the variance policy on access with the following:
19. The lTD Access Manual, Section 3.16 provides that a request for a variance
may receive favorable consideration under certain specified conditions. For
example, if the variance would improve traffic safety or operations, or would
allow access to a landlocked parcel having no reasonable alternative access and
having no significant impacts to safety or traffic operations.
20. The lTD Access Manual, Section 3.16 also provides that a request for a
variance may not receive favorable consideration under certain specific situations,
including if the variance would negatively impact safety, or would degrade traffic
operations of the system, or if reasonable alternative access is available, or if the
proposed variance does not meet the design standards of the lTD Design Manual
and there are no reasonable grounds for a design exception.
21. If, after consideration of Department standards and variance, application for
a variance is denied, the application may be appealed following the procedures
outlined in lTD Access Manual, Section 3.19, Appeals.
Conclusions of Law 19-21
Mr. Clark's conclusions were that the application for a variance failed to meet any of the criteria
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listed in the policy in that it would "cause a reduction in traffic safety and operational efficiency
of Highway 44." Conclusion of Law 28. Mr. Clark went on to conclude " ... reasonable
alternative access is available onto Plummer Road and through the cross access easement to
Highway 44, and the proposed variance does not meet the design standards of the lTD Design
Manual and there are no reasonable grounds for a design exception." Conclusion of Law 30.
Estrella 1 Subdivision obtained a variance from the spacing standards, when the same
developer came to lTD for a variance for Estrella 2, the commercial approach was to be " ...
approximately 150 feet from the intersection of Highway 44 and Plummer Road." It was denied.

Mr. Clark found, "Because of the 55 mile per hour speed on Highway 44 there would be
hazardous conflict between vehicles on Highway 44 and vehicles turning into or out of the
Subdivision, even with acceleration/deceleration turn lanes." Finding of Fact 14. This Finding
is supported by substantial evidence.

Mr. Clark reviewing the matter de novo could find no justification for recommending the
grant of a variance. He specifically concluded that granting the variance" ... would violate the
lTD Access Manual ... " Conclusion of Law 28. Additionally, he concluded that granting the
variance" ... would violate the duty of the Department to protect against a dangerous condition
... " Conclusion of Law 31. Mr. Clark's conclusions are not arbitrary and capricious and they
are supported by substantial evidence.

lTD HAS SOLE AUTHORITY OVER THE GRANT OR DENIAL
OF ACCESS TO A STATE HIGHWAY
Appellants' first argument is that the Local Land Use Planning Act somehow preempts
state law and grants, in this case, to the City of Star the authority to grant or deny accesses to
state highways. Idaho Code, Section 40-310(9) vests the Idaho Transportation Board with the
authority to:
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Designate state highways, or parts of them, as controlled-access facilities and
regulate, restrict or prohibit access to those highways to serve the traffic for
which the facility is intended.
Acting pursuant to this authority, the Board adopted IDAPA 39.03.42 which was approved by
the Idaho Legislature in 2001.
It is the concept of "serve the traffic for which the facility is intended" which is consistent

throughout the Board's powers. Idaho Code, Section 40-310(9). The Board is vested with the
authority in locating highways to detennine ''whether or not the proposed action would be of
greater benefit to the state of Idaho than the economic loss and damage resulting to the city."
Idaho Code, Section 40-31O(l)(a). The Transportation Board, as opposed to local highway
agencies, is granted the specific authority to regulate, restrict and prohibit access to state
highways. Idaho Code, Section 40-310(9).
Appellants cite KMST, LLC v. County ofAda, 138 Idaho 577 (2003), for the proposition
that a local land use planning agency has primary authority over the grant of an access to a state
highway. Any reliance on KMST is misplaced. First, the issue in KMST was the construction of
a public road through KMST's property, not whether KMSTwas to obtain access to a public
street.
With regard to the construction of a public road through an applicant's property in
exchange for favorable planning and zoning, the Court held that it was the planning and zoning
authority's police powers that controlled the dedication of the private property to the public use,
not the local highway agency.
The Local Land Use Planning Act does not provide for state highway encroachments.
The Act generally divorces itself from state highway issues in two respects. First, with respect to
the transportation component of comprehensive plans and zoning ordinances are limited to "[a]n
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analysis, prepared in coordination with the localjurisdiction(s) having authority over the public
highways and streets". Idaho Code, Section 67-6508. Obviously, lTD is not a localjurisdiction~
and thus, any transportation component of a comprehensive plan or zoning ordinance would be
limited to local roads.
Second is the counterpart to above, and that is Idaho Code, Section 67-6528,
Applicability of ordinances. This section of code exempts the Transportation Board and public
utilities acting pursuant to order of the Public Utilities Commission from complying with local
land use regulations. Specifically, Idaho Code, Section 67-6528 provides:
The provisions of plans and ordinances enacted pursuant to this chapter shall not
apply to transportation systems of statewide importance as may be determined by
the Idaho transportation board.

In 1989, lTD adopted IDAPA 39.03.48 which interpreted this section of the code with, ''The
intent of this legislative provision is to prevent local control over improvements to transportation
systems of statewide importance." IDAPA 39.03.48.001. The rule goes on to provide that all
sections of state highways are transportation systems of statewide importance, and that lTD
supports local ordinances that "are beneficial to the state highway system." IDAP A
39.03.48.200.
The Local Land Use Planning Act and lTD's 1989 rule make it clear that there is no local
control or permitting authority when it comes to state highways. lTD's rule on encroachments
to state rights of way, IDAPA 39.03.42, would be meaningless if the pennitting authority on
granting or denying an access permit were left up to the local authority.
Finally, there is this Court's decision in City ofEagle v. Idaho Transportation Board
which reinforces the concept. In City ofEagle, the local planning authority included within its
comprehensive plan a road connection to SH 44, east of the present application. The
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Transportation Board denied the access permit, and this Court held that the Board was within its
authority to issue such a denial. Marked as Exhibit D, attached hereto and incorporated herein
by reference, is a true and correct copy of this Court's decision and verbal ruling.
Though not directly on point, Appellants' position is contrary to Esterbrook v. Idaho

Transportation Department, 124 Idaho 680, 863 P.2d 349 (1992), wherein the Idaho Supreme
Court recognized the tort of negligently permitting of approaches. The Court held:
The Department contends that this statute applies in this case because the
provisions of the Right-of-Way Use Policy Manual gave it a supervisory role in
the construction of the northern driveway. We disagree.
The Policy Manual imposes on the Department a duty of ordinary care to
protect against a dangerous condition. Specifically, the Department has a duty of
ordinary care to ensure that the approaches to the highway do not create a hazard
to the free flow of traffic. This duty is similar to the duty of ordinary care to post
warning signs; it is not related to construction or supervision of improvements.
In this case, the Esterbrooks alleged that the southern driveway was a dangerous
approach that the Department should have removed.
124 Idaho at 684
Of course, the holding in Esterbrook would be overturned if it were determined that the local
planning authority had the ability, responsibility and tort liability to issue right of way
encroachment permits on state highway right of way.

CLASSIFICATION OF STATE HIGHWAY 44
Appellants argue that the classification of SH 44 as a Type IV highway is void and
unenforceable. Mr. Clark, in his findings, summarized the classification with:
In March of 2002, the lTD Board reclassified Highway 44 from 1-84 to US
20/26 from Type III to Type IV access control standards. The Board action was
based on findings that the highway was originally constructed as a two-lane rural
route with relatively low traffic volume and little adjacent development; that the
use had racially changed and it would be a four-lane facility if not for funding
constraints; that the metropolitan planning organization had SH-44 modeled as a
multilane facility for future needs analysis and there were several improvement
projects cun'ently programmed on the route; and that based on the function,
current traffic volumes and future traffic projects, Highway 44 should be
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classified as Type IV.
Finding of Fact 2
This Finding of Fact needs to be read in conjunction with the lTD rule on variances. It is
undisputed that whether the highway is a Type III or Type IV, Appellants still needed a variance
to obtain an access permit. Mr. Clark felt comfortable recommending denying the application
without deciding the classification or type of highway.
Both Type III and Type IV highways in the IDAP A rule are principle arterials. The
IDAP A rule, in its definitions, provides:
OIl. ACCESS TYPES.
Access control on all segments of the State Highway System shall be upgraded to
match the most current functional classification.
03. Type III (Principal Arterial). Type III access control is applicable to
segments of the State Highway System functionally classified as principal
arterials. Type III can also be applied to selected segments classified as minor
arterials but exhibit characteristics of principal arterials. Public highway
conn~ctions and new private approaches may be permitted in accordance with
Department spacing standards. Joint-use approaches are encouraged. As land
uses change, existing approaches should be reviewed to encourage deVelopment
of frontage roads.
04. Type IV (Principal Arterial, Multi-Lane, Divided). Type IV access control
is applicable to selected segments of the State Highway System functionally
classified as principal arterials and have four (4) or more lanes with a median or
continuous center turn lane. Public highway connections and new private
approaches may be pennitted in accordance with Department standards. Joint-use
approaches are encouraged. As land uses change, existing approaches should be
reviewed to encourage development of frontage roads.
05. Type V (Interstate). Type V access control is applicable to State highways
accessible only by interchanges (ramps). These highways typically include the
interstate system and require FHWA approval for any change in access.
IDAPA 39.03.42.011
During the review process of an application for a variance, one of the factors that the IDAP A
rule references is "long-range planning goals." IDAP A 39.03.42.200.08. Clearly, a long range
planning goal of the Department is to have this major state highway corridor protected as a Type
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IV highway when it comes to serving the through traffic and the control of access.
One of lTD's witnesses was Lance Johnson, State Traffic Engineer. He testified that he
was the principle author of the lTD rule and related policies. He shepherded the rule through the
approval process of the Transportation Board and the Idaho Legislature. When asked, " ... the
granting or denying of the variance in this case, would it have - would it make any difference if
this were a type 4 or type 3 highway?" Mr. Johnson testified "In this particular case, it would
not." Tr. p. 144,11. 7-10 (emphasis added).
The issue on appeal is, in applying ITD's variance policy whether the highway is a Type
III or Type IV prejudiced substantial rights of the Appellants. Idaho Code, Section 67-5279 (4)
directs that lTD's "action shall be affinned unless substantial rights of the appellant have been
prejudiced." The Court must decide when reviewing Merlyn W. Clark's Findings, Conclusions
and Recommendation as a whole, whether the March 2002 resolution of the Idaho Transportation
Board had such an influence that Appellants' rights were substantially prejudiced.
Clearly, the Finding of Fact 2 gives deference that a long range planning goal is to have
SH 44 as a Type IV restricted access highway. Appellants, in the application process, identified
this as a Type IV highway. Appellants' Traffic Impact Studies, submitted during the application
process in support of a variance, identified this as a Type IV highway. Both Washington
International and Dobie Engineering (Appellants' consulting engineers) analyzed the new
approach with SH 44 being a Type IV highway.
This Court must understand that the initial application, and the application for a variance
by the Chief Engineer, were denied with the highway being classified by both the applicant and
lTD staff as a Type IV. When the matter was appealed to Mr. Clark and the Appellants had the
benefit of expert counsel, the issue was fairly debated with the rule and the resolution both being
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presented. For Mr. Clark, it did not make any difference; he still could not justify recommending
a variance under the lTD policy.
When analyzed in the context of this appeal of whether a variance should be granted, it is
within the Idaho Transportation Board's prerogative outside of the rulemaking process to
designate certain highways as those where variances from the rule should be more strictly
scrutinized. This appeal is not about whether lTD correctly applied its rule, because it is
undisputed that Appellants do not qualify for an approach for either a Type III or Type N
highway unless they can qualify under the lTD variance policy.

SPEED LIMIT ISSUE
Appellants claim that the speed limit on State Highway 44 should be something other
than what was set by the Board and posted by the Department. A lower speed limit would be a
factor favorable to the Appellants in the evaluation of whether to grant a variance.
It is undisputed that the speed limit at the time of the application for the variance was 55

mph on State Highway 44 as it abuts the Appellants' property. The speed limit decreases to 45
mph just west of Appellants' property. State Highway 44, as it passes through Star, Idaho and in
front of Appellants' property, is classified as a rural arterial. Finding of Fact 1. IDAP A
39.03.42.010.90. Both the rural category of the geographic area, and the fact that State Highway
44 is an arterial, play equally important roles in detennining who sets the speed limit on the state
highway.
Idaho Code, Section 49-202(20) provides:
The department shall place and maintain traffic-control devices, confonning to
the board's manual and specifications, upon all state highways as it shall deem
necessary to indicate and to carry out the provisions of this title or to regulate,
warn, or guide traffic. No local authority shall place or maintain any trafficcontrol device upon any highway under the jurisdiction of the department except
by the latter'S pennission, except where the duly elected officials of an
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incorporated city have established speed limits lower than those set by the
department on the portion of state highways, excluding controlled-access and
interstate highways, that pass through residential, urban or business districts
within the jurisdiction of the incorporated city. The placement and maintenance
of such a traffic-control device by a local authority shall be made according to the
board's manual and specifications for a unifonn system of traffic-control devices.
(emphasis added)

In order for the City of Star to even have jurisdiction over the speed limit within its City, SH 44
must be found not to be a "controlled- access highway", and the property abutting the highway
must be classified as a ''residential, urban or business district." Idaho Code, Section 49-202(20).
Under a strict reading of the lTD rule, SH 44 is a Type III rural highway for access
control purposes, and thus, approaches would be limited by the rule to one approach every 1,000
feet. The definition of controlled access highway provides" ... persons have no legal right of
access to or from the highway except at such points only or in such manner as may be
detennined by the public authority having jurisdiction over the highway." Idaho Code, Section
49-109(5)(c). The only right of access Appellants may claim is as determined by lTD through its
rule and variance policy. Under the definition of controlled access highway in the Motor Vehicle
Code, SH 44, as it passes through Star,

~daho,

is a controlled access highway; thus, the City

would have no jurisdiction over the setting of speed limits.
The inquiry does not end with controlled access highway, in that the property abutting the
highway must be a ''residential, urban or business district." Idaho Code, Section 49-202(20). It
is undisputed that the City of Star is not an urban area. The City of Star has a population of
1,795. Finding of Fact 4. In order to qualify as an urban area, an incorporated city must have a
population of 5,000 or more. IDAPA 39.03.42.010.90.
Because of the rural nature of the outskirts of Star, Idaho, this area would not qualify as
either a residential or business district at the time Appellants submitted its application for the
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variance to the IDAPA standards.
If a Court were to find that a highway is not a controlled access facility, and it goes
through a residential, urban or residential district, then:
Local authorities in their respective jurisdictions shall detennine by an
engineering or traffic investigation the proper maximum speed not exceeding a
maximum limit of sixty-five (65) miles per hour for all arterial highways and
shall declare a reasonable and safe maximum limit which may be greater or less
than the limit permitted under this title for an urban district.
Idaho Code, Section 49-207(3) (emphasis added)
This section of code goes on to provide a notice and implementation procedure to lTD when it
has completed its engineering investigation, and adopted the appropriate ordinance to regulate
the speed on the state highway.
With respect to this appeal, there is no engineering or traffic investigation, no ordinance
based upon the investigation, and no notice to lTD. Simply put, Appellants are putting forward a
theoretical argument that the City, under a very strained reading of several code sections, could
possibly do an engineering investigation that would contradict lTD's that would justify lowering
the speed limit.

Mr. Clark offered nothing in his Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law that would
suggest that his conclusions would change based upon the arguments that the City should be
setting the speed limits on this section of SH 44. Appellants, in their brief, correctly point out
that the Mayor of Star testified that he believed that the speed limit should be lowered in that
area. Unfortunately, the Mayor's beliefs do not constitute an engineering investigation that
would be required under the Code.
While this is an interesting issue that would be up to the City, acting through its City
Council, to raise it is not something that would merit a remand of this matter to Mr. Clark for
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further findings. The important thing for the Court to keep in mind is that lTD had to analyze the
application as of the date it was filed.
As the area develops, circumstances will change; further development will occur and
traffic will increase to the point that a reduction in the speed limit would be warranted. Mr.
Johnson, the State Traffic Engineer, testified that if at some future date ACHD would close one
of the three authorized approaches from Appellants' property to Plummer Road, lTD would
"definitely" reconsider wheth~ an approach off ofSH 44 was appropriate. Tr. p. 143,11. 13-17.
The same can be said for the speed limit.
The facts as they existed at the time of the application and were presented at the hearing
to Mr. Clark simply do not support remanding the matter for a further determination on the speed
limit issue. At some point in time, Star, Idaho will qualify as an urban area, and the Appellants
may be able to present a compelling case due to the change in circumstances that it should be
entitled to an approach.

HIGHEST AND BEST USE OF THE PROPERTY
Appellants in their brief request:
Appellants submit that they are either entitled to a variance granting the
approach or in the alternative a ruling from the Court finding that lTD
unreasonably exercised its police power for which Appellants are entitled to just
compensation.
Appellant's Brief, p. 30
Neither of the requested remedies is within the Court's authority in this appeal. Idaho Code
Section 67-5729.
The Court must keep in mind that for the ten acre parcel, it has three permitted
approaches off of Plummer Road on the east side ofthe property, a cross access easement with
the subdivision to the west, and an undeveloped public right of way bordering on the northerly
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boundary of the property. Finding of Fact 15. The property when purchased by Appellants had
no deeded access to SH 44, and lTD had never issued any access permits for this property.
Additionally, when the property was purchased by Appellants, it was encumbered with
the lTD IDAPA rule on encroachments on state right of way. A simple review of the rule would
have alerted Appellants that the property, when it was purchased, would not have entitlement to
an approach off of SH 44.
With that factual background, Appellants argument is similar to the first argument that
the City of Star has jurisdiction over the granting of access. Appellants' argument is that
because Star approved a commercial subdivision, it should thus be entitled to access SH 44. lTD
would ask the Court to reference back to the earlier arguments that lTD has no official role in the
establishing of the transportation component of a comprehensive plan or a zoning ordinance.
Additionally, this Court's decision in City ofEagle v. Idaho Transportation Board reinforces the
concept that incorporation of an approach or public street connection to a state highway in a
city's comprehensive plan does not create any enforceable or recognizable rights in the property
owner when it makes application to lTD.
lTD's IDAPA rule on access spacing and the variance policy to the IDAPA standards do
not include consideration for the particular zoning of a piece of property. As the State Traffic
Engineer explained, it is the characteristics of the highway and the traffic that it is intended to
carry that is the more central theme. The State Traffic Engineer testified:

Q And as you continue west, Highway 44 is a principal arterial, correct?
A That's correct.
Q As a principal arterial, its intent is move traffic?
A Correct. When we - that is true.· Would you like me to expand on eitherQ Sure.
A When we first wrote the policy, we followed basic engineering handbooks on
how you balance mobility versus access. There's a number of generally accepted
engineering handbooks that say when you have high volume facilities, principle
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arterials, you focus on mobility versus access. There's a chart that was probably
one of the first charts I saw as a new engineer back in 1989 when I was designing
highways for California. And you design a facility that is supposed to operate as
a principal ruterial, you limit the number of accesses and that's - that's a general
engineering understanding I should say.
Tr. p. 145,11.3-21
This testimony mirrors the Transportation Board's charge from the Idaho Legislature to
"Designate state highways, or parts of them, as controlled-access facilities and regulate, restrict
or prohibit access to those highways to serve the traffic for which the facility is intended." Idaho
Code, Section 40-31 0(9). (emphasis added).
The traffic that the facility is intended to carry are the 17,700 vehicles that SH 44 carries
per day. It is the Idaho Transportation Board, not the City of Star, that is given the authority to
" ... develop statewide transportation systems when determined by the board to be in the public
interest." Idaho Code, Section 40-310(4). There should be no doubt that the Transportation
Board has determined that the public interest in SH 44 is to serve the through traffic. This is
evident as Mr. Clark found, "In March of 2002, the lTD Board reclassified Highway 44 '" from
Type III to Type IV access control standards." Finding of Fact 2.
The Board's action, though it may have not legally modified the definitions in the
IDAP A rule, shows an unequivocal designation of access control, and that its finding on public
interest was to protect the SH 44 corridor for the through traffic, and not allow SH 44 to become
a city street serving the interests of commercial developers.
Appellants argue that the law of eminent domain should apply to this situation. The law
of eminent domain compensates a property owner for a taking of his property. In this appeal,
Appellants are making application to use some ofITD's property. Under the lTD IDAP A rule,
in certain situations, the applicants must have the property appraised with and without the
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approach, and compensate the Department the difference.

In this case, there is no taking of any type. The property never had deeded access, never
had a permit, and when the property was purchased by the Appellants, they had constructive
notice ofIDAPA 39.03.42.
By analogy, the law of planning and zoning allows for variances to zoning ordinances in
limited circumstances. Idaho Code, Section 67-6516 provides, "A variance shall not be
considered a right or special privilege, but may be granted to an applicant only upon a showing
of undue hardship". Appellants have not shown any undue hardship except the claim that they
can develop the property to a more intense use if a variance is granted.
Mr. Clark heard all of the same arguments and summarized the law with the following:
22. The exercise of the police power to provide for the public safety and
welfare, which results in the denial of a vehicle access approach to one's property
does not constitute a compensable taking of property under the Idaho or Federal
constitutions if the property fronts on more than one street and the remaining
access to the property is reasonable. Merritt v. State, 113 Idaho 142, 742 P.2d
397 (1987).
23. The exercise of the police power to provide for the public safety and
welfare, which adversely impacts the highest and best use of the property but
does not deny the owner the economically beneficial use of the property, does not
constitute a compensable taking of property under the Idaho or Federal
constitutions. City of Coeur d'Alene v. Simpson, 2005 WL 286936 (2005) (citing
Penn Central Transp. Co., 438 U.S. at 131, 98 S. Ct. at 2662,57 L.Ed.2d at 652).
24. Diminution in property value standing alone does not establish a
compensable taking under the Idaho or Federal constitutions. City of Coeur
d' Alene v. Simpson, 2005 WL 286936 (2005 Opinion No. 18) (citing Penn
Central Transp. Co., 438 U.S. at 131,98 S. ct. at 2662,57 L.Ed.2d at 652).
25. The access Policy Manual imposes on the Department a duty of ordinary
care to protect against a dangerous condition with respect to the granting of
approaches to State Highways. Esterbrook v. Idaho Transportation Department,
124 Idaho 680,863 P.2d 349 (1992).
Conclusions of Law 22-25.

Mr. Clark in Conclusion of Law 32 held, "The denial of the applications for the permit and the
variance do not constitute a compensable taking of Petitioners' property rights.
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If this Court detennines that" ... substantial rights of the appellant have been prejudiced",
then the only remedy is to remand the matter back to the agency for further hearings in
accordance with the Court's direction. Idaho Code, Section 67-5279(4). It is difficult to see
where Appellants do not have reasonable access, where on the east they have three pennitted
access points, on the west they have a cross-access easement with the commercial shopping
center, and the property on the north borders an undeveloped public right of way.
Appellants have access from three of the four sides of their property, with three
approaches off of the ACHD highway. lTD conceded at the hearing that if ACHD were to move
to close one of the approaches, lTD would definitely revisit the issue of whether some access off
of SH 44 should be given. The variance policy as approved by the Transportation Board speaks
in tenns of avoiding landlocking a parcel of property.

EQUAL PROTECTION
Appellants have not been denied equal protection by lTD in the administration of the
variance policy. Mr. Clark in Conclusions of Law 34-36 held:
34. The denial of the applications of Petitioners for the permit and the variance
do not constitute a selective enforcement of the law by the ITO. See, e.g., Yesco
v. State ex. reI. Winder, 135 Idaho 804, 25 P.3d 117 (2001).
35. Granting the application for the permit to construct the commercial
approach would violate the duty of the Department to protect against a dangerous
condition with respect to the granting of approaches to State Highways. See, e.g.,
Esterbrook v. Idaho Transportation Department, 124 Idaho 680, 863 P.2d 349
(1992).
36. The variance should be denied.
The Idaho Supreme Court in Yesco v. State ex. rei. Winder, 135 Idaho 804, 25 P .3d 117 (2001)
reviewed the allegation of selectively enforcing the Highway Beautification Act by the
Department. The Court held:
Both the Idaho Supreme Court and the United States Supreme Court require a
showing of a deliberate plan of discrimination based on some unjustifiable
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classification such as race, sex, religion, etc., before an equal protection violation
based on discriminatory application of the law can be established. Henson v.
Department of Law Enforcement, 107 Idaho 19,23684 P.2d 996, 1000 (1984).
Allegations of selective enforcement, without more, are not sufficient to establish
a constitutional violation. Id.
Both the director and the district court noted that selective enforcement, without
more, is not a violation of either the Idaho or the U.S. Constitutions. The director
then noted that YESCO was not a protected class and was not shown a deliberate
and intentional plan of discrimination against it by the Department.
We find that no factual showing has been presented that would establish a claim
for selective enforcement of the law. No constitutional violation has been proven
and therefore the director's decision is affirmed.
135 Idaho at 809-810
Appellants failed to present a prima facia claim of selective enforcement or unequal treatment.
Asin and Moody are not in a protected class.
Two examples of the lTD variance policy at work should suffice. Mr. Asin and Mr.
Moody bought the property to the west of the ten acres presently in dispute. It is Estrella 1. It
had frontage onto SH 44 and no other streets. They did not meet the spacing requirements under
the rule and had no other access available. lTD's Chief Engineer granted a variance and they
received one access point to SH 44.
Estrella 1, the first subdivision developed by Mr. Asin and Mr. Moody, received a
variance from lTD, and it did have some impact on Mr. Clark's decision. Findings of Fact 12
and 13 of the recommended decision provide:
. .. Furthennore, the decision letter states the application violates the intent of
IDAPA 39.03.42.300.03, which provides, "Requests for approaches shall be
reviewed and considered for approval based upon the needs of the total
development regardless of the needs of individual parcels it contains." The Chief
Engineer stated: "Your clients could have established cross access easement, a
joint-use approach, or come to the Department with a master plan for both."
13. The Department's variance policy provides that a variance will not receive
favorable consideration if the variance is requested due to a hardship created by
the landowner or business. This includes but is not limited to subdivision or
partitioning of the property, conditions created by the proposed building footprint
or location or onsite parking or circulation, or where the access management
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standards can be met but the results would be higher site development costs.
It should be noted that at the time of the hearing, a cross access easement between Estrella 1

subdivision and Estrella 2 had been negotiated. In the simplest tenns, the variance policy says if
you ignore the IDAPA rule and that is the reason you need to have a variance, then the variance

will not receive favorable consideration.
The record simply does not support a finding of unequal treatment when you consider the
fact that a variance was granted for the first development, and then the property owner comes
back and wants a second variance for what could be called phase two of the Estrella
development. The Chief Engineer in his denial letter, as quoted above, aptly said that they could
have established a joint use approach. That would have meant that Estrella 1 and 2 would have
only received one variance, where now they are seeking two variances. Again, there is no
evidence in the record where other property owners have made successive applications for
variances and received favorable consideration on both applications for contiguous property.
In Appellants brief, they raise the issue of the Dudley development which is to the south

and west of-Appellants' property. The development is for over 500 residential units. The
development has only frontage onto SH 44. The variance was approved by lTD just prior to the
contested case hearing in this matter.
It will have two approaches that line up with ACHD roads to the north. The extension

of the two ACHD streets are Plummer (the street Appellants received three approaches) and
Senaca. Senaca is a T intersection west of both Estrella I and Estrella 2 subdivisions. The
District 3 Traffic Engineer explained the difference between turning a T intersection into a full
four way intersection, and creating a private approach with the following:

Q There's been some discussion with respect to Dudley Ranch to the south.
A Uh-huh.
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Q And they have applied for two approaches.
A That's correct.
Q And those two - where will those two approaches line up?
A They would line up with Plummer and Seneca Springs Way.
Q Does the lining approaches have different considerations than having an
approach be offset?
A Yeah, I would say so.
Q And what would the considerations be?
A Any type of conflicting left tum movement into or out of approaches that are
adjacent to offset approaches.
Tr. p. 125,11.3-17
The engineers have a sound basis for allowing the T intersection to go to a full four way
intersection as opposed to allowing a commercial approach that is "150 feet from the intersection
of Highway 44 and Plummer Road." Finding of Fact II. Appellants' consultants estimate that
3,886 vehicles per day would use the approach 150 feet from the intersection.
One can only imagine the high speed conflict of vehicles turning west on SH 44 from
Plummer, and vehicles traveling west on SH 44 attempting to use the approach. Again, the
posted speed is 55 mph. Mr. Clark went so far to conclude that lTD would be violating its duty
to the traveling public against creating dangerous conditions on the state highway system.

Esterbrook, supra. There would be some high speed merging and weaving in the 150 feet.
Dudley Ranch will have approaches that line up with two ACHD streets on the north side
of the highway. Between the two ACHD streets on the north, Appellants have received one
variance for the Estrella I approach, which with the cross access easement, can also be used by
patrons of Estrella 2. It is the second variance that lTD has denied.
Appellants cite that there have been 50 variances issued. The State Traffic Engineer
explained many of the variances with:

Q And with a lot of the applications, you're dealing with what's referred to as
deeded access?

A That's correct.
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Q And would it be just fair to say that in the history of the department that
they've never really been consistent on deed language on deed access?
A Yeah. Over the years, we've had some type of access control policy in place
since the mid' 50's. And since that time, the documents used to record access had
varied over the years. In some cases, it's on the deed as a size. Sometimes it's
referenced just as an access. Other times, it's referenced as a size with a use. So
it runs the full gambit.
Tr. p. 140,11.5-17
There is simply no case for selective enforcement of the lTD variance policy, and there is no
colorful equal protection claim. Mr. Clark heard and saw the testimony of the State Traffic
Engineer. He is the man that reviews the variances for the Chief Engineer, the man that wrote
the IDAP A rule and variance policy, and the individual who ultimately recommended denial of
the variance application. Mr. Clark found no evidence of discriminatory treatment.

ATTORNEY FEES
Appellants claim attorney fees and cite Idaho Code, Section 12-117. lTD would agree
that the only applicable law allowing for an award ofattomey fees is Idaho Code, Section 12117. Even if the Court were to remand this matter, there is simply no basis for a finding of
unreasonable conduct on the part of lTD.
The record is abundantly clear that the application had to be evaluated as of the date of its
submittal, and when circumstances such as deVelopment occur, that the issue of direct access to
SH 44 could be revisited.
Any ruling made in this case will be new law, and as such, would not qualify for an
award under Idaho Code, Section 12-117.

CONCLUSION
lTD has the ultimate authority to issue or deny access pennits on state highways. This
Court's holding in City ofEagle v. Idaho Transportation Board is continuation of that fact.
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Under IDAPA 39.03.42, Appellants needed to obtain a variance whether the highway is
classified as a Type III or Type IV under the rule. The speed limit on state highways within
cities is determined by whether it is a controlled access highway. A controlled access highway is
one where there is " '" no legal right of access to or from the highway except at such points ...
as may be determined by the public authority ... " Idaho Code, Section 49-109(5). Applying the
IDAPA rule most beneficial to Appellants, the legal right of access is one approach every 1,000
feet or qualifying for a variance. It is strictly a question of law whether SH 44 is a controlled
access highway under the Motor Vehicle Code.

-

.

..

ITO's rule and variance policy do not look favorably on piecemeal development. Estrella
1 received a variance (approach located closer than 1,000 feet from intersection). Estrella 2
obtained a cross access easement and sought an approach 150 feet from the intersection. lTD
was justified in denying the variance, and there is no selective enforcement.

Mr. Clark had the advantage of being the original trier of fact, seeing the witnesses and
being able to ask them questions. He could find no justification to recommend the grant of a
variance, and if one were granted, ITO would be violating its duty to the traveling public in using
ordinary care in the granting of approaches to major state highways. Mr. Clark's Findings
should be given deference. His decision should be affinned.
I wish to thank counsel for the professional manner that this matter was handled and the
courtesies extended.
~

Dated this

Cc,

day of October, 2006.
Respectfully su~

~~~
~

Steven M. Parry
Deputy Attorney General for Respondent
Idaho Transportation Department 0 00 382
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

!::::...- day of October, 2006, I caused a true and correct

copy of the foregoing document to be served to:
EDonCopple
Ed Guerricabeitia
Davison, Copple, Copple & Cox
P.O. Box 1583
Boise, Idaho 83701
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IN 11lE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC; 0 9 2007
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ~~~
y

OEPI)

JOHN W. MOODY, et.al.,
Appellants,

Case No. CV-OC-0509501

VS.

IDAHO TRANSPORTATION
DEPARTMENT,

DECISION ON APPEAL

Respondent.

This case is an appeal from the final agency action by the Idaho Transportation
Department ("ITD" or The Department") denying a variance to Appellants for two
commercial access approaches from the Estrella Subdivision No.2 to State Highway 44 in
the City of Star, Ada County. Idaho. Appellant, John W. Moody and Gary C. Asin were
represented by E. Don Copple and Ed Guerricabeitia of Davidson, Copple, Copple &
Cox, Boise. Ed Guerricabeitia argued. Respondents, Idaho Transportation Department
were represented by Deputy Attorney General Steven Parry.
For reasons stated herein, the decision rendered by the Director of the Idaho
Transportation Department is affirmed in all respects.

Summary of Facts and Procedural History
Appellants are owners of Estrella Subdivision No.2, an approximately ten acre
commercial development of offices and retail uses at the intersection of Highway 44 and
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Plummer Road in the City of Star, Idaho. The subdivision has approximately 645 feet of
frontage on Highway 44.
The Subdivision qualifies under ACHD standards for multiple approaches off
Plummer Road and Appellants have obtained approval from ACHD for three access
points off Plummer Road. The Subdivision has a cross access easement with the
commercial subdivision to the west, which has direct access to Highway 44. Appellants
developed the subdivision to the west. The Subdivision has no deeded access rights to
Highway 44 and lTD has issued no permits for access approaches to Highway 44.

In May of 2004 Appellants applied for two commercial access points from the
property to Highway 44. The lTD denied the application on the ground the permit
applied for does not meet the standards of the Access Management Policy because "the
approach applied for is closer to the next adjacent approach than the minimum allowable
distance of one mile." The Appellants were informed of their right to request a variance.

In November of 2004, Applicants applied for a variance to the Department's
access standards contained within the IDAPA Rules. The purpose of the variance is to
put in a commercial approach, which would have an estimated volume of traffic of 3,886
vehicles per day. The proposed commercial approach would be approximately 150 feet
from the intersection of Highway 44 and Plummer Road. The Department concluded that
the proposed approach would be so close to Plummer Road that adequate
acceleration/deceleration and center turn lanes could not be constructed to provide a safe
commercial approach to the property.

In February 2005, the ITD's chief engineer, sent a letter to Appellant's
representative citing several grounds for the lTD's denial of the requested variance. They
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included that the approaches did not comply with IDAPA 39.03.42.400.86b,
39.03.42.400.04a, 39.03.42.300.01, and 39.03.42.300.05. Also) it was stated that
alternative reasonable access is available to the site off Plummer Road and that under the
Department's variance policy a request for variance may not receive favorable
consideration if reasonable alternative access is available. Moreover, the denial stated
"this type of variance on a Type IV highway would not support the Department's rule on
spacing of access points." Furthennore, the decision letter states that application violates
the intent ofIDAPA 39.03.42.300.03, which provides, "Requests for approaches shall be
reviewed and considered for approval based upon the needs of the total development
regardless ofthe needs of individual parcels it contains."
Appellants filed an appeal and the ITD appointed an administrative appeal
hearing officer to hold a contested case hearing with a de novo standard of review. On
August 24,2005, the hearing officer issued his Findings of Fact. Conclusions of Law and
Recommendatory Order, which concluded:
... "The Hearing Officer has concluded that the construction of a commercial
approach to Highway 44 at or within 150 feet ofthe intersection with Plummer
Road would create a dangerous hazard to the traveling public on Highway 44 and
would violate several standards:
a. It would violate Idaho Code § 49-202(23), which prohibits the use of
any controlled-access bighway by any class or kind of traffic, which is
found to be incompatible with the normal and safe movement of
traffic.
b. It would violate IDAPA 39.03.400.03(c) for Type III access in rural
areas where approach spacing must not be less than 1000 feet.
c. It would violate IDAPA 39.03.42.012.1 OO.04a, which provides that
approaches should be located as far as practical from intersections to
permit safe vehicle movement.
d. It would violate IDAPA 39.03.42.300.07, which requires that
approaches be located where they do not create undue interference
with or hazard to the free movement of normal bighway traffic.
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Conclusions of Law 26.
The hearing officer went on to find that the above-stated reasons were sufficient cause to
deny the approach application. Conclusion of Law 27.
The hearing officer then went on to conclude that the application for an approach
150 feet from the intersection with the Type ill standard of 1,000 feet failed to meet any
of the criteria in the lTD variance policy. His Conclusion of Law 31 held:
"Granting the application for the permit or the variance to construct the
commercial approach would violate the duty of the Department to protect against
a dangerous condition with respect to the granting of approaches to State
Highways."

The matter was appealed to the Director of the Idaho Transportation Department,
and the Director affirmed and incorporated the administrative appeal hearing officer's
findings of fact, conclusions onaw into his final order. This appeal to the District Court
followed.
Issues and Analysis
A. Whether the City of Star has exclusive jurisdiction and fmal authority to

approve access on Highway 44.

Appellant's argue that the City of Star has exclusive and final authority to
approve access on State Highway 44 within the city limits in a developmental
application. Although Appellants concede that the ITD has exclusive jurisdiction over its
roads, Appellants submit that the Local Land Use Planning Act preempts state law and
grants the City of Star the authority to grant or deny accesses to state highways. I
disagree. Idaho Code, Section 40-310(9) vests the Idaho Transportation Board with the
authority to:
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Designate state highways, or parts of them, as controlled-access facilities and
regulate, restrict or prohibit access to those highways to serve the traffic for which
the facility is intended.
It is clear from this statute that the lTD has jurisdiction over state highways and State

Highway 44 is part of the state highway system.
I am unconvinced by Appellant's argument that the holding in, KMST, LLC v.

County ofAda, 138 Idaho 577 (2003), provides any exception to I.C. §40-310(9) which
would give the City of Star grounds to usurp lTD's jurisdiction. KMSTis factually and
legally distinguishable from this present case. In any event, Idaho Code, Section 67-6528
exempts the Idaho Transportation Board from complying with local land use regulations.
Specifically, this section of code provides:
The provisions of plans and ordinances enacted pursuant to this chapter shall not
apply to transportation systems of statewide importance as may be determined by
the Idaho Transportation Board.
In 1989, lTD adopted IDAPA 39.03.48 which interpreted Idaho Code, Section 65-6528

with, "The intent of this legislative provision is to prevent local control over
improvements to transportation systems of statewide importance." IDAPA 39.03.48.001.
The rule provides that all sections of state highways are transportation systems of
statewide importance, and that ITD supports local ordinances that "are beneficial to the
state highway system." IDAPA 39.03.48.200. Whether or not the local ordinance is
beneficial to the state highway system is ajudgment call within the discretion of the lTD.
B. Whether the lTD abused its discretion in denying Appellants application for

variance.
The hearing officer summarized the variance policy on access with the following:
19. The ITD Access Manual, Section 3.16 provides that a request for a variance
may receive favorable consideration under certain specified conditions. For
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example, if the variance would improve traffic safety or operations. or would
allow access to a landlocked parcel having no reasonable alternative access and
having no significant impacts to safety or traffic operations.
20. The ITD Access Manual, Section 3.16 also provides that a request for a
variance may not receive favorable consideration under certain specific situations,
including if the variance would negatively impact safety, or would degrade traffic
operations of the system, or if reasonable alternative access is available, or if the
proposed variance does not meet the design standards of the ITD Design Manual
and there are no reasonable for a design exception.
21. If, after consideration of Department standards and variance, application for a
variance is denied, the application may be appealed following the procedures
outlined in lTD Access Manual, Section 3.19, Appeals.
Conclusions of Law 19-21.
The hearing officer's conclusions were that the application for a variance failed to
meet any of the criteria listed in, Access Management: Standards and Procedures of
Highway Right-Of-Way Encroachments ("lTD Access Manual"), in that it would "cause
a reduction in traffic safety and operational efficiency of Highway 44." Conclusions of
Law 28. The hearing officer went on to conclude" ... reasonable alternative access is
available onto Plummer Road and through the cross access easement to Highway 44, and
the proposed variance does not meet the design standards of the lTD Design Manual and
there are no reasonable grounds for a design exception." Conclusion of Law 30.
Although Appellants may disagree with the decision to deny them a variance, this is
an executive function within the discretion of the highway administration. The
regulations contained within the ITD Access Manual give lTD enough authority to
restrict access under these circumstances. Accordingly, there appears to be no basis
within this appeal for judicial interference.
Conclusion
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For the foregoing reasons, I conclude that the lTD has exclusive jurisdiction and
final authority to approve access to Highway 44 within the city limits of Star, Idaho.
Appellants have failed to allege any legal exceptions that would give the City of Star
grounds to interject itself in this matter and overrule ITD's denial of access. I find that
the lTD Board was well within their discretion in denying Appellants application for

variance and there is no basis to interfere with the final decision of the ITD director. The
decision of the director is affirmed in all respects.
It is so ordered.
Dated this

q~ of February, 2007.
Sr. Judge D. Duff McKee
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ED GUERRICABEITIA
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3311 W STATE STREET
POST OFFICE BOX 7129
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,',

J. DAVID. NAVARRO'
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
A TIORNEY GENERAL
STEVEN M. PARRY
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Transportation Department
3311 West State Street
PO Box 7129
Boise, Idaho 83707-1129
Telephone: (208) 334-8815
Facsimile: (208) 334-4498
ISB #2153
Counsel for the Idaho Transportation Department
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO
WILLOWBROOK DEVELOPMENT

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
vs.
)
)
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ex reI.,
)
DARRELL V MANNING, R. JAMES
)
COLEMAN, BRUCE SWEENEY, MONTE)
C. MCCLURE, GARY BLICK, NEIL
)
MILLER, AND JOHN X. COMBO,
)
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD,
)
)
Defendants.
)

IDAHO TRANSPORTATION
DEPARTMENT'S OPENING BRIEF

INTRODUCTION

This is a case of first impression for the Idaho Transportation Department in that there are
no contested cases or District Court decisions directly on point. The issue before the Hearing
Officer is simply whether the Department followed its IDAP A rule and ITD Board Policy in
denying an application to encroach onto State Right of Way for the purpose of building a
commercial approach.
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The Idaho Legislature has delegated to the Idaho Transportation Board the following
power:
Designate state highways, or parts of them, as controlled-access facilities
and regulate, restrict or prohibit access to those highways to serve the traffic for
which the facility is intended.
Idaho Code §40-310(9) (Emphasis Added).
The Board has also given the power to, "... maintain state highways .... and develop
statewide transportation systems when determined by the board to be in the public interest."
Idaho Code §40-31O(4).
It is within this context that this appeal comes to the Hearing Officer. The property

owner Willowbrook Development (Willowbrook) has vacant property at the intersection of State
Highway 44 and Duff Lane just on the eastern outskirts of Middleton, Idaho. The property
owner qualifies for four access points off of Duff Lane and has applied for an access off State
Highway 44. The Department denied the access application and then the variance application
and this appeal followed. Willowbrook has over

~

mile of frontage onto State Highway 44.

The Department in 2001 adopted IDAPA 39.03.42 which provided definition to the
process of gaining an encroachment onto a state highway. In March of 2002, the Department
and Board published its "ACCESS MANAGEMENT: Standards and Procedures for Highway
Right of Way Encroachments." This 2002 publication implements the IDAP A rule and provides
guidance to the engineering development community. It is also published on lTD's web page.
References to the publication will be by Access Management.
IDAPA 39.03.42.200.01 provides in pertinent part:

01. Required. To help preserve the highways as constructed and provide
responsible growth where allowed, any individual, business, or other entity
planning to add, modify, relocate, maintain, or remove an encroachment on the
State highway or use highway right-of-way for any purpose other than normal
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travel, shall obtain a permit to use State highway right-of-way. Encroachment
pencits approved by the Department are required for private and public
approaches (driveways and streets), utilities and other miscellaneous
encroachments.
IDAPA 39.03.42.200.08 enunciates the review process that the Department uses for an
application for an encroachment onto a state highway with:

08. Review Process. The review process shall commence on the day the
applicant signs the application and makes payment of the initial application fee(s).
If the Department detennines there is insufficient documentation to process the
application, the process will be placed on hold until such documentation has been
received. All applications for encroachment pencits shall be reviewed and
evaluated for current access control requirements, deed restrictions, safety and
capacity requirements, design and location standards or an approved variance of
these standards, environmental impacts, location conflicts, long-range planning
goals and the need for an appraisal. A time table for the review process is
available at the Idaho Transportation Department Headquarters Office or any
Highway District Office.
Two portions of the multi-faceted review process are relevant to this appeal and deserve further
explanation. They are, "current access control requirements" and "an approved variance."
CURRENT ACCESS CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

The Transportation Board by rule has adopted a system of five different types of State
Highways for the evaluation of highway encroachment pencits. Relevant to this appeal are Type
III and Type IV highways. At issue in this appeal is whether the Idaho Transportation Board can
change the type of highway without the highway going through a major reconstruction process.
The IDAP A rule defines the types of highways by the number of lanes they have or
whether the highway has a median. Other sections of the rule indicate that Access Control on
segments of state highways can be changed. The Board and Department contemporaneous
construction of the rule is that the Board reserved the authority to re-designate segments of the
state highway system.
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The IDAPA rule provides, "Access control on all segments of the State Highway System
shall be upgraded to match the most current functional classification." IDAPA 39.03.42.011.
The 2002 Access Management publication provides the mechanism for the current functional
classification of all state highways with:

2.3 Access Types
The Idaho Transportation Board approves the functional classification of each
State highway. Development of the functional classification of urban State
highways is made through the cooperation of the local jurisdictions. The Idaho
Transportation Board retains the right to change functional classifications.
Applicants may functional classification updates from any District office.
Access Types I through V directly relate to the functional classification of a State
highway. They consider the level of existing and planned roadside developments,
highway characteristics such as the number of lanes and the presence or lack of a
median, and traffic volumes and speeds. Each access type has its own geometric,
traffic control, and spacing requirements (see section IV, Approaches: Location
and Design Standards).
Changes in control of access may be effected by the following:
•

The Idaho Transportation Board's right to modifY access control,
reconstruct or widen the roadway, and arrange for necessary modification
or closure of approaches and/or points of access.

•

Urban access control developed in coordination with local authorities.

•

State and Federal regulations that restricts access.

Access control on all segments of the State Highway System shall be
upgraded to match the most current functional classification.
Access Management, p. 21.
Determining the functional classification of a highway is not as simple as counting the
number of lanes of the highway as Willowbrook may suggest. Otherwise why would, "access
control shall be upgraded to match the most current classification ... " be in the rule? The IDAP A
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rule on evaluating applications follows this concept when it provides that applications shall be
reviewed in relation to, " .... long-range planning goals."
Additionally, the IDAP A rule on reviewing applications for highway encroachments, " ...
shall be reviewed and evaluated for current access control requirements .... "
39.03.42.200.08.

IDAP A

Current access control requirements references the Transportation Board's

authority to designate state highways as controlled-access facilities and limit access to those
highways to serve the traveling public. Idaho Code §40-31 0(9).
In March of 2002, the District 3 Engineer for lTD went to the Transportation Board to

upgrade the classification of State Highway 44 and other state highways from a Type III to a
Type IV. The Idaho Transportation Board minutes from March of 2002 reflect the following:
Upgrade Access Control Designations, District 3. DE Lowe requested changing
access control from Type 3 to Type 4 on SH-16 from SH-44 to SH-S2; SH-44
from 1-84 to US-20/26 from 1-84 to 1-184. These highway sections were
originally constructed as two-lane rural routes with relatively low traffic volumes
and little adjacent development. Their use has radically changed and would be
four-lane facilities if not for funding constraints. The metropolitan planning
organization has SH-44 and US-20/26 modeled as multilane facilities for future
needs analysis and there are several improvement projects currently programmed
on all three routes. She said that based on their function, current traffic volumes,
and future traffic projections, the three highways should be classified as Type 4.
Member Sweeney made a motion, seconded by Member McClure, to approve the
following resolution:
RES. NO.
TB02-21

WHEREAS, the Idaho Transportation Board has made a commitment to support corridor planning as a means of facilitating longrange transportation planning in the State of Idaho; and
WHEREAS, the Board seeks to design and maintain the states'
roadway systems in the best interests of the citizens of the State of
Idaho; and
WHEREAS, the Idaho Transportation Department is given the
responsibility to manage the state's roadways in a manner
consistent with the State's Strategic Plan, Long-range
Transportation Plan, and Access Management Policy; and
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WHEREAS, Section 2.3 of the governing policy, known as
"Access Management: Standards and Procedures for Highway
Right-of-Way Encroachments," states that the Idaho
Transportation Board has the "right to modify access control... for
necessary modification or closure of approaches and points of
access;" and
WHEREAS, portions of the below listed highway sections are
currently classified as Type 3 access control, but current and future
projected traffic volumes and needs warrant Type 4 access control.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Idaho
Transportation Board designates Type 4 access control for the
following highway sections:
SH-16: from SH-44 (between Star and Eagle) to SH-S2
(Emmett)
SH-44: from 1-84 (west of Middleton) to US-20/26 (Boise)
US-20/26: from I-84 (Caldwell) to 1-184 (Boise)
Member Miller asked if this action would result in takings. CE Ross responded
that the Department would buy access and there would be no takings without
compensation.
Since that date, access control on State Highway 44 has been a Type IV access.
The Director of the Transportation Department has adopted a policy A-12-0 I, State
Highway Access Control, November 27,2002. This policy provides:
Access control for the State Highway System shall be based on the functional
classification of the highway. Access control on all segments of the State
Highway System shall be upgraded to match the most current functional
classification.
A-12-01, p. 1.
The policy goes on to provide:
The Division of Transportation Planning shall maintain a current record of
all action taken on all portions of the State Highway System.
A-12-01, p. 2.
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By current action, the policy is referencing the Board's ability to reclassify state highways as to
their type.
ITD has a publication on its web page entitled, "lTD Access Control for Segments of the
State Highway System." This publication lists every section of state highway in Idaho and its
access control designation. The publication for the section of highway applicable to this appeal
provides:
MAIN
ROUTE

PRINCIPAL
ARTERIAL

MIDDLETON:
2.9-4.8

BOARD DESIGNATED

Again, this

IS

published on ITD's web page just above the publication Access

Management.
The importance of the distinction between a Type III and Type IV highway is found in
IDAP A 39.03.42.400, "Location and Design Standards for Approaches." The rule provides that,
" . .. all approaches shall comply with current Department geometric standards and design
principles." IDAP A 39.03.42.400.01. The functional classification of a highway is clearly a
design principle to be followed and the current classification of State Highway 44 is that of a
Type IV highway.
On the distance between approaches, the rule provides, "Minimum recommended
distances between approaches ... are as follows:" IDAP A 39.03.42.400.03.c. With a Type III
highway, the rule provides for rural approaches at a minimum be spaced 1,000 feet apart. For a
type IV highway, at a minimum for a public street approach, the spacing be one mile. Without
meeting the minimum requirements on spacing, an applicant must qualify for the spacing of an
approach through the variance policy which is recognized in the IDAPA rule and fleshed out in
the Access Management Policy.
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